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Geochemical data 

The major elcments (Chapter 3) arc the clements which predominate in any 
rock analysis. They are Si, Ti, AI, Fe, I\ln, Mg, Ca, Na, K and P, and their 
concentrations arc expressed as a weight per cent (wt °/b) of the oxide (Table 1.1). 
Major clement determinations arc usually made only for cations and it is assumed 
that they are accompanied by an appropriate amount of oxygen. Thus the sum of 
the major clement oxides will total to ahout 100 % and the analysis total may be 
uscd as a rough guide to its reliability. Iron may be determined as FeO and FeZO.l' 
but is sometimes expressed as 'total Fe' and given as either FeO(tn,) or FelO.l('",). 

Trace clements <Chapter 4) are defined as those clements which arc present at 
less than the O.l % level and thcir concentrations are expressed in p,m. per million 
(ppm) or more rarely in parts per billion (ppb; 1 billion = 10

9 
) of the clement 

(Table 1.1). Convention is not always followed however, and trace clement 
concentrations exceeding the 0.1 °10 (1000 ppm) level are sometimes cited. The trace 
elements of importance in geochemistry are identified in Table 1.5 and shown in 

Figure 4.1. 
Some elements behave as a major clement in one group of rocks and 3S a trace 

clement in another group of rocks. An example is the element K, which is a major 
constituent of rhyolites, making up more than 4- wt % of the rocl: and forming an 
essential structural part of minerals such as orthoclase and biotite. In some basalts, 
however, K concentrations are very low and there are no K-bearing phases. In this 
case K behaves as a trace element. 

Volatiles such as HzO, COl and S are normally included in the major element 
analysis (Table 1.1). Water combined within the lattice of silicate minerals and 
released above 110°C is described as H10+. Water present simply as dampness in 
the rock powder and driven off by heating below 110°C is quoted as HzO- and is 
not an important constituent of the rock. Sometimes the total volatile content of the 
rock is determined by ignition at 1000 °C and is expressed as 'loss on ignition' 

(Lechler and Desilets, 1987). 
Isotopes arc subdivided into radiogenic and stable isotopes. Radiogenic 

isotopes (Chapter 6) include those isotopes which decay spontaneously due to their 
natural radioactivity and those which are the final daughter products of such a 
decay scheme. They include the parent-<laughter element pairs Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd, 
U-Pb, Th-Pb and K-Ar. They are expressed as ratios either in absolute terms 
87Sr/86Sr (e.g.) or relative to a standard (the E-notation) (Table 1.1). 

Stable isotope studies in geology (Chapter 7) concentrate on the naturally 
occurring isotopes of light elements such as H, 0, C and S which may be 
fractionated on the basis of mass differences between the isotopes of the element. 
For example, the isotope 180 is 12.5 % heavier than the isotope 160 and the two are 
fractionated during the evaporation of water. Stable isotopes contribute significantly 
to an understanding of fluid and volatile species in geology. They are expressed as 
ratios relative to a standard using the o.notation (Table 1.1) 

The major part of this book discusses the four main types of geochemical data 
outlined above and shows how they can be used to identify geochemical processes. 
In addition, Chapter 5 has been included to show the way in which trace and major 
element chemistry is used to determine the tectonic setting of some igneous and 
sedimentary rocks. Chapter 2 discusses some of the particular statistical problems 
which arise when analysing geochemical data-sets, and some recommendations arc 
made about permissible and impermissible methods of data presentation. 

In this introductory chapter we consider three topics: (I) the geochemical 

Geological processes and their geochemical signatures 

processes which ~re likely to be encountered in nature and their gL>ochemical 
signatures; (2) the interaction between gcologiL-a1 fieldwork and the interpretation of 
geochemical data; and (3) the different analytical methods currently in usc in 
modern geochemistry. 

1.2 Geological processes and their geochemical signatures 

A major purpose of this text is to show how geochemical d:lta Co1n be uscd [0 

idcntify geological processes. In this section the main geochemical signatures of 
igneous, sedimentary and met:tmorphic processes un: brictly summarized and 
presented in graphical (Figures I.l to 1.3) and in tnbubr form (Tables 1.2 to 1.4). 
This brief survey is ~ugmentcd by fuller discussions ebcwherc in the text. Each of 
the Tables 1.2 to 1.4- lists the geological processes which may have a geochemical 
signature and identifies the sections in the book where the particular process is 
described and characterized using major or trace clements, and radiogenic or stable 
isotopes. 

, .2.1 Processes which control the chemical composition of igneous rocks 

The chemical compoSltton and mineralogy of the source region exerts a 
fundamental control over the chemistry of magmatic rocls. The major and trace 
element composition uf a melt is determincd by the type of melting process and the 
degree of partial melting, although the composition of the melt can be substantially 
modified ell rOU(e to the surface . (Figure 1.1). The source region is best 
characterized by its radiogenic isotope composition because isotope ratios are not 
modified during partial melting and magma chamber processes. The composition of 
the source itself is a function of mixing processes in the source region. This is 
particularly pertinent to studies of the mantle, and in the last decade important 
advances have been made in understanding mantle dynamics through the isotopic 
study of mantle-deri-'ed oceanic basalts (see Section 6.3.6). 

Most magmatic rocks are filtered through a magma chamber prior to their 
emplacement at or near the surface. Magma chamber processes frequently modify 
the chemical composition of the primary magma, produced by partial melting of the 
source, through fractional crystallization, magma mixing, contamination or a 
dynamic mixture of several of these processes. Resolving the chemical effects of 
these different processes r~quires the full range of geochemical tools - major and 
trace element studies coupled with the measurement of both radiogenic and stable 
isotope compositions. Excellent and detailed discussions of· magma chamber 
processes are given by Hall (1987 - Chapter 7) and Wilson (1989 - Chapter 4). 

Follo\\'ing emplacement or eruption, igneous rocks may be chemically modified, 
either by outgassing or by interaction with a fluid. The outgassing of igneous rocks 
chiefly affects the stable isotope chemistry whereas intenlction with a fluid may 
affect all aspects of the rock chemistry. Ideally, igneous rocks selected for chemical 
analysis are completely fresh, but sometimes this cannot be achieved. For example, 



Geological processes and their geochemical signatures 

samples from the seafloor have most probably been subjected to weathering or even 
hydrotherm31 alteration by seawater. Many igneous plutonic bodies initiate, on 
emplacement, hydrothermal groundwater circulation in the surrounding country 
rocks, thus leading to the chemical alteration of the igneous pluton itself. 
Metamorphosed igneous rocks are also likely to be chemically modified by the 
interaction with a fluid phase, as is discussed below. 

1.2.2 	 Processes which control the chemical composition of sedimentary 
rocks 

The chemical composition of the provenance is probably the major control on the 
chemistry of sedimentary rocks although this can be greatly modified by subsequent 

processes (Figure 1.2). The composition of the provenance is a function of tectonic 
setting. Weathering conditions may leave their signature in the resultant sediment 
and major element. studies of sedimentary rocles indicate that sometimes the former 
weathering conditions can be recognized from the chemistry of the sediments 
(Section 3.3.1). Significant chemical changes may also take place during transport: 
some trace elements become concentrated in the clay component and in the heavy 
mineral fraction whilst others are diluted in a quartz-rich coarse fraction. These 
processes are to a large extent also dependent upon the length of time spent 
between erosion and deposition. 

Chemical changes during deposition will depend upon the depositional 
environment, which is chiefly controlled by subsidence rate. Chemical and 
biochemical processes controlling element solubilities in seawater, submarine 
weathering and redox conditions are also important for particular types of sediment. 
Post-depositional processes are best investigated using stable isotopes. The stable 
isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen are important tracers for different types of water, 
vital in the study of diagenetic fluids. Carbon and oxygen isotopes are used in the 
study of limestone diagenesis. The temperature-dependent fractionation of oxygen 
isotopes can be used to calculate the geothermal gradient during diagenesis and 
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Flow diagram showing the principal processes which control the chemical ~omrlllll'"11 ,.( 
igneous roch. ~ Processes which control the chemical composition of metamorphic 
rocks [ 
The principal control on the chemical composition of a metamorphic roc:k I, 'he 
composition of the pre-metamorphic protolith. Sometimes metamorphic reery"al. 
lization may be isochemical but most commonly there is a chanp in chllnhlll 
composition (Figure 1.3). This is principally controlled by the movomlnc or nulda I 
and the thermal conditions during metamorphism. MetlmorphlllTl I. (1'Illulnlly 
accompanied by deformation; particularly at high metamorphic ,radOl, chlre may 
be tectonic interleaving of different protolith composition. which ,Ive. rlaa 'II a 
metamorphic rock of mixed parentage. I 

The ingress and ~xpulsion of water during metamorphi.m, chieny II a 
consequence of hydration and dehydration reactions, may give ri.e to chaniCa. In Ih~ 
chemical composition of the parent rock as a consequence of particular clemellli 
becoming mobile in the fluid. These processes arc controlled by the comllO.ilion of 
the fluid phase, its temperature and the ratio of metamorphic fluid to the hOlt rock. 

At high metamorphic grades and frequently in the preaence of. hydruu. fluid, 
melting may take place. The segregation and removal of thi. melt will clearly 
differentiate the parental rock into two compositionally di.tincl componenu - 
restite and melt. In this case, the precise nature of the chemicAl change iN loverned 
by the degree of melting and the melting process. 

allows some control on the burial history of the rock. 	 Chemical change in metamorphic rocks in the absence of Q fluid "hale il ~ 
[ 
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Geological controls on geochemical data 

governcd by diflusion of ions in the solid statc. This is in responsc to changing 
mineral stabilities and metamorphic reactions - a function of the P-T conditions 
of metamorphism. 

1.3 Geological controls on geochemical data 

Geochemical invcstigations are most fruitful when a particular model or hypothesis 
is bcing tested. This ultimately hinb'CS upon a c1enr understanding of the geological 
rebtionships. Thus, any successful geochemical investigation must be based upon a 
proper understanding of the geology of the area. It is not sufficient to f..1lrry out a 
'smash and grab raid', returning to the labor'ltory with large numbers of samples. if 
the relationship between the samples is unknown and their relationship to the 
regional geology is unclear. It is normal to use the geology to interpet the 
geochemistry. Rarely is the converse true, for at best the results are ambiguous. 

As an example, consider a migmatitic terrain in which there arc several 
generations of melt produced from a number of possible sources. A regional study 
in which samples are collected on a grid pattern may have a statistically accurate 
feel and yet will provide limited information on the origin of the migmatitc 
comple;\:. What is required in such a study is the mapping of the age relationships 
between the units present, at the appropriate scale, followed by the careful 
of each unit. This then allows chemical variations within the units to be 
and models tested for the relationships between units. A fundamental thesis of this 
book is therefore that geochemical investigations must always be carried out in the 
light of a clear understanding of the geological relationships. 

This approach leads naturally to the way in which geochemical duta arc 
presented. In the main this presentation is as bivariate (and trivariate) plots in 
which the \'ariables are the geochemical data; a discussion of these plots forms the 
major part of this book. However, if the geology is also considered, then the 
additional variables of time and space may be plotted as well. Clearly, it can be 
informative on some occasions to examine chemical variations with time in a 
sedimentary pile. Furthermore, it is often valuable to examine the spatial 
distribution of geochemical data. This can vary over the entire range of geological 
investigations from the micro- to the global scale. Compare for example the 'map' 
of lead-isotopic analyses in a single galena grain (Shimizu and Hart, 1982) with the 
projection of iSOtopic anomalies in the Earth's mantle onto a world map, described' 
by Hart (1984). Both are instructive. 



Where has all the old crust gone? 
RicIJ<Jrd W. Carlson 

-----..,---....--_.._,- ._--------,---- 
Geophysicists have come to believe that the Earth was covered with II thick crust more than four billion years ago. 
New measurements challenge thnt theory, in~~catlng the Importance of crustal destructlon In Earth's carly history. 

rock fOrntilUtHl, the illi{j,11 
siLion \\'iU be oltscl.lrcd. Uccausc 
case \.\'ith whkh the (uhidiumlstrontium 

It rud~ ,'an he ch.1IlJ;cd hy 1nC'la.. 
tn. illh!llIPl$ ttl iludy cl'lIslO\I 

dcvClopmcnl hy c~'HninHtiou of Ih;11 
flluiomclric S\'SI~1H how\! ull but hi.:CH 
:lhund,,'Incu. S~lln~ldum ;Ind ncmh'miutn, 
hdn~ ncig.hhourin,g: lanlhilnidc crcmcnt~ 
and insoluhle in most metamorphic nuid~. 
llf\! more: immunl! than ruhidituH 10 

misnHion during mctamorphi:<Hl. hUI the 
question that mUSI he faced is. !lrc thcy 
ahsolutclv immobile? 

10 a",;id thi, probl~nl, W"'\)ort ,·t "I, 
eXilmined Ihe hHcllum-hafniBOl radio
metric s\,stcm in Ihe min.:ral zirCt1H. 
Zircon is'well km\\\:n ll'l ~~o~hrnnoln,giSt!i 
becclUse it incorporat\!~ high qU;lIl1i(ics 
of uranium but "Imust IH,:~ kml uuring its 
CormatioB+ ;and so is csa~md\' llsduf 
for pr~cis.! unmium-lci\d gl.!oChr(~HlOlo,gr 
Furthcrmorc. it is aver" sli.Ibh.· mineral 
during m~tam()rphic ·proc~s>es. F,,, 
lutc.iurn-Iwfnium Stltdi.:s. Zill.'OII nffcr:-: 
the ~lddiri\.lr\'ll ild\'al1t~Ig.l: th;11 h;,rnilllll IS 
an abundiliH clement whereas il:i par;:nl 
luteliuRl is prc:sent only in InKC amounts. 
Consequenlly. thc hlleliumn",[niu", r:II,o 
of zircon is ncar zl!ro. nccessil'lling, only 
minor corNclions 10 mc.\surcd 
isotopic compositions. 

--Vcr\,oort and cOllc3£ues show thaI Ihe 
initial hafnium isotope compositions or 
zircons from Greenland rocks 3.6 10 3.8 
billion "",rs old indicate a manlle source 
Ihal was mildly depleted by mdl remo"al 
in the Hadea" era. However •• hc rangt bf 
initiill nl!\JdYllsium iSOlOpC e\"I11lfK'Isilioll of 
Ihc same mcb is much l:.r,!;cr Ih'lIl iscom· 

\\'lth lhl! obscrvcd variation In 
• impJYlng :hll1 Ihe morC C'.\:lremc 

""lues of neodymium composi[jon 
observed in ancien! co.uinel1lal r<lCks nrc 
the result of metamorphic pcrturualions, 
and nol an indication of large amounlS of 
ancient CruSt. 

Wc are faced with • trollhling I.ck of 
evid~nce for large volumes of Hadcnn 
crust on E.rth. P~rhap5 we ar~ looking for 
the wrong. Iype of cru~l? The lunar ex.nl
pI< of a pl.£.ioelase·rich tlotation crust is 
probably not appropriale for thc ElIrth. 
\\'hcre nUlch great!:!:r interior preSSUf\!S 
promt\'~ crystaHi7.;Hk~n tlf lhe (kns~ min· 
eral ;.unct. which wOlJld con~uml! thl! 
aluminium necessary for plagioclase for· 
million. Another e~pIHn;"i~:)I1. hut by Jl\."I 
meUm; th.: onlv ..)nc': is .h.\I'Vil!(\(ouS con
v~ction in Ihe e;lrl~ ,Olanil..: was·'pankul':lrI;.' 
good at mixing away c\'i~cnce of earlier 

crUSI-m:mlk difre(cn.i;llion. If Ihis is !hc 
caic. Ihe l2"rth'~ sur(acc in the 1I:lCkall 
Ill:\\, have h':cl\ ("{WCft:U ".-'th :. thin :lIld 
trOl;llticrll hasnhic l'rwa. much like til\!: cur. 
rent situatioll ill the Ol,'c,m basins when: 
new ,,:ruSt ((lrmcd alnn,£: oc.:an ridges slIr· 
\'h'c~ 1H lhL~ sllffal"C fe.r, at most, a cOllpl~ 
of hUl1dred mil1;on years beron: il plunges 
bat:'k into the mant Ie in it subduction 
Th,,· com.ncnL-occ.tn disljm,~tion. 

1<1 the Earth amollg Ih~ ,crrcstr",1 pl,,"elS, 
nolt be a primary (c~lIlrc of I::.Mlh, bUI 
~r one rctl~cting tile losin!: battle of 

plale tcclotlic~ to S1ir back the 'slag',. 
s~p.\ralinj! fh)11\ 'h~ mantic "roundry', -; 

f /1/' 

/:.JJ !t'"<., 

-/7 ., I 
Ce;.a'-~ 

!l' l~'" 4 
I/I( (, #.(v 

VI(:.wr:.n as :t hug.e chcrnical (.lCI0I')', the 
Eanh has been Hying (or 45 billion years 
'0 separale its chemical consli!uen!s inlo 
sl.bl~, densi[Y's[n'lilicd layers, Dense 
jmn-nickel allo,·s. which do nOi dissol,·c 
in the silica!c ;"""llc, rell III form Ihe 
core; volatile compounds were dislillco 
(n.lDllhe interior to make the itlnl(uphcfl.!" 
..nd oceans: clOd md(~ of the nwntlc (OSC 

10 Ihe surface 10 form the crust. MOSI of 
Ihe core formation alld a large 
fraelion of the volatile degassing 
from Ihe mantle were compleled in 
the first tlilUon rea rs of Earth's his
.ory. Evidence i,or similarly effi· 
eient cruSI fornlalion on the early 
Ea rlh has been suggcsled by reeenl 
smdies of preserved rocks 3.5 to 
3.9 buUon yea" old,·l. However, 
dala reponed by Vervoon et al.' on 
page 624 of this issue contradict 
that evidence, and raise the ques
tions: why did the Earth not form 
an extensive early crust or, if it did, 
where has all this old crust gone? 

CUlTent idtas of p!"net forma· 
lion suggest a very energetic early 
Earth. Large planetesimals (rock 
and icc bodies .hat condensed. in 
the e~rly Solar System) collided 
violenlly with Ihe Earlh during the 
lauer stagcs of form.tion, and 
transformed their kinetic energy 
into heat within the growi,,!: 
planet. The sinking of iron 8110YS to 
form the core released gravhation. 
al potential energy as addition.1 
heat. Radioactive elements, per
haps indudins those that have 
long·~nee decayed away, such as 
alun1inium·26 and iron·60 which 
have half·lives of aboul a million 
years, contributed further to heal· 
jng Ihe early Earth's interior, 

Models developed as a resull of 

scpanllion of cruSt (rom nuultle on the 
Moon to have heell nearly C""'llk!c 4,3.~ 
104.4 billion yc:m aso. 

t.;;'\ploration C ..)r ancicnl tcrrcSlriili crust 
has beetl i!ltense, bUI so far .he oldest 
roth found on Ihe E:lrih arc only 3.')6 
hillinn ),enrs old'. althouch " few suh· 
miUim..:tftZ"slzed !.!ri,in~ nf 

. sturdy mineral 	iir('lHl 11:1\'C 

ll1 w~s".:rn Austrah.. Ihi'll lmvc RgcS 

The 3.54-billiolli'ear-old Ngwane gneiss or Swaziland, .outh
ern Afric•. This gneiss i. composed of leldspar.rieh (light 
CQloured bandS) and amphibole-riCh (dark) matcliat intermixed 
by metamorphism, The 'stirring' Is shown .Icatly by the 
feldspar·rich tayer foldoo Inlo an '5' shape on [he rlght4'land 
side 01 the photograph, Melamorphism is probably also 
res.ponsible: lor alteting neOdymium isotope ralios to tndicate 
falsely a thick crust on the: early E«lith. 

our visits 10 the Moon suggest thai this (measured by radiollleiric dating) 
energetic formation resulled in planelar}' approaching 4.2 hillion years', On the 
inleriors Iha' were either largely or totally E..,nh, the I.ck of preservcd 'lIcicnt.crust 
maheu. Upon cooling ilmJ cry~lalli:t:<llioll, dt)~s BO' Ut!CCS5:11 it}' IllClin ihat such crust 

these 'magma oceans' would have trans· ncver cxisted. because the pl•• e Icctonie 
ferred dense material to the corc and cycle provides a clcar method of crustal 
ouoyant eryst.llizinll minerals. such as 111.. destructio" Ihrough suhductiotl into Ihl! 
giod..e, (0 the surface. "h. Moon iIIu,· dcej! mantle &[ eonvcrgenl pl,,!e bou,,"· 
trales this effect clearly in ils thick, .,ies, and rel)lacc"'Cnl uy n~w crust 
plagioclase·rieh crust; in a mantle showing ~ced alongoee.'1 ridges. 
the complemenlary chemical signature of In seeking informaiion on r::arih's first 
plagioclase removal; .nd in the f.cl Ihat crUSl, one can remove (he effects or morc 
radiomerrie dating shows this ehcn1ieal Ihan:l hillio" ~'c'rs "f pl•• e tectonics by 
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I"okin& "t thc ra.ios of different radio. 
genic isolopes in Ihe oldest preserved 
crustal rocks at the lime of their forma
tion. The chemical ch:lIlges associaled 
wilh crust formation result in abundance 
rati('l$ of Ilarent to d"u&hlcr dements thai 
difrer between the crust, its complcnleJI' 
wry melHlcple.ed mal1lle and mantle 
ullaffected by l11elt removal. Over lime, 
thesc dislincI pMel1l/dllugl1lcr ralios pro

duce different daughter-element 
isotopic compositions, This is 
demonstrated well in the volcanic 
rocks erupted todny alon& Ihe 
Earth's ocenn ridges, which show 
very clearly that the mantle pro-: 
viding these magmas is a comple· 
mentary residue to the eonllnental 
crust. 

Th rec of the radioactive deuy 
systems that have been used for 
this purpose are rubidium-stron
tium, samarium-neodymium and 
lutetium-hafnium. Neodymium 
data taken in the early 1980s (ref. 

from crustal rocks l.7 to 3.8 bu· 
old showed clearly that. 

years ngo, the manUe 
had already been depleted by 
extraction of crust. The deviation 
of these dala from those expecled 
for an undepicted mantle was not 
large, however, and failed to pro· 
vide evidence for tile existence of 
large volumcs of crust produced 
by magma ocean crystallization. 
More recent data, particularly for 
the oldest preserved crustal 
rocksI.:!, show much wider initial 
neodymium isotope variation, 
implying the existence of large vol
umeS of crust in the Hadean era 
(the geological period be[Ween 
Enrth's formation and crcMion of 

. ~h~.pl<!.est.("escrved crusl). 
Calculating initial iSOIOpic composi. 

lions of old rocks. however, relics on 
Ihe ullverifiable assumplion thai the 
parent/daughter ratio of the sample has 
remained constant since rock formation. 
In general. the assumption is a good one, 
but crust that I",s nouted around Earth's 
surface for billions of years has had many' 
opportunities for collisions wilh olher 
crustal blocks. which can lead to meta
morphism of the constituent rocks (see 
figure). If that changes the parenl/daug,n· 
ter ratio of a sample of old crust long after 
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1. 	 Gibbsova prosta energija fonnacije FeO pri standardnih pogojihje -251.1 kJ. Alije zna~aj AI, Ba, Ca, Cd, Cu, Mg, Ni, Pb, Si, Sn in W pri the pogojih litofilen ali 

siderofilen?1 
2. 	 Ali sta pri 827°C Zn in Sn siderofilna ali litofiIna? 

3. 	 Kak~naje povezava med Goldschmidtovo razdelitvijo prvin in periodnim sistemom? 

4. 	 Kaj pomeni trditev, da je Cu boJj halkofilen kot Zr ali Pt? 

5. 	 Katero glavno prvino ali prvine lahko nadome~i5a Ba2+, Cr3+ in y3+? 

6. 	 Zakaj so plagioklazi, ki se izl06jo boJj zgodaj v kristalizacijskem zaporedju bogatej~i s Ca, tisti ki se izloi5ijo kasneje pa z Na? 

7. 	 Katere prvine oznai5ujemo z LILE, HFSE in REE? 

8. 	 Kaj pomeni, da je neka prvina inkompatibilna? 

9. 	 Na diagramih prikati trend spreminjanja vsebnosti K, Ca, Ba, Mg in Cr z ~i5ajoi5o diferenciacijo ter razlo~i diagrame. Podatki so v priloreni tabeli. 

10. 	Vanadij je obilnej~i kot bor, vendar pa tako v magmatskih kot v sedimentnih kamninah pogosteje zasledimo borove minerale kot vanadijeve. RazIo~i zakaj.J 
II. 	Za vsako od razmerij ugotovi ali bo obi~ajno vi~je v mafii5nih ali felsi~nih magmatskih kamninah ter navedi zakaj: SrlBa, BIMn, LilMg, PblRb in CrlAI. 

I 	 12. Katera razmeIja med prvinami bodo vgja v evaporitih, katera v glinavcih? Zakaj? Sr/Na, KlRb, MgIMn 

13. 	Li in Cs se koncentiirata v pozno nastalih sJjudah v pegmatitih, i5eprav sta njuna ionska radija zelo razli~na. Navedi zakaj. 

14. Zakaj se na~teti pari prvin obii5ajno ne zamenjujejo izomorfno: Li - Na, Fe - Li, Mg - Nb, Mn - Pt, Ca - Rb, Cu - Na, C - Si, Se - Li, Cd - Na in Cl- F. 

1 15. Zakaj so Ga minerali izredno redki, minerali mnogo manj obilnih prvin kot so Sn, U in W pa dokaj obii5ajni? 

16. Zakaj so najobilnej~ prvine v morski vodi Na, K, Mg, Ca, S in Cl? 

I 17. Zakaj sta U in Th bolj obilna v granitih kot v ultramafii5nih kamninah? 

18. Ve~ina REE je obilnej~ih v granitih kot v bazaltih. Zakaj je Eu izjema? 

19. Kaj je to nonnalizacija REE?1 20. Zakaj se pri interpretaciji uporabljajo nonnalizirani in ne nonnalni vzorci REE? 

11 
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CHAPTER 

20 
DISTRlBUTION 

OF THE 

ELEMENTS 


The central problem of geochemistry was defined by the Norwegian geochemist 
V. M. Goldschmidt, early in the 20th century, to be "the determination of the 

distribution of the clements in materials of the Earth and the reasons for this 

distribution." In a sense we have been working with this problem from the start of 

Chapter I, but our emphasis has been on the role ofparticular elements in geologic 

processes as seen from a chemiCal standpoint. Now we set out to address 

Goldschmidts problem more directly. 

Basic facts about element distribution are already familiar, just from ordinary 

experience and from discussions in preceding chapters. Igneous rocks have a 

characteristic group of elements (Chap. 17), sulfide ores another group (Chap. 19), 

carbonate sediments another group (Chap. 3), salt deposits still another (Chap. 14). 

To refine such generalizations, in particular to see how the rarer elements are 

distributed in various environments, we need a classification, a way ofgrouping the 

elements so that their properties may be related to geologic behavior. One such 

scheme is Mendeleev's periodic table, an overall grouping according to chemical ' ~ 

properties that is familiar from elementary chemistry and that we introduced in a ! 
l ,

geological context back in Chapter 5 (Table 5-3). A few highlights of this table should be recalled. t 
IElements in each column of the table are closely related in their electronic 

structures and chemical properties. Resemblances are especially strong among the 
t 
~ 
, ~ 
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DlSTRllltmON OF T!Ol ELEMI!ImI 535 t,rJmetallic elements in cOlumns toward the left side of the table and among the 
Jnonmetallic elements on the right. On these left and right sides the properties ofrare 


elements, both chemical and geological, can be predicted with considerable Ir"" 

accuracy from properties of the better known elements in the same column. 
 ~L.. f' 
The transition elements in the middle of the table, mostly metals, are less regular in 
their relationships, and prediction of properties is less satisfactory. Two special Li 
groups of elements, the actinides and lanthanides, are singled out because they are 
so very similar among themselves in their properties and in the structures of their 
atoms. From these relations in Mendeleev's table many useful general statements r;"
about the distribution of the rarer elements in geologic materials are possible, but a 

more specific geochemical classification is also needed. 
 ~~!20-1 	 GOLDSCHMIDT'S GEOCHEMICAL 

CLASSIFICATION 

One alternative classification was suggested by Goldschmidt in his early work on 
the rules of element distribution. This grouping of elements was an attempted 
answer to a hypothetical question: If the Earth at some time in the past was largely 
molten and if the molten material separated itself on cooling into a metal phase, a 
sulfide phase. and a silicate phase, how would the elements distribute themselves 
among these three materials? An ans;wer can be sought from theoretical arguments 
and also from three kinds of observation: (I) the composition of meteorites, on the 
assumption that meteorites have an average composition similar to that of the 
primordial Earth and underwent a similar kind of differentiation; (2) analyses of 
metal, slag (silicate), and matte (sulfide) phases in metallurgical operations; and (3) 
the composition of silicate rocks, sulfide ores, and the rare occurrences of native 
iron found in the Earth's crust. 

From a theoretical standpoint, consider first the expected distribution of 
elements between metallic iron and silicates, in a system with iron in excess. Metals 
more chemically active (in the sense of a higher free energy of oxidation) than iron 
would presumably combine with silica to form silicates, and the remaining silica 
would react so far as possible with iron. Metals less active than iron would have no 
chance to form silicates but would remain as free metals with the uncombined iron. 
In other words, the fate ofany given metal should depend entirely on the free energy 
offormation of its silicate (Sec. 7-4). Data on formation energies ofsilicates are not 
complete, but to a good approximation we can substitute the free energies ofoxides, 
since in the formation of a silicate the energy of the reaction (with Me standing for 
any metal) 

Me + 1/202 .,: MeO 	 (20-1) 

is always much larger than the energy of the reaction 

MeO + Si02 .-: MeSiOl . 	 (20-2) 

Free energies of formation ofrepresentative oxides are given in Table 20-1. From 
this list we could predict that the elements above iron would go preferentially into 
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TABLE 20.1 

Free energies of formation of 
oxides per oxygen atom, kJ 

1) 	
2S"C 827·C 

CaO -604.0 
MgO 

r 
-569.4 

Al1Ci:l -527.4 
U02 -515.9 
TiOl -444.7 
Si<h -428.3 
MnO -362.9 
KlO -322.11 	
Zno -320.4 

1 	
WOz -266.9 
SnOz -259,9 

Fea -25l.! 

MoO, -222.7 
CoO -214,2 
NiO -211.7"I 	
PbO -188.9 
CUlO -146.0 

-520,8 
-481.6 
-442.7 
-447,2 
-371.9 
-356.8 
-304.3 
-203.2 
-237.9 
-195.0 
-176.:5 

-199,7 

-156.7 
-154.9 
-140.7 
-109.2 
-86.9 

I The numbers "'" tree energies of fOrmation per 
oxygen atom. in kilojoules. The oxides are 

amnged in order of decreasing m:e energy 

at 2S·C. Source: Robie et al. (1979). 


..,',! 
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1 
the oxide (or silicate) phase, and those below iron into the metallic phase. The 
grouping is not entirely unambiguous, in that two elements (W and Sn) appear to 
stand above iron at low temperatures and below iron at high temperatures. Similar 
lists could be drawn up showing the expected distribution of metals between a metal 
phase and a sulfide phase with iron in excess, and between a sulfide phase and a 

J silicate phase with silica in excess. So many additional assumptions ate required, 
however, that the numerical values are not very helpful. 


On the observational side, the compositions of the three phases (metal, 

sulfide, silicate) in meteorites and in smelter products are well-known. Analyses 


1 show that, with a few exceptions, elements above iron in Table 20-1 have higher 

concentrations in the silicate phases than the metal phases of both materials, and 

that most ofthe elements below iron ate strongly concentrated in the sulfide phases. 

Occurrences of elements in silicate rocks, sulfide ores, and native iron agree fairly' 


"n'·1 
i 	 well with the distributions shown by the meteorite and smelter analyses. The lack of 


complete agreement is not surprising, as Goldschmidt pointed out, since the 

conditions of formation of sulfide ore deposits in nature are quite different from 
 ,
the conditions under which sulfides would separate from an artificial melt. , 
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On the basis of such evidence, Goldschmidt suggested that the elements could 
be usefully grouped into those that preferentially occur with native iron and 
probably are concentrated in the Earth's iron core (siderophile elements); those 
concentrated in sulfides and therefore characteristic of sulfide ore deposits 
(chalcophile elements); and those that generally occur in or with silicates 
(lithophile elements). For completeness, elements that are prominent in air and 
other natural gases can be put in a fourth group, the atmophile elements. This 
classification, shown in Table 20-2, is clearly consistent with the data ofTable 20-1. 

As might be expected, Goldschmidt's classification is closely related to the 
periodic law. Comparison of Tables 20-2 and 5-3 shows that in general siderophile 
elements are concentrated in the center of the periodic table, lithophile elements to 
the left of center, chalcophile elements to the right, and atmophile elements on the 
extreme right The classification can also be correlated with electrode potentials: 
siderophile elements are dominantly noble metals with low electrode potentials, 
lithophile elements are those with high potentials, and chalcophile elements have an 
intermediate position. 

The grouping of elements shown in Table 20-2 can at best express only 
tendencies, not quantitative relationships. The different groups overlap, as is shown 
by the occurrence ofmany elements in more than one category. Iron, for example, is 
not only the principal element of the Earth's core but is also common in sulfide 
deposits and in igneous rocks. Such overlaps are inevitable in a classification that is 
based partly on distributions in very high-temperature processes and partly on 
distributions under ordinary surface conditions. Various refinements have been 
suggested, but there seems little point in trying to make the classification more 
quantitative or more detailed. It is useful simply as a rough qualitative expression of 
the geologic behavior of the elements. 

TABLE 10-1 
Goldschmidt's geochemical classification of the elements 

Siderophile Chaltophlle Lithophile Atmophile 

Fe Co Ni Cu Ag (Au)1 Li Na K Rb Cs H N (C) (0) 
Ru Rh Pd Zn Cd Hg Be Mg Ca Sr Ba (Pb) (F) (CI) (Br) (I) 
Re Os Ir Pt Au Ga In TI B AI Sc Y REEl He Nt AI Kr Xe 
MO Ge Sn C P (Ge) (Sn) Pb (C) Si Ti Zr Hf Th 
(Pb) (As) (W) As Sb Bi (P) V Nb Ta 

sSe Te o CrW U 
(Fe) (Mol (Re) (Fe) Mn 

F CI Sr J 
(H) (TI) (Ga) (Oe) 
(N) 

I Parentheses around a symbol indicate that the element belongs primarily in another group, but 
has some characteristics that relate it to this group. For example. gold is dominantly siderophile, 
but (Au) app"ars in the chalcophile group be<:ause gold is often found in sulfide veins. 
, REE = rare~ elements . 
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20-2 	 DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTS IN 

IGNEOUS ROCKS 


Point 	of View 

The origin of many igneous rocks, as noted in previous discussions, is a subject of 
lively debate. Fortunately the various hypotheses oforigin lead in general to similar 
predictions about the distribution of trace elements. To unify the discussion-but 
not to argue for one hypothesis over another-we start with the "classical" 
viewpoint that most igneous rocks can be thought of as formed by differentiation 
of basaltic magma, mafic minerals settling out first to form ultramafic rocks and the 
remaining melt changing in composition through the series gabbro -+ diorite -+ 

granodiorite -+ granite -+ pegmatite. We can speak then of "early-formed miner
als" of high melting point, such as olivine and calcic plagioclase, "late-formed 
minerals" like alkali feldspars and biotite, and "residual fluids" of pegmatitic 
composition. We can work out semi empirical rules ofbehavior for various elements 
dUring such a differentiation process and compare our predictions with analyses. 
When this procedure is adopted, it turns out that agreement between predictions and 
analyses is surprisingly good, and surprisingly uniform from one set of igneous
rocks to another. 

This agreement, however, is not evidence in favor of the assumed crystal
lization-differentiation process for the origin of igneous rocks. The same sequence 
of rock compositions could be formed equally well (but in reverse order) by 
progressive anatexis of a shale or graywacke, proceeding from the composition of 
alkali granite through granodiorite, tonalite, and gabbro as more and more mafic 
material is incorporated into the melt. The same distribution of elements would be 
expected at comparable stages in this series as in the sequence formed by 
crystallization differentiation, provided that the composition of the starting material 

was reasonably close to the crustal average and provided that equilibrium was 

maintained during the melting. Ifmarked departures from eqUilibrium occur, during 

either the fractional crystallization of a mafic magma or the progressive melting of 

average silicate material, the distribution of minor elements might be considerably 

different in corresponding parts of the two series. But ordinarily a close enough 

approach to equilibrium can be assumed so that the rare elements would be expected 

to distribute themselves according to uniform rules. 

Thus the point of view that most igneous rocks have formed by crystallization 
differentiation, a point of view that underlies much of the following argument, is 
presented not as a hypothesis to be proved but as a framework to unify the 
discussion. When we speak of "early-formed minerals," for example, we shall mean 
minerals that would form early during differentiation, but that might equally well 
form late during metamorphism and anatexis. 

Rules 	of Distribution 

The general sequence of minerals that separate during differentiation of a silicate 
melt at low pressures is already familiar (Chap. 17). Most commonly olivine and 

1I 	 M~m_~ 53' ~ 
I' 

: calcic plagioclase crystallize first; as the temperature falls, part or all of the olivine «-, 
I reacts with the melt to form pyroxene, which is followed by amphibole and then J' biotite; the composition ofplagioclase meanwhile becomes increasingly sodic; near i " 

the end of the crystallization, quartz and potash feldspar appear along with sodic I . I	 ':J 

I 

plagioclase. If oxygen fugacity is low this scheme is altered, in that abundant iron 
remains longer in the melt; this means that ferrous silicates continue to crystallizett 
until a late stage and that the accumulation of silica in the residual fluid is less I 
pronounced. Many other variations are possible: an abundance of water in the melt ~I. 
would emphasize formation of hydrous minerals, abundant chlorine or fluorine or " 
boron would lead to unusual minerals containing these elements, and at higher .< 

pressures the dominant early-crystallizing minerals would be garnet and soda-rich ; r 
pyroxene rather than olivine and plagioclase. But for present purposes we restrict ~.' 
the discussion to the more usual pattern of differentiation, in which major elements,.•. 
drop out in a fairly uniform sequence: most ofthe magnesium and calcium leave the '. 
melt in early stages, and the alkali metals later; iron may be largely concentrated in ~: 
early minerals or may appear at all stages; aluminum drops out in feldspars all 
during the differentiation process, and also in micas toward the end. Our objective . 
now is to see how the behavior of the less common elements is related to these 
changes. 

For an element to crystaIHze in a mineral of its own-a mineral in which it is a 
major constituent-requires that the element be present in the melt in appreciable j 

< 

amounts. If only a few ions of the element are present, they can be taken up by the , 
crystal structures of the major silicates, either as isomorphous replacements of an 
abundant element or as random inclusions in the holes of a crystal lattice. How 
much of a given element can be accommodated in the silicate structures depends on 
the characteristics of its ions. The rare alkali metal rubidium, for example, is so 
similar to potassium that several tenths of a percent can be accommodated u 
replacements of Rb + for K+ in micas and feldspars, and no separate rubidium 
mineral can form. The rare metal zirconium, on the other hand, cannot fit easily into 
common silicate structures, and even very small amounts of it go into separate 
crystals of the accessory mineral zircon. Some elements, like beryllium, boron, 
copper, and uranium, are capable neither of forming their own high.temperature 
minerals 'nor of substituting appreciably for common ions in silicate structures, and 
so are concentrated in the residual solutions that give rise to pegmatites and quartz
sulfide veins. What specific characteristics of an element determine which way it I 
will behave? 

The question takes us back to the discussion of isomorphism in Sec. 5-8. On 
the basis of that earlier treatment, a few rules can be formulated that are generally Ifollowed in the isomorphous replacement of one ion by another: 

1. A minor element may substitute extensively for a major element ifthe ionic radii 
do not differ by more than about 15%. I2. Ions whose charges differ by one unit may substitute for one another, provided 
their radii are similar and provided the charge difference can be compensated by 
another substitution. For example. in plagioclase feldspar Na+ readily substitute. I , 
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for Ca2+, and the charge difference is compensated by substitution of Si4+ for 
Ae+. 

3. 	Of two ions that can occupy the same position in a crystal structure, the one that 
forms the stronger bonds with its neighbors is the one with the smaller radius, 
higher charge, or both. 

4. Substitution 	of one ion for another may be very limited, even when the size 
criterion is fulfilled, if the bonds formed differ markedly in covalent character. 

Leaving aside the question of bond character for the moment, we find abundant 
illustrations of the first three rules. We could predict, according to rules I and 2 and 
the table of ionic radii in Appendix VI, that Ba2+ would commonly substitute for 
K+, Cr'+ for Fe3+, y3+ for Ca2+; and these predictions fully accord with analytical 
data. From the third rule we could generalize that, in an isomorphous pair of 
compounds, the one containing ions of smaller radius and higher charge would have 
the higher melting point (because of the stronger bonding) and therefore would 
appear earlier in a crystallization sequence. Hence a minor element like Li, which 
substitutes extensively for Mg because of the similarity in their ionic radii, should 
be concentrated in late-forming Mg minerals rather than earlK ones because its 
single charge forms weaker bonds than the double charge on Mg ,+; this is borne out 
by the near absence ofLi in olivine and its common presence as a substitute for Mg 
in the micas ofpegmatites. Similarly Rb, having an ion similar in charge to K+ but 
somewhat larger, should be enriched in late K minerals rather than early ones, a 
prediction that agrees with the observed concentration of Rb in the feldspars and 
micas of pegmatites. 

The same rules, it should be noted, are illustrated beautifully by some of the 
major elements. In the isomorphous series of the olivines, forsterite has a higher 
melting point than fayalite and is enriched in early crystals (prob. 17-3), 
corresponding with the fact that Mi+ is a smaller ion than Fe2+. Early crystals 
of plagioclase are Ca-rich, late crystals Na-rich (Sec. 17-3), in accordance with the 
higher charge of the Ca2+ ion. The rules are also similar to generalizations we have 
formulated regarding ion-exchange processes (Sec. 6-3), as they should be, because 
in both cases we are dealing with the relative strengths of bonds formed between 

. ions and crystal structures. 
The rules of substitution according to ionic radius work well as long as we 

limit discussion to elements in the first three columns of the periodic table, but with 
the remaining elements agreement between prediction and observation is often 
much less satisfactory. The ion Cu+, for ex.ample, is similar in size and charge to 
Na+, but coprer shows no enrichment in sodium minerals. The ion Hg2+ closely 
resembles Ca + in size and charge, but is not concentrated in calcium minerals. The 
difficulty goes back to rule 4, the difference in bond character (or polarization): the 
ions Cu + and Hi+ form bonds ofmarkedly less ionic character with the anions ofa 
crystal structure than do Na + and Ca2 

+ (last column of Appendix Vl). This failure of 
the rules of substitution is reminiscent of the failure of predictions from simple 

()-, 
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Examples of Minor-Element Distribution 

To get a feeling for the effectiveness of the distribution rules in predicting the 
behavior of minor elements in igneous processes, we look now at some analytical 

data for typical rock sequences. 
Table 20-3 shows average concentrations of major and minor elements in four 

rock series. The first series consists of worldwide averagd for the major igneous 
rock types, and the other three give analyses for rocks in specific localities. The 
world-wide averages, of course, do not represent a sequence necessarily related by a 
differentiation process, but they are pertinent because trace elements would 
distribute themselves in much the same manner whether rocks form by differ
entiation or by anatexis during metamorphism. For each of the other three series 
there is good geological and chemical evidence that the rocks are actually members 
ofa differentiation sequence. The Irish lavas show a fairly typical trend from olivine 
basalt to rhyolite, with a marked increase in silica and alkali metals and a decrease 

in iron; the Skaergaard rocks show a notable increase in iron and fairly constant 

silica until the very end of the differentiation process; the Hawaiian lavas are rich in 

soda and potash and show only a modest increase in silica. Thus the four sets of 

analyses enable us to compare the distribution of trace elements in three different 

kinds of differentiation sequences with the average distribution for igneous rocks in 


general.
Cursory examination of the data shows that the distribution has a certain 

amount of regularity, but also much apparently random variation. As so often 
happens in geochemistry, the numbers seem to follow a vague general rule that is 
subject to many exceptions. A little reflection will show that this is what we might 
ex.pect. We are dealing, of course, with a very complicated process. The distribution 
is affected not only by the various trends of differentiation, but also by details of the 
way the trace elements enter into individual minerals. Other variables than ionic 
radius can affect the extent of substitution of one element by another, for example 
pressure, temperature, and overall rock composition. Furthermore, the steps in 
differentiation do not necessarily correspond from one set of analyses to another, 
nor do the extremes necessarily represent equivalent stages in differentiation; we 
have, in fact, no good way of even defining what we mean by "equivalent stages of 
differentiation." Recognizing these reasons for lack of complete regularity in the 
data, we can nevertheless draw useful conclusions from the analyses about general 

patterns of trace-element behavior. 
Trends shown in the table can be visualized with the diagrams in Fig. 20-1. 

Lines on the figure represent analyses for various elements in the four categories of 
the world averages: ultramafic rocks, mafic rocks, intermediate rocks, and felsic 
rocks. These four rock types are shown, from left to right, by four points on each 
line. The heavy lines represent major elements (K.. Ca, AI, Fe, Mg), and the light 
lines in each column represent possibly related minor elements. Scales are not 
uniform, so that absolute values cannot be compared from diagram to diagram. The 

geometry to account for crystal structures when strongly covalent bonds are lines simply show trends, the relative increases or decreases ofdifferent elements in 
involved (Sec. 5-4). going from ultramafic to felsic rocks . I 
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FIGURE 20-1 -3~ 	 Trends ofminor-element concentration in a differentiation sequence. Data from columns headed "world
1i ::/ 	 averages" in Table 20-3. The four points in each line represent concentrations in (from Jeft to right) 

ultramafic rocks, mafic rocks, intennediate rocks. and felsic rocks.. Scalcs are not uniform; lines show 
trends ol\ly. Heavy linea are trends for major elements, light lines for minor elements. Nwnbers besidefai 
symbols are ionic radii in angstroms.~ I ~* ii _'" 

... .8 ""'" The first column of Fig. 20-1 gives trends for three large cations that might bej~, ~ Ji expected to substitute for K" because of their size. The similarity in their lines is 
evident, suggesting that Rb+, Ba2+, and Pb2+ do indeed enter potassium minerals ini~ .... Rl~ 
small amounts and hence, like potassium, are concentrated in rocks formed late int~ ~t;sl the crystallization sequence. The similarity in trend is most marked for Rb+; because 

':1= t~ pi! of their double charge and smaller size, Ba1+ and Pb1+ tend to enter early potassium 
minerals, hence are not as strongly enriched at the felsic end of the series as is Rb+.JI ~~!fl For these elements the rules of substitution work beautifully . 

The second column shows the trend for calcium and the related minor element 

~~~]~~fI)j strontium. Here agreement with the rules is less clear. The ion St'+, with a radius 
between those of Ca2+ and K+, can substitute for both, so that its trend is a 
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1 
compromise between the trends for the two major elements. Except for its low 
abundance in ultramafic rocks, strontium remains fairly constant through the 
differentiation sequence, because calcium decreases as potassium increases. 
Copper, with an ionic radius close to that of calcium, has a somewhat similar 
trend line, but the similarity is probably fortuitous because a chalcophile element 
like copper forms dominantly covalent bonds with oxygen and cannot readily " 
substitute for an element whose bonds are strongly ionic. Also in the second column 
are curves for aluminum and gallium, illustrating the great similarity of these two 
elements and the consequent extensive substitution of Ga3+ for A13+ in alumi

5] nosilicate minerals. 
In the third column of Fig. 20-1 are trend lines for several minor elements with 

ionic radii similar to those of iron and magnesium. The two major elements show a 
markedly decreasing abundance as differentiation proceeds, and most of the minor
element trend lines follow this pattern except that some have low concentrations at 

l( 	 the ultramafic end of the series. Trends for C~+ and Ni2+ mimic that of Mg2+, as 
would be expected from the extensive substitution of these metals in early formed 
Mg minerals (pyroxenes and olivines). Mn2+, V3+, and Te+ substitute more readily 
for Fe, and their trend lines are correspondingly similar except at the left-hand ends. 
Lt, with its single positive charge, substitutes readily for Mg2+ only in the latest
formed magnesium minerals (especially micas), hence increases in abundance 
during the course of differentiation. 

Analyses for the three differentiation series in Table 20-3 (northern Ireland, 
11 	 Skaergaard, and Hawaii) show trends similar to those for the world averages. There 

are a few conspicuous deviations, as might be expected because the rock series have 
different overall compositions and different degrees of differentiation, but never

11 theless the trends displayed in Fig. 20-1 apparently represent a general pattern 
:1 

widely applicable to igneous rocks. 

] 	 Regularities of Distribution in Igneous Rocks 

Important features of this general pattern, as revealed by many analyses of rock 
series like those in Table 20-3, are the following: 

] 1. Cations with large radii and low electric charges tend to substitute for potassium 
(radius ofK+ = 1.38 A), hence are concentrated in felsic rather than mafic rocks. 
These elements (Rb, Cs, Ba, Pb, Tl) are often called the large-ion litho pile group 
(LIL). Their abundance in a rock series is a good indication of the extent to 

1/1, 	 which differentiation has sorted out constituents of the original igneous material. 
The rare-earth elements are often included here, although the substitution oftheir 
ions in late-forming minerals is mostly for Ca2+ rather than K+. 

2. 	Several cations with smaller radii and mostly with higher charges (U'+, Th4+,]1 B3+, Be2+, M06+, W6+, Nbs+, TaS+, Sn4+, Zr4~ also are concentrated at the felsic 
end of the series, not because of extensive substitution, but rather because their 
size and charge make their substitution for any major ions in common silicate 

~I minerals difficult. Differentiation segregates them into the late residual solutions, 
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and if present in appreciable amounts they may form minerals of their own 
(uraninite, beryl, columbite, zircon, etc.). Because of the small size and high 
charge, the electric field associated with these ions is unusually strong, and they 
are often designated high field-strength elements (HFSE). Both LlL and HFSE 
elements, because their ions do not fit readily into the usual positions available in 
silicate structures, are described as incompatible elements. 

3. Many elements whose ions have intermediate radii, especially metals 	of the 
transition groups, substitute readily for iron and magnesium, hence are abundant 
in the earlier members of the differentiation sequence. Some (Cr, Ni, Co) are 
strongly enriched with Mg in ultramafic rocks, others (Mn, V. Ti) have maximum 
abundance in gabbros and basalts. 

4. Among the chalcophiIe elements, 	a few substitute to some extent for major 
cations in silicate structures (pb2+ and n+ for K+, Zn2+ for Fe2+ and Mi+, Be+ 
for Ca2~, but for the most part these metals are left to accumulate in the residual 
solutions that may eventually form sulfide ores. In a magma containing abundant 
sulfur, part ofthe chalcophile elements may separate early in differentiation as an 
immiscible sulfide liquid. The traces of chalcophile metals commonly reported 
in ordinary igneous rocks may be present largely as tiny sulfide grains rather than 
as substitutes for major elements. This would explain, for example, the 
apparently erratic values for copper in the analyses of Table 20-3. 

5. Some minor elements are so similar in size and chemical properties to major 
elements that normal differentiation cannot separate them effectively from their 
major relatives. Gallium is a good example: it is always present in aluminum 
minerals, and very seldom becomes sufficiently segregated to appear in a mineral 
of its own. Other closely related pairs are Rb and K., Hf and Zr, Cd and Zn. The 
rare members of these pairs are not particularly scarce metals, but they are little 
known because minerals in which they appear as major constituents are rare or 
nonexistent. 

Thus the principal features ofminor-element distribution in igneous rocks can 
be explained by the simple rules of substitution based on ionic charge and radius, 
supplemented by empirical statements about the behavior of elements whose bonds 
are largely covalent. The simple rules, however, have many exceptions, and details 
ofthe distribution would require more sophisticated analysis. We have spoken of the 
distribution, for example, as if it were influenced only by mineral structures in the 
crystallizing solids; a complete description would have to consider also structures in 
the silicate liquid with which the solids are in contact. Again. the transition elements 
show many apparent anomalies in the relative amounts that substitute for Mi+ and 
the two ions of iron; the anomalies can be in large part clarified by considering 
effects on the strengths of directed bonds exerted by electric fields in different 
positions in crystal structures ("crystal-field effects"). Detailed study shows that 
relationships between major and minor elements in crystal structures are highly 
complex, so it seems remarkable that the simple rules work as well as they do. 

One way to represent the distribution of minor elements is to set up a ratio of 
concentration in a mineral to concentration in the melt. This ratio, called the 
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partition coefficient, is defined as 

[MeJmineral , 

kMe (20-3)= [MeJmelt 

where the brackets are some measure of the concentration of a minor element 
represented by the symbol Me. As an example, elements that are largely 
incompatible with major elements of silicate minerals have values of kMe much 
less than one. Analysis of measured concentrations of minor elements in minerals 
and matrix glasses of extrusive igneous rocks and from laboratory experiments 
shows that the partition coefficients for many minor elements are dependent on 
changes in temperature, pressure, and composition, as would be expected on 
thermodynamic grounds. In most cases these general trends can be predicted using 
the rules of distribution outlined above. 

As an example of the temperature--pressure-composition relationships of 
partition coefficients, consider the partitioning ofNi between a melt and the mineral 
enstatite in the system NiO-MgO-Si02. At equilibrium we have 

NiH + MgSi03 :;:: Mg2+ + NiSi03 , (20-4) 
melt enstatite melt Ni·....tatite 

and an equilibrium constant of 

K = aNi-oosllllite aMg-melt • (20.5) 
lZ'Ni-me1t aMg-enstatite 

If activities are expressed in terms of concentration (represented by brackets) and 
activity coefficients ().), 

K = [NiJ~statite [Mg] melt (A.Ni_titeA.Mrmelt) • (20.6) I· 
[Nllme1t [Mg]enatatite A.Ni.melt..1.Mrenatatite 

The first ratio on the right-hand side is the partition coefficient for Ni [Eq. (20-3)]. I 
I

Its temperature and pressure dependence will be determined, in part, by changes in I 
the equilibrium constant which are governed by the enthalpy and volume ofreaction ! 

(Sec. 8-5), How the partition coefficient will depend on composition is determined 
by the activity coefficients: for the melt, activity coefficients reflect melt structure 
and interaction among Ni and Mg with other melt components, and for enstatite, the 
coefficients are related to energetics of incorporating Ni and Mg into the mineral 
structure. All these properties, ofcourse, are functions of temperature and pressure. 

Rare-Earth Elements 

The distribution of minor elements, as is evident from the simple rules of 
substitution, leads readily to speculation about the genesis and history of particular 
igneous rocks and rock associations. The rare-earth elements (REE, Table 5-3) 
provide a good example, and merit a brief digression. 

Despite their name, the REE (Table 20-4) are not especially uncommon in 
Earth materials. The group as a whole makes up more than 200 ppm of average 

TABLE 20-4 
Rare--earth (lanthanide) elements J[

RadII (A) 


Ion, (6-coord) 


La)+ 1.03Lanthanwn • 
Ce3+ L01Ceriwn 
pfI+ 0.99Praseody

mium ~ 
Neodymiwn Nd3+ 0.98 

(prome Pm'+ 0.97 

thiwn)! J. 
Sm'+ 0.96 ,Samarium 
Eu'+ 0.95 

Eu2+ 1.17 


Gadolinium 


Europiwn 

Gd3+ 0.94 

Th3+ 0.92 
 I

Terbium 

Oysprosiwn or+ 
 0.91 


Ho1miwn 
 Ho3+ 0.90 

EI'+ 0.89
Erbiwn 


Thulium 
 Tm3+ 0.88 


Ytterbiwn 
 Yb3+ 0.87 

Lutetium + 0.86
Lu

' 

I Promethiwn docs Dot occur in nature, but radioactive 

isotopea may be prepared artificially. 

LREE: La-Sm HREE: Eu-Lu 

So"rc~: Shannon (1976). 


crust, and some of the individual elements are more abundant than such common 

metals as lead and copper. From the numbers in Appendix IV it is evident that all of 

this group, with the single exception of europium, are more concentrated in granite 

than in basalt, and that the differences are greater for the light elements (La-Sm) 

than for the heavier ones (Eu-Lu). These simple facts about abundances tell us that 

the REE are to some extent incompatible with the common ions of igneous 

magmas, the light ones (LREE) more incompatible than the heavy ones (HREE), 

and that Eu is something of a maverick. 


Elements of this group are remarkable for the similarity in their chemical and 

physical properties, a similarity which means that they commonly occur together in 

natural environments and are difficult to separate in the laboratory. The whole 

assemblage occupies a single spot in Mendeleev's table (Table 5·3), in the third 

column and sixth period, from which we know immediately that these elements are 

active metals with a principal oxidation number of +3. The similar properties find a 

ready explanation in the electron structure of their atoms: all have three valence 

electrons, and each one differs from the preceding only in the addition ofan electron 

in an f-orbital far down in the electron cloud. As might be expected, the increasing 

nuclear charge from one element to the next means a steadily decreasing ionic 

radius through the group (often called the "lanthanide contraction"). The slight 
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decrease in size means slight differences in properties, which are reflected in 
differences in the distribution of these elements in geologic materials. 

The high oxidation number and the large ionic radii (0.86-1.01 A) mean that 
the entire group is incompatible in the common minerals of igneous rocks, as we 
have just guessed from the concentration differences between granite and basalt. 
The degree of incompatibility varies from mineral to mineral and from one element 
to another. Certainly the REE would not substitute readily for the smaller Fe2+ and 
Mg2+ ions (radii of 0.78 and 0.72 A, respectively) in the early-crystallizing olivine 
and orthopyroxene of a mafic melt. Calcium ion is more similar in size (1.00 A), 
and some rare-earth concentration is found in calcium materials, but the difference 
in oxidation number apparently keeps the substitution limited. So the REE by and 
large remain in the liquid during fractional crystallization, substituting to some 
extent for LIL elements in the later stages, and at the end may be concentrated 
enough to form their own minerals (for example, monazite, xenotime, allanite) in 
alkali granites and pegmatites. 

Europium differs from its brethren in that it has an additional stable oxidation 
number of +2 (ionic radius 1.17 A), and the relative amounts of Eu2+ and Eu3+ in a 
magma depend on its oxidation state. The divalent ion, as might be expected,

2
substitutes readily for Ca + and even more readily for S~+ (1.18 A), so that when 
plagioclase crystallizes from a mafic magma it often removes a good deal of 
europium from the liquid. (One other lanthanide, cerium, has an abnormal oxidation 
number, +4, when conditions are very oxidizing. This peculiarity has little 
importance in igneous processes, but explains much of cerium's behavior in 
surface waters and sediments.) 

The slight differences in ionic size make the LREE somewhat more 
incompatible than the HREE, as we noted from abundance figures. Thus in the 
last residual fluid during crystallization of a magma, or in the earliest melt to form 
during anatexis, the LREE elements may be more concentrated than their heavier 
kin. This difference in properties makes analyses of the REE a useful tool in studies 
of the source and history of the magmas that formed various kinds of igneous rock. 

To display analyses showing the distribution of REE in geologic materials, it 
is common to plot abundances against atomic number. Rather than simple 
concentrations, however, it is customary to plot ratios-ratios of the amount 
of each element in a given rock or mineral to the amount in material supposedly 
representing undifferentiated stuff from which the rock or mineral was derived. In 
igneous geochemistry the undifferentiated material is commonly taken to be an 
average of analyses of chondritic meteorites, on the plausible assumption that the 
Earth and meteorites were formed originally out of the same protoplanetary mixture. 
A sampling of such plots, showing lanthanide concentrations "normalized" to 
chondri tic concentrations, is shown in Fig. 20-2. In effect, the lines on this figure 
record for different kinds of igneous rock the changes in REE distribution over the 
long times since their materials were part of the Earth's primeval substance. 

Earth material not greatly differentiated from the original meteoritic compo
sition should plot near the horizontal line representing the ratio "I" in Fig. 20-2. 
Such material might be a chunk of peridotite carried up from the mantle as a 
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FIGURE 20-2 
Chondrite-nonnalized rare~arth analyses for six rock 
samples. Each point is the ratio of the concentratil>n 
of a rare-eartb element to the concentration of the 
same element in an average chondrite meteorite . 
Rocks and sources: A: Peridotite xenolith from lava 
flow. Jagoutz, E.: Proc. Lunar and Planetary Con
ference, vol. 10, p. 2031, 1979. B: Mld-ocean ridge 
basalt. Langmuir, C. H" J. F. Bender, A. E. Bence, O. 
N. Hanson, and S. R. Taylor: Earth and Planetary 
Science Letters, vol. 36, p. 133, 1977. C: Rhyolite. 
Jabn, B. M., A. Y. Glikson, 1. 1. Peucat, and A. H . 
Hickman: Geochlm. et Cosmochim. Acta, vol. 45, p . 
1633,1981. D: Granite. Shaw, S. E., andR. H. Flood: 
Jour. Geophys. Research, vol. 86, p. 10,530, 1981. E: 
Anorthosite. Simmons, E. C., and O. N. Hanson: 
Contrib. Mineralogy and Petrology, vol. 66, p. 119, 
1978. F: North American shales. Haskin, L. A., M. 
A. Haskin, F. A. Frey, and T. R. Wildman, in Ahrens, 
L. A., ed.: Origin and Distribution ofthe Elements, 
Pergamon, Oxford, 1968, p. 899. 

xenolith in a lava flow (line A). Basalt from the midocean ridges, representing 
material formed by partial melting of the upper mantie, would be expected to show 
increased concentrations of all the rare-earth elements, without much separation of 
LREE and HREE Oine B). Further differentiation, leading to marked preferential 
increases of the light rare earths, is shown by lines C (rhyolite) and D (granite). Line 
D is noteworthy also because it shows a pronounced negative europium anomaly, 
presumably meaning that separation of Ca-rich plagioclase has played a role in its 
history. The frequent strong concentration of europium in plagioclase is strikingly 
shown by an analysis of anorthosite (line E), a rock consisting almost entirely of this 
mineral. And finally, line F shows an average analysis of the rare-earth content of 
North American shales, rocks that represent material formed by repeated differ
entiation by both igneous and sedimentary processes over long geologic times. It 
should be noted that Fig. 20-2 shows only a few selected analyses, and that actually 
curves for any of the various rock types show a great deal of variation. But the 
general trends of rare-earth behavior during igneous rock formation are well 
displayed. 

This sampling of conclusions that can be drawn from REE distributions is an 
illustration ofthe general rule that trace elements are often more sensitive indicators 
of an igneous rock's history than are its major elements. A rock with an unusual 
abundance of LIL elements (including LREE), for example, is almost surely the 
product of extreme differentiation-either the final residual liquid remaining after 
nearly complete crystallization of a magma, or the initial melt from heating a 
metamorphic rock, or perhaps the result of segregation of these elements in some 
previous episode of sedimentation or metamorphism. An igneous rock depleted in 
LIL elements presumably represents material left after the more easily melted 

fraction has been removed. Thus the concentrations of the rare-earth elements have 
proved particularly useful in working out details of igneous rock history. 
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21. Na diagramu Na20+K20/Si02 prikaZi in razloZi polozaj naslednjih kamnin iz tabele 4-6: tholeiit, andezit, pantellerit, 	fonoHt in 
nefelinit ter ga komentiraj. 

22. Na AFM diagramu prikazi trenda razvoja tholeiitne in kalcijsko-alkalne magme (podatki v tabeli 4-6) ter ju razlozi v skladu s slikami 
8-9,8-11 in 8-12. 

23. 	Na diagramu (AlCNK)/Si02 prikaZi polozaj vzorca pohorskega granodiorita PI04 (Si02 68%, Ah03 16%, Fe203 3.25%, MgO 
0.98%, CaO 3.3%, Na20 3.85%, K20 2.76%, Ti02 0.28%). Ugotovi ali je a.) meta- ali peraluminijski in b.) ali pripada I ali S-tipu 
granita ter rezultat komentiraj. 

24. Na trikotnem diagramu Ba-Rb-Sr prikaZi polozaj vzorca pohorskega granodiorita PIOI (Ba 	 2375ppm, Rb 70ppm, Sr 900ppm) in 
komentiraj diferenciacijski trend. 
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The Irvine. Baragar Classification or Volcanic Rocks 

In recent years the classification of volcanic rocks proposed by Irvine and Baragar 
(1971) has gained wide acceptance. It sets up divisions between different rocle types 
based solely on common usage; that is, in practice most geologists associate a par
ticular rock name with a certain compositional range. The scheme also incorporates 
the well-established fact that volcanic rocks faU into a number of distinct genetic 
series, which can be distinguished by simple chemical parameters. These scrics have 
the added significance that they can be correlated with distinct tectonic environ
ments. 

Volcanic rocks are classified by Irvine and Baragar into three' main groups (Fig. 
4-5), the subalkaline, the alkaline, and the peralkaline (alkali-rich). 
Most rocles belong to the fIrSt two groups, wlllch are each subdivided into two sub
groups. Assigning a rock to anyone of these groups is based on simple chemical 
parameters or normative compositions. Before tills is done, however, the chemical 
effects of alteration must be taken into account, if possible. Many volcanic rocks 
become oxidized, hydrated, or carbonated by hydrothermal activity during burial or 
during later metamorphism. These chemical changes can seriously acrec( the norma
tive composition of a rocle, which may, in turn, aITect its classification. For 
example, conversion of ferrous iron to ferric during alteration results in smaller 
amounts of iron silicates being calculated in the norm; tills then produces a norm 
that appears more saturated in silica than was the original rock. This type of 
alteration, however, can be corrected for, because in many unaltered volcanic rocks 
there is a strong positive correlation between the TiOZ and FezO~ contents. 
The primary wt% FeZ0 3 in many volcanic rocks is given approxunately by 
(wt% TiOZ + 1.5). HZO and COZ are subtracted from the analysis and the total 
recalculated to 100%. Norm calculations are carried out according to the CIPW 
rules, but Irvine and Baragar chose to recalculate the normative minerals in terms 
of molecular rather than weight percentages. Thus, instead of multiplying the mole 
proportion.s by the weight factors given in Table 4-1, the mole proportions are 
simply recalculated to 100%. Finally, in expressing feldspar compositions, nepheline 
is recast lIS albite. Thus, the normative anorthite content is given by 
100xAn/(An+Ab+5/3Ne). Analysc:.s of typical samplc:.s of each of the main roclc types in 
Irvine and Baragar's classification are given in Table ~. 

Division into the three main groups is based on the alkali content of the rocks. 
Rocks in wlllch the molecular amounts of (NazO + Kz0) > A!;z03 fall into the 
peralkaline group. These rocks typically contain aegetine or a SodlC amplllbole. The 
alkali content that separatc:.s the subalkaline from the alkaline groups varies with 
the silica content of the rock (Fig. 4-6). The equation for the boundary between 
these groups is given by 

SiOZ - ·3.3539 x 10-4.fA6 + 1.2030 x 1O-ZXA5 - 1,51B8x 10-1 xA4 + 8.6096 x10-1 xA3 

• 2.1111 x A +3.9492x A + 39.0 

where A • (Na20 + Kz0). These two groups can also be distinguished in a plot of 
the normative contents of olivine • nepheline - quartz (F'lg. 4-7). To plot a rock 
in this diagram tbe normative minerals are recast as follows: Ne' • Ne + 3/5 Ab, 
A' - a + 2/5 Ab + 1/4 Opx, 01'. 01 + 3/4 Opx. The subalkaline rocks plot on the 
quartz side of the boundary line, whereas the alkaline ones plot on the nepheline 
side ofit. 
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Figure 4-5 General classification scheme for tbe common volcanic rocks (aCter 
Irvine and Baragar, 1971). Lines joining boxes link commonly associated rocks. 
The smaU print within the boxes refers to variants of the main rock. (Published 
witb permission of canadian r. Eartb Sci.) 
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Figure 4-6 Alkalis-silica plot with 
line separating fields of alkaline 
and subalkaline rocks. (after 
Irvine and Baragar, 1971). 
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PIgUre 4-7 01' -Ne' -a' projection with 
line separating fields of alkaline 
and subalkaline rocks. See text 
for explanation. Plot in % cation 
equivalents. (after Irvine and 
Baragar, 1971) 



TABLE 4-6 Typic:al Analyses of the Rocks Listed in Fig. 4-5 (from Irvine and JThe subaltaline rocks are divided into the cak-alkoli and tholeiiticBaragar. 1971). 
series on tbe basis of their iron contents in the AFM plot (F'.g. 4-8). where 
A 5 Ha20 + ~O, F - PeO + 0.8998xF'~03' and M • MgO (aU in wt%). This plot 
distinguishes intermediate members of these series very wel~ but at the mafic andSUBALKALINE ROCKS mw.KAUNE felsic ends there is considerable overlap. Calc-alkali basalts and andesites, how.Tholeiitic basalt series CaIc-alkaU series ROCKS 
ever. contain 16 to 20% A1~03' which is considerably more than occurs in tholei· 

~ .!l itic basalts and andesites which contain from 12 to 16%. At the extreme felsic end 1Col :: .. .!l there is no satisfactory way of distinguishing calc-alkali and tholeiitic members;.- ., ·c :a
B'!:!" 

=~ "0 == ::''i :a <~ <~ .! .!l .!! thus all granitic rocks are assigned to the calc-alkali series. ~ "ll~"E ~ -a~ f"i ~ ~ 'lj 
II~ii: is !!:1 !!:1~ j 

=~ =~ ~ Q J " &: 
j 

The alkaline rocks are divided into the alkali olivine basalt series and the 
Si0 46.4 49,2 33.8 38.3 61.8 49.1 $8.6 60.0 69.7 73.2 nephelirlitic - leucitic - allalcUic series. Rocks of the latter series typically J69,8 7S.22 cont",in less tban 45% Si02, bave normative color indices greater than 50. and may 

contain normative leucite. 
n02 2.0 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.5 OJ 1.0 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1 
Al203 8.5 13.3 13.9 13.8 15.4 17,7 17.4 16.0 15.2 14.0 7.4 12.0 


""2°3 2.5 1.3 2.6 3.4 2.3 2.8 3,2 1.9 1.1 0.6 2.4 0,9 

PeO 9.8 9.7 9.3 6.5 5.8 72 3.5 6.2 1.9 1.7 
 The naming or rocks within the various subgroups is based on normative plagio

6.1 1.2 

MnO 0,2 02 0,2 0.2 0,2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0,3 OJ 


clase composition and On normative color index. In the various subalkaline series, 'I 
the rocles range from basalt through andesite and dacite to tllyolileMgO 20.8 10.4 4.1 2.3 1.8 6.9 3.3 3.9 0.9 0,4 0.1 0.0 
with decreasing normative anorthite content and decreasing normative color index te.o 7.4 10,9 7.9 5.6 5.0 9.9 6.3 S.9 :1-7 1.3 0.4 0.3 (pig. 4-9). Two series of rocl, names are used for the alkaline rocks, depending onNo 0 1.6 2.2 3,0 3,9 4.4 2.9 3.8 3.9 4.5 3.9 6.7 4.82 whether they are sodic or potassic. This diYision is made on tbe basis or the norma· Kp 0.3 0.5 1.5 1.9 1.6 0.7 2.0 0.9 J.o 4.1 4.3 4.7 l[tive feldspar composition (pig. 4--10). With decreasing normative anorthite content, 

PzOs 0,2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0,2 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 
the sodic series passes from alkali basalt through hawaiite, mugearite. and 
benmoreite to tracliyte (Fig. 4--11a), whereas the potassic series passes from 
alkali basalt through trachybasalt and trist/znite to trachyte (F'.g. 
4-11b). At the mafic end of all of these series, basa'its containing more than 25% ALKALINE ROCKS ALKALINE ROCKS tnonnative olivine are named picrites; these rocks contain abundant phenocrysticAlkali olivine basalt series Nepbellnltes etc. 
olivine. Ankaramites, which belong to the aIlcaline group, contain abundant laugite phenocrysts which cause tbe norm to have more than 20% clinopyroxene. Basalts ~ .. .!l .! containing more than 5% normative nepheline are named either basanite if theyE .:; .:; ~ .!l .!l g.~ :5 contain modal nepheline, or basallitoid if nepheline is not visible. Finally • .~!! I! :;~ A; Q '= :I 

.! L]'t:..:! 0-" " ... 
I ~ i E 1- .c '0 '0 a nepheline-bearing trachyte is known as ph()llolite." ~ c 

"ll 

<~~ ~~~ ~ ~ :1l ~ ~ ~ ] I ! 5 f 
[ 

I 
Si0 ~~wru~~~~w~~ 39.7 49.0 46.2 $4.12 

11°2 1.8 U J.o 4.1 U U U 1.8 U U M 2.8 0.7 1,2 2.3 

Al203 Uw~w~ww~wmw 11.4 13.0 14.4 9.9 

P;03 U U 4.1 U 4.1 U U U U U U 5.3 4.9 4.1 3.1 

PeO ~ U U U U U ~ U U U U 8.1 4.5 4.4 1.5 

MnO OJ U U U U U U OJ U U U 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 
 P"lgure 4-8 AFM plot showing line Me<> W w n u u u 2,8 U U U OJ 12.1 8.3 7.0 7.0 (separating fields or tholeiitic and e.o 9.4 U.5 10.5 11.9 9.4 1.0 5.5 4.5 2.9 l.4 0.8 12,8 11.5 13.2 4.7 c:alc-alkaline rocks as proposed byNa20, 1.6 1.9 3.0 2.8 3.8 42 5.8 5.2 6.1 6.2 8.9 3.8 3.9 1.6 1.4 Irvine and Baragar (1971). 
~o !.2 0.7 1.0 2.0 3.1 1.5 1.9 4.1 3J 6.7 5.1 1.2 3.0 6,4 11.4 

A. Na20+~0; F = PeO+O.8998F~03;0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.0P203 0.0 0.9 1.1 0.4 1.8 M MgO. aU In weight percent. E [ 
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Kuno (1959, 1966a, 1966b) recognized the importance 
of the relationship between Benioff-Wadati Zone and basalt 
~hemistry. He related basalt chemistry to the depth ofgeneration 
In the seismic zone (figure 7.17c). On the basis of major, trace, 
rare earth, and isotopic element data, plus phase equilibria, 
Brophy and Marsh (1986) and J. D. Myers (1988) supported 
Kuna's interpretation that high-alumina basalt liquids are pri
mary magmas. In contrast, some theoretical, chemical, and ex
perimental work on magma generation seems inconsistent with 
the depth-of-generation model (Gust and Perfit, 1987; Brophy, 
1989b), making the model debatable.89 

Models that attempt to account for major element and 
trace element differences within arc rocks and across volcanic 
arcs are generally complex (Ringwood, 1974j Kushiro, 1983j 
Myers, 1988). For example, Ringwood (1974), following 
Nicholls and Ringwood (1973), presented a model, here 

called the pyrolite-pyroxenite model, in which volcanism oc
curs in two phases (figure 7.17d). In this model, the physical
chemical history of the mantle rock, rather than simply the 
depth, controls rock chemistry. In the pyrolite-pyroxenite 
model, early, shallow, tholeiitic volcanism results from the 
following series of processes: 

1. 	Dehydration of the subducting plate: 
2. 	 Partial melting of mantle pyrolite above the subduction 

zone; 
3. Diapiric rise of pyrolite followed by separation and 

differentiation of tholeiitic magma in the upper mantle: 
4. 	Eruption of tholeiites at the surface. 

Later, deeper, calc-alkaline volcanism occurs after continued 
subduction converts oceanic crust to quartz eclogite, in the 
following sequence of events. 

1. 	Dehydration of serpentine occurs in the subducting 

plate (to provide water). 


2. 	Melting of quartz eclogite produces siliceous (e.g., 

rhyolitic) magmas. 


3. Reaction of siliceous magmas with overlying mantle 

pyrolite produces garnet pyroxenite. 


4. 	 Diapiric rise of wet pyroxenite masses accompanies 
partial melting in the mantle to produce calc-alkaline 
magmas. 

5. Eruption of calc-alkaline magmas occurs at the surface. 

A\I
This complex model requires dehydration of the subducting 

slab and mixing of some subducted components (fluid and 

melt) with mantle rock that is later melted. The likelihood 
 c 
of dehydration is now widely accepted (Fyfe and McBirney, 

1975: Delaney and Helgeson, 1978: Tatsumi, 1989),90 and 

Pb and Be isotopes in arc rocks support the involvement of [ 

subducted materials in models of magma generation 0. D. 

Myers and Marsh, 1987; Morris and Tera, 1989). On the 

negative side, melting and assimilation experiments do not 
 Lsupport the model (Stern and Wyllie, 1981; W. L. Huang 
and Wyllie, 1981: Sekine and Wyllie, 1983; Johnston and 
Wyllie, 1989). Still, the model is evolving. In an effort to ex
plain the origin of source rocks for intraplate magmas, Ring ~ 
wood (1982, 1985, 1990; Kesson and Ringwood, 1989) 
extended his modeL The expanded version focuses on shear
ing at depths below 100 km along the subduction zone and ~ 
hybridization of sheared, depleted mantle rocks by magmas 
derived from the subducting slab. ) 
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to their conversation is, if anything, exceeded by their affection for o 

the old. They arc not about to drop granite. They say granodiorite 

when they are in church and granite the rest of the weck.' In this l 

!

book, thc unmodified term 'granitc' refcrs only to the QAP field
rJI 	 in which plagioclase is 10-65% of total feldspar. 'Granitic' is 
an adjective meaning 'having the properties of a granite', but 
not neccssarily referring only to granite sensu stricto. The term 
'granitoid' will be used, as both an adjective and a noun, to referfot 	 generally to thc whole family of granitic rocks from alkali feldspar 

- - - - -i - - -
I~ 
,40030A30P 

@ 

granite to tonalite. 1\040P
" 

Although the classification system based on modal proportions of 
- _ ~ 

QAP is simple in theory, it is difficult in practice. Few alternatives , 
to tedious slabbing, messy staining, and mindless point-counting r1" @
exist. No wonder classifications based on chemical parameters 20080P 
developed. ,":1 	

AI(KSP90:;)~---____L ______-~\ P (Ansol
1.2.2 Chemical classification (measured parameter) 

We can make the transition (rom mineralogy to chemistry by using 
r- the mineralogical definitions above to set limits on the major

l_ 	 2 3 4 M MNAG' U.CRUST" 

clement chemical compositions. Figure 1.3 translates the miner
Si02 72.1 86.0 83.9 67.9 77,4 69.7 66.0alogical limits 	of the granitoid family into chemical compositions, r 	 TiO. 0,4 0.5using (t, plagioclase composition of Anso and an alkali feldspar AI.03 14.7 7.4 10.2 20.3 13.2 14,7 15.2 

composition of Kf\loAb lO. The derived upper and lower limits for FeO 3.2 4.5 
0.1 0.1Si02 are too 	high, partly because few granitoid rocks contain MnO 

MgO 	 1.2 2,2more than 45% quartz, and partly because relatively silica-poor CaO 	 2.8 5,6 2,1 2,7 4,2_L ferromagnesian silicates are not included. With these provisos, the 	 Na20 1.00 0.5 3.1 6.2 2,7 3.7 3,9 

K20 12.2 6.1 4,6 3.5 3,4
calculated compositions ill Fig. 1.3 arc approximately what we P,O. 0.2 0,1should expect for granitoid rocks. For comparison, Fig. 1.3 also 	 Total 100,0 100.0 100.0

J
100,0 100.0 99,4 100,0 

shows the average composition of 363 North American granitoid NCNK'" 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.02 0,86 

rocks, and the estimated composition of the uppcr continental 
, Mean df 363 Nolih American granitoid rocks (Chayes, 1985) 

crust. .. Estimated composition of the upper crust (Taylor and McLennan, 1985) 
One simple way to avoid the slabbing, staining, and point ... For explanation of NCNK see Table 1.1 

counting syndrome is to grind the rocks to powders and analyse 1-	 Fig. 1.3 The relationship between classifications based 011 modal 
th~m for their major clements. This chemical composition can mineralogy and chemical composition of granitoid rocks. The 

then be reconstituted in tcrms of its mineralogy by calculating its mineralogical definition of granitoids limits their range of chemical 

mesonorm (Mielke and Winklcr, 1979) or CIPW normative min co 111 positions.
t eralogy. The amounts of normativc quartz and feldspar can be 

plotted in QAP to determine the rock name. Streckeisen and Le, 

Maitre (1979) and Debon and Le Fort (1982) have explored other whether the chemistry of the mclt controls the mineralogy. (There 
relationships, betwcen the modal mineralogical and chemical1-	 is more about this philosophical problem in Chapter 4.)
systems of classifrcation, but in igneous rocks it is rarely dcar However, there is much more to granitoid rocks than just quartz
whether the milleraio!!:y controls the chemistry of the rock, or and feldspars. 	 A detailed mineralogical description, including all 

1 
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rhe minor :llld accessory minerals. would be sufficient to erect a 
complete classification system for granitoid rocks. However. given 
the large 1l1l1l1ber of possible phases, this system might become 
somewhat unwieldy. Instead. the close relationship between min
eralogy and chemistry permits the establishment of a much simpler, Moles 

tripartite chemical classification tha t covers all cases (Shand, 1947; 
Table 1.1). This system lIses the concept of alumina-saturation in 
which the ratitl A/CNK {molar rAI2o.:J(CaO + Na20 + K20m 
can range from greater than OIlC to less than one in igneous rocks. 
f-or :l haplogranite, i.c. with quartz and two feldspars only, 
A/CNK == I. because A/CNK = 1 in all varieties of feldspar. With 
addition:t1 minerals, this ratio will move above or below unity, .. 

Peraluminous Metaluminous Peralkaline
depending 011 the type of minerals present. For example. horn NCNK>l NCNK<l A/CNK<l .~
blende with A ICN K = 0.7 drags the A ICNK ratio of the granitoid A>NK A<NK

(a)
bdow unity; almandine garnet with A/CNK = infinity lifts the II 
ralio above unity; and riebeckitc with A/CNK = () and C = 0 ~ 
creates a condition in the whole rock whcn~ A < NK. In this ,.... DLsystem. granitoid rocks arc peraluminolls::! (A/CNK > 1). meta ...ct i 
luminous (A/CNK < I), and peralkaline (A < NK). If only modal ~ 

'2 -ganalyses arc available, the characteristic minerals listed in Table 1.1 .,~ nshould permit categorization into chemical types. figure 1.4a II) 

CI)is a gr:1phic portrayal of the concept of alumina-saturation, and :::. -c
T:lbk 1.2 gives some aver:lge compositions for real metalumillolls, 1,4 ~ g () 

peraluminolls, and peralkalille granitoid rocks. 
1.3 

I 'E 
:::I 2i 

I J1(ij 
~I .... ~ Ii>

1.21.2.3 Chemical-tectonic-genetic classifications i '. . '.' . :. 1 ~ 2i 

;Q. ..~ 
muscovite hornblende riebeckite 
cordierile biotite arlvedsonite 
andalusile 
garnet ~[CaO 

KlO ~. 
K.OCaO nAI,O,AI.O, AI.03 ........... 


K.O 


Na.O 

Na.O nNa.O 

~ 

-I , 

(measured to inferred parameters) 1.1 
::,c 

Just as a close connection exists between the mineralogical and Z 
1.0~ major element chemical classifications of granitoid rocks, so there 

l'xist many attempts to link major and even trace element chemical 0.9 

characteristics directly to tectonic and/or genetic significance. (For 0.8 
a thorough revicw of the relationship between granitoid type, 

----'-:j!T.0~¥::7;":~.;--"----. ~ f 1 
." ,I J.t 

CI) ,.::> ",.g ! ··-t· 
;~ 

'Etectonic setting, and presumed source rocks, sec Barbarin, 1990). .i10.7l .,
Of necessity there is some blurring between measured parameters 

-,~ 

(e.g. chemical compositions and observed field relations, especially 
0.6 I .._.__....___ I.;1with respect to the tectonic setting) and interpreted parameters (e.g. 0.5

\ 70 
~ 

l[60 65 75 

2 Cbrkc.: (19H I) suggested that the term 'peraluminous' bc llsed for those (b) Si02 

rocks ill which the excess ahllllill:l could be attrihuted to crystal-melt 
equilibria. and 'hypcraluminous' for rocks in which generally higher Fig. 1.4 Relationships between Chlssifications: (a) mineralogical and a T.t 
values of excess alumina were acguired through the action of aqueous fluid schematic representation of chemical composition (the alumina-saturation 
phases. of Shand, 1947); and (b) chemical composition and presumed origin (1-5 

scheme of Chappell and White, 1974). The data points are the 363 North ,", 
American granitoids from Chayes (J985). ;-l 

~ l 
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Table 1.1 Tripartite chemical classification of granitic rocks 

The granitoid family* 

QAP 

60% > Quartz > 20% 


Alkali-jeldspar/(Afkalijetdspar + PI,agiodase) = 0-1 


Peraluminous Metaluminous Peralkaline 

Definition (Shand, 1947) 
Characteristic minerals 

(Chapter J) 

Other common minerals 
Oxide minerals 
Accessory minerals 

Other chemical features 

A> CNK** 
aluminosilicates. cordierite. 

garnet, topaz. 
tourmaline, spinel, 
corundum 

biotite. muscovite 
ilmenite, tapiolite 
apatite, zircon, monazite 

F/Cl> 3 

CNK >A >NK** 
orthopyroxene. 

clinopyroxene, 
cummingtonite, 
hornblende. epidote 

biotite, minor muscovite 
magnetite 
apatite. zircon. titanite. 

allanite 

A < NK** 
fayalitic olivine. aegirine. 

arfvedsonite. riebeckite 

minor biotite 
magnetite 
apatite. zircon. titanite. 

allanite. fluorite. cryolite. 
pyrochlore 

low CaO. A120 3• H20. 
Ba, Sr, Eu 

high SiOz• FelMg, Na + 
K. Zr, Nb, Ta. l:REEs. 
y 

F/Cl < 3 

Isotopic compositions 
87S r /86S rj 
sNd; (Chapter 4) 
Typical mineral Deposits 

(Chapter 7) 

General plate tectonic 
Environment (Chapter 8) 

0.7050-0.7200 
generally « 0 
aplite-pegmatite

greisen; polymetallic 
Sn-W-U-Mo-Cu and 

Be-B-Li-P 
continent-continent 

collision tectonics 
involving thickened 
continental crust 

0.7030-0.7080 
""0 
porphyry Cu-Mo 

subduction-reb ted 
continental and island arc 

0.7030-0.7120 
highly variable 
Sn-W-U-Mo and rare 

metal (Nb-Ta) greisens 

post-tectonic or anorogenic 
extension resulting in 
intracontinental ring 
complexes 

* For other ways to classify granitoid rocks see Pitcher (1983) and Anderson (l988) 

** A = mol A120 3: C = mol CaO; N = mol Na20; K = mol K~O; CNK = C + N + K; NK = N + K 
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Table 1.2 Sclectt:d average cOlllpositiOIlS of peraluminolls (Chayes, i 985). Trace eielJletlls Oll/Y 
11lcraillill inolls (Ch:lyes. 1'JH5) alld pcralblillL' (ella yes, 19H5, with 

" Mineralogy and major clement geochemistry are clearly related.addirion:d dara) graniwit! rocks 
b!<!&np",.Trace clements are less constrained and less obviously relate to 

specific rock types defined by modal mineralogy. Nevertheless,I )t'fa /1/1/1 i IJ(IIIS Mt'lII/IIIII;r/()IIS flcmlktllilH' 
trace elements. if not used for dcfming igneous rock types,' certainly 

II 109 158 25 have some utility for identifying tectonic settings and making broad - ....f 
Si02 71.45 67.43 74.01 genetic inferences. For example, Pearce et al. (1984) and Whalen ' 

Ti02 0.32 0.55 0.23 et al. (1987) use trace elements variously for the purposes of classi

AI 2O) 14.76 14.67 11.59 
 fication, determination of tectonic setting, and making inferences 
FeOr 2.49 4.13 3.08 tabout the nature of source rocks. These empirical methods rest 
MuO 0.13 	 0.12 0.10 somewhat precariollsly on the validity of the interpretations placed
MgO O.7fl 	 1.64 0.55 on the granitoids used as reference materials, on the expectationCaO 2.01 	 3.53 OA8 J_t that all unknowns will fall neatly into these predetermined catN:l2O 3.72 	 3.72 4.33 

egories, and on the assumption th:tt sllch chemical characteristics K 20 3.52 3.20 5.09 

1'20 5 0.14 0.17 0.00 apply over tile span of geological time. 
 jToeal 09.32 	 99.16 99.52 

/nlt:cJ;raled characteristics aud lilt' g£'lIelic alp/wI)£'! (S-/-A-M) 
A/CNK 1.10 	 0.93 O. S() 

One popular concept is that of the so-called alphabet granitoids, ofNK/A (H)7 	 0.65 1.0<) ",,]-li- .. 
which there are four types in common usage: 

-- ... -J, 
1. 	 I-type granitoids have A ICNK < 1.1, 117SdlfiSrj < 0.705, 

:md BlllO < 9%0, implying source rocks of mafic to inter
the tectollic sercing, where the field relations arc ayptic. :lnd the ]l,:Jmediate igneous composition or infracrnstal derivation
Ilarure or source rocks). In this typc of approach it is difficult to (Chappell and White, 1974; Chappell and Ste~hens, 1988);
determine where obsc:rvatiol1 ends and interpretation begins. 2. 	 S-type granitoids have A/CNK > 1.1, .nSrl 6Srj > 0.707. 

and bU!O > 9%0, implying source rocks of sedimentary or j:J
Major clt'/lJel/ls ± lrace dements 	 supracrustal protoliths (Chappell and White, 1974; White 


and Chappell, 1988);
Batchelor and Bowden (19HS) explored the links between the major 3. M-ty~e granitoids have A/CNK < 1.0, 87Sr/86Srj < 0.705, "'jL 1element compositions of granitoid rocks and their tectonic settings. and 0 80 < 9%0, implying mantle sources, either indirectly
Their plot of :t function of Si-Ti-Fe-Na-K against a function through partial melting of subducted oceanic crust, or. -or Al-Mg-Ca shows a systematic connection between chemistry directly by extended fractional crystallization of basalt
and tectonic setting. M:lIli;J r and Piccoli (19H9) llsed a sequence of 

(White, 1979; Pitcher, 1(82); and 	 .
major element variation dbgrams to discriminate among granitoid jJ

, 
4. A-type granitoids have a range of A/CNK > 1.0, 117Sr/Ilf'Srj

rocks from seven kinds of tectonic setting (island arc, continental and billa comparable to that in the 1-, S-, and M-typcs; in 
arc, contincntal collision, post-orogenic, rift, continental epeiro addition, they have low CaO, high Fe/Mg. high Ta. Nb.
genic uplift. and oceallic ridges and islands). Also, working from Zr, REEs and F, and are anorogenic (stable cratons and rift 
a tectonic and temporal premise, Hogers and Greenberg (1990) ~llzones) in their tectonic setting (Loiselle and Wones, 1979;
ddined four types of biotite granite with compositions l:Irgely Collins et al.• 1982; Clemens el al., 1986; Creaser et al.,
within the metaluminolls domain (late orogenic, post-orogenic, 

1991).anorthosite-rapakivi suites. and ring complex). All these approaches 
show that the major ± trace element compositions of granitoid One of the principal rules for classification is that the basis for 
rocks do bear some relationship to the tectonic environment. classification must be the same at any given level of subdivision. :i,

jJ 
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14 Classification and OCCHrrCIICC 

Each letter of the alphabet system of classification of granitoids, 
therefore, must have the same connotation. The original I-type and 
S-type classifications are indisputably gelletic, signifying igneous 
and sedimentary sources for the granitoids, respectively. It follows, 
therefore, that M-type granitoids should have mantic sources and 
A-type granitoids should have allorogenic(?) sources. 

Now the .first problem with the alphabet classification becomes 
clear. Not all of the letters have the same connotation at the same 
(alphabetic) level of classification. 1- and S-types are one-stage 
genetic types (derived directly from the putative source), M-types 
arc one- or two-stage genetic types (derived directly or in
directly from the putative source), and A-types are defined prin
cipally by their allorogellic tectonic setting. So the bases for the 
classification are different; such an irregular classification system 
is the outgrowth of ullcoordinated contributions to the lexicon. 
Despite the letter, A-type granitoids never did belong in the 
original genetic alphabet, and the term •A-type' should be dis
continued because of its potential [0 be confused with it. 

The sccotld problem with the remainder of the genetic alphabet 
(I-S-M) is that, even within one of the tightly defined groups such 
as S-types, a range of magma compositions may develop as a 
function of temperature- pressure-composition (T- P- X) in the 
source region. Also, subsequent igneous differentiation and sub
solidus alteration will serve to extend the original compositional 
range shown by the partial melts. If the range of products from a 
single source spans one of the gelletic boundaries, as S01l1e are 
bound to do, then simple inferences about the source can be wrong. 
Unfortunately, sources of igneous rocks are very difficult to dis
cern, and S-type (peraluminous) granitoids arc known to originate 
in more than one way, including evolution from 'I-type' granitoids 
(Halliday ct aI., 1981; Zen, 1986; Liggett, 1990; Miller et ai., 1990), 
so genetic classifIcations arc equivocal at best. 

The third problem with the genetic alphabet (I-S-M) classification 
is one of oversimplification. i.e. could any crustally derived grani
toid develop exclusively from either an igneous or a sedimentary 
source? Givcn thc clrcmiwi alld gctletic complexity oj thc crust} granitoids 
with hybrid sOllrces I1Il1sf be thc rulc. What, then, is the point of 
designating a granitoid as S-type when it probably has a source that 
is not exclusively sedimentary? 

The inescapable conclusion is that the alphabetic classification 
of granitic. rocks, so cnlightening and so useful in its original 
conception. requires some overhaul. First the A-types should be 

is 
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discarded because they do not belong; thell the question or overlap 
between M-type and I-type needs to be addressed (perhaps by 
indicating clearly that M-types arc only a subset of I-types alld that 
M-types should also be dropped); and. finally, the remainder or the 
alphabet (I-S) needs the caveat that the letter may ollly suggest the 
dominant source. 

1.2.4 Summary 

Mineralogical classifications based on modal milleralogy arc de
pendable but time-consuming. Chemical classific;ltiolls. the closer 
they arc related to the mineralogy, are useful. Chemical - tectonic 
genetic classifications, the more they extrapolate from the mea
surable and meaningful, are controversial. The subdivisions of the 
alphabetic ~~'~';dassification system smear over the clearly 
measurable chemical subdivisions of Table 1.1 and Fig. 1.4b 
(e.g. anorogenic A-types can be peralumillous, metalulllinollS 
and peralkaline, and I-types can be both l11etallll1linOllS and pera
luminous). Should we adopt a classification system that canllot 
provide clear, objective, measurable distinctions betwecll its 
groups? The alphabeticists, defining as they go, become so en
tangled in spongy semantics, that it is prererable to leave the 
pseudo-genetic classifications alone. Obviously, it is much easier to 
determine the chemistry than the origin, so why leap to genetic 
conclusions? To quote Whitten el ,11. (1987a. pp. 337-338), • A 
natural classification differentiates genetically distinct igneous rocks: 
if separation into classes were based 011 arbitrary observational 
criteria that arc independent of genetic differences, the resulting 
classification would almost certainly be obfuscatory.' [Helllelll ber 
the second nearest opera housc!J And. 'Such arguments do lIot 
support classification of igneous rocks by genetic environment 
but f.wor classification based 011 petrographic and chemical de
scriptive parameters explicitly having genetic. rather than arbitrary, 
significance. ' 

Thus, this book concentrates on the observations and evidence 
required to map and interpret the evolution and origin of allY 
granitoid body. It adopts the straightforward trip:lrtite c1lt'111ical 
classification of Shand (1947) as a first step in understanding the 
petrogenesis of granitoid rocks. It does not specifically deal with the 
special problellls of anyone chemical type or granitoid; ill rart, 
Chapter 8 gives several distinctly differellt petrogelletic ease studies. 
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OMAG ;:: f(dS/S) + f(dW IW) + I(dC/C) - I(lt) 

where OMAG is the composition of orogenic mctaluminous 

granite;
f is a fraction; 
S = I(MOIU3) + f(GA13D) + f(SED) where S is the bulk com
pmilioll uf the ~lIbdllClt:d !.lab (MOnn = mid-oceanic ridge basalt, 
GAI3I3 = gabbro of the oceanic crust, and SED = sediments 
dr:lgged down a subduction zone), tbe proportions (J) and com
positions of which art: unknown :lI1d (LiS/S) is an unknown 
cleri vative thereof; 
W = f(PEH.IJ)) + f(ECLOG) where W is the bulk composition of 
the mantic wedge overlying thesubdllcted slab (PERIJ) = mantle 
peridotite and ECLOG = mantle eclogite), the proportions and 
compositions of which Jre unknown :lI1d (d WIW) is J11 llnknown 
derivative thereof; 
C = f(LC) + f(UC) where LC and UC are the compositions of 
the lower and upper crllst, respectively, the proportions and 
compositions of which are really unknown Jnd (dC/C) is an 
unknown derivJtivc thereof; 
and /? = fRc + fRv + fRs +f Ra + fRf where R is thJt portion of 
the m:tgnu which is removed or lost through reaction with the 
crllst (1< c) , vapour loss (Rv), surface waters (Rs), Jtmospherc (Ra), 
and through fractional crystallization processes (Rf). the pro
portions and compositions of which are naturally unknown. 

It shollld be emphasized that the four terms in the equation 
arc dependent on, or are controlled by, parameters such as tem
perature, pressure, distribution coefficients, l1-iclt compositions. 
melt structures, viscosities, densities, f02, f C02, fl-hO, etc., 
needless to say, none of which is known. Also there Jre other 

ponderable variJbks such as rate of sllbduction, the positions of 
relevant solidus curves, the thickness of the crust, etc., none of 
which is known either. CJn' you solve this equation in which tbere 
is one known (OMAG) and more tlun 35 unknowns? (I never was 
very good at mathematics!) Although this example was cited for 
orogenic ml'taluminous granite, it could apply to Any Igneous 
Rock (AIR) and would have been no less complex. Its composition 
is the sum of the effects of the source and subsequent processes 
(herein referred to as :E(S + P)), and until the magnitude of each 
and every source and process can be established, we are not making 
much petrogenetic progress (but see Bryan, 1986). 

~ 
4.4.5 The ultimate control on magma compositions 

As a magma forms in the source region, ascends through a tortuous 
path or plumbing system to the surface, and intrudes country rocks 
or erupts to the surface, it is continually adjusting to new sets of 
conditions. In short, it is attempting to reach both mechanical and 
chemical equilibrium. Changes in the mechanical system may' cause 
changes in the chemical one, and vice versa. For instance, cooling 
of the magma may increase viscosity which in turn retards the 
achievement of chemical equilibrium; or, the evolution of a vapour 
phase may creJtt: mechanical overpressure and explosive, non
equilibrium, ascent. In such J complex and dynamic system, the 
probability of perfect equilibrium ever being achieved is effectively 
zero. Nevertheless the very fact that granitoid rocks have restricted 
ranges of compositions centred on invariant points in phase dia
grams. or strung out along cotectic lines in phase diagrams, dem
onstrates that equi1ibrium is being approached in many cases. This 
is no less true under conditions of post-magmatic alteration, but in 
most cases this added complexity can be avoided by collecting fresh 
rocks. Petrological diversity in igneous rocks is thus the result 
of the failure of the mechanical and chemical systems to come to 
the equilibrium dictated by the external parameters such as tem
perature, pressure, and time. And, as stated in Chapter 1, we rely 
on this failure to attain or maintain equilibrium to help us unravel 
petrogenetic problems. 

4.5 	TRANSITIONS BETWEEN PERALUMINOUS, 

METALUMINOUS, AND PERALKALINE 

GRANITOIDS 


In many areas, more than one chemical type of granitoid can occur. 
Indeed. a complete continuum in mineralogical and chemical 
compositions exists in the granitoid family (e.g. Fig. 14); therefore 
subdivisions (however useful) arc arbitrary. The particular pera
luminolls - meta luminous - perJlbline subdivisions used here have I 
very precise chemical limits, but these boundaries are permeable 
to varying degrees. On the reasonable assumption that all three 
chemical types of granitoid magmas can be born (i.e. they are 
primary magmas whose A/CNK composition is governed in part by ~ 
the source rock composition; see section 4.4.1 above), then must 
they retain that chemical stamp forever? Certainly not! If any of the 
processes described in sections 4.4.2 or 4.4.3 can change the relative 1 
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Fig. 4.4 Processes that cause transltlons among peraluminous. meta
luminous, and peralkaline granitoids. Some affect the course of a magma 
during cooling. others may operate on the solid rocks. The lower the CaO 
content, the greater is the possibility that peraluminous and peralkaline 
granitoid plutons may be found together (e.g. Nigeria). The scales arc 
opcn-ended towards low values of A/CNK and high values of CaO. TheI 	1 cross-hatched area indicates that the boundary between peralkaline and 
metaluminous is not clearly defincd in terms of the ordi,nate. 

J amounts of alumina and alkalis, then they can also cause transitions 
from one A/CNK group to another. Halliday et at. (1981). and 
many others cited therein. defined several processes that can changeJ the chemical character of a granitoid magma or solid rock. Figure 
4.4 shows some of these transitions. 

j 4.6 	CHEMISTRY AND TECTONIC ENVIRONMENT 

. Weare now absolutely clear that the chemical composition of a 
granitoid rock, or any igneous rock. reflects L(5 + P). But if weJ map out the occurrences of peraluminous, metaluminous and 
peralkaline granitoids globally, we find that each one dominates a 
particular type of tectonic ellvironment. but usually not to the 
cOl11plet~ exclusion of the other types Crable 1.1). Briefly, pera, J 
luminous granitoids are strongly associated ...vith zOl1es of COI1

tinent:ll collision. l11C'talul1linol1s gr:lnitoids with zones of ocean
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continent or ocean-ocean collision, and peralkaline granitoids with 
zones of crustal extension. Therefore, do we immediately conclude 
that tectonic environment may be read directly from chemical 
composition? To be both correct and consistent, we must insist that 
their compositions are controlled by L(5 + P), and then go 011 to 
point out that each tectonic environment must have a dominant and 
reproducible combination of sources and processes that ultimately 
becomes reflected in the composition of the felsic igneous rocks. 

Because of the infinite variety of sources, the primary magmas 
are smeared over the compositional range, and the subsequent 
magmatic andsubsolidus processes smear them even more. Re
producible conditions result in broadly reproducible chemlcal 
characteristics (Farmer and DePaolo, 1983; Brown et al., 1984; 
Pearce et al., 1984; Batchelor and Bowden, 1985; Harris et al., 1986; 
Maniar and Piccoli, 1989; Rogers and Greenberg, 1990). But the 
fact that different tectonic environments have dominantly one type 
of granitoid leads us to conclude that the amount of source + 
process smearing is limited, but not limited enough to permit safe 
snap judgements about sources or tectonic environments based 011 

chemical composition alone. 
Examples of the petrogenesis of each chemical type of granitoid 

are described in Chapter 8. 

4.7 	A GALLERY OF VARIATION DIAGRAMS WITH 

PRESUMED PETROGENETIC SIGNIFICANCE 


4.7.1 Overview 

Aware of all the problems, but undaunted, we try to extract some 
genetic information from geochemical data. Many types of vari
ation diagrams exist, but all suffer frol11 the same shortcomings: 

1. 	 major elements suffer from the problem of closure, i.e. 

they have a constant sum of 100% and, therefore, cor

relations between these variables appear better than they 

really arc (see Chayes, 1960); 


2. 	 a restricted number of variables (e.g. divariate or trivariatC' 

diagrams) C:lnnot adequately show all the v:lriation in thC' 

samples as a whole and, as a result. each one provides tiS 


with only a small window to consider the causcs of the 

variation. so we must integrate what we learn from each 

diagram to discover the clltire cvoltltioll:HY history; 
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3. 	 a perfect lillear correlation (r = I) on a varbtion dbgrarn 
may (or may not) be attributable to a single cause, but most 
geochemical data scatter to some extent, and each point 
lying off the general trend docs so for some very good 
reason; we are not yet at the stage where we worry about 
minor departures from perfect straight lines or curves, bur 
the time will inevitably come. 

Probably only when we learn to use multivariate techniques 
will we realize the full power of geochemical data. Given-that this 
day is dist:lnt. in this section we will briefly review some of the 
commonly used variation diagrams and indicate what they purport 
to show. 

Table 4.3 divides chemical vari:ltion diagrams into seven rather 
arbitrary categories based partly on the elements used, and partly 
on the purposes for which they are intended. For reasons of pur
pose as well as cost, few data sets represent complete quantitative 
analyses for 'all' major elements. trace elements, and isotopes. 
Examples of the variation diagrams are largely taken from 110 
samples injllst one pluton (the Halifax Pluton, Fig. 4.5; MacDonald 
Jnd Clarke. 1')91) within the South Mountain batholith (SMB) of 
southern Nova Scotia. For the REE and isotopic diagrams, data 
come frolll rhe batholith as a whole, and for the territorial map data 
cOllle from both the 5MB and its satellite plutons (Fig. 4.6). 

Non-graphical techniques of modelling geochemical data (e.g. 
Allen et al.• 1986; Drummond et al., 1988) also attempt to discover 
rhe reasons for chemical diversity in suites of granitoid rocks but, 
giwn 	the complexity of the problems and the uncertainties in the 
values of distribution coefficients between a silicate melt ;lI1d its 
crystals (sec Chapter 6), these methods are not notably more SllC

cessful than inspection of a number of variation diagrams, their 
inade()uacies Ilotwithstandillg. 

4.7.2 	An integrated picture of the South 

Mountain batholith 


III the intcrcst of brevity, the essence of each of the 22 chcmical 
variation diagrams ill Fig. 4.0 is reduced in the caption to one or 
two simple statelllcnts. Individually, these deductions meall little; 
combincd, :l1ld in support of one :lIlother, they begin to paint a 
cOlllplet~' picture of the origin :lIld evolucion of the Halifax Pluton 
(liP) and SOllth MOlllltain batholith (SM B). 
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'able 4.3 Summary of the many types of geochemical variation diagams used to unravel the origin and evolution 
Cgratlitoid rocks 

~hemi,al componems Alleged purpose ojdiagram Examples (Fig. 4.6) 

.ny component or derivative 

vlajor - major 

,viajor - trace 

primarily to show regional variation in the pluton at a 
glance, or for regional cOlUpa'risons, but not 
generally intended for petro~netic purposes: 

simple histograms 
contour diagrams 
trend surface plots 
multivariate statistical tetritorial maps 

to show covariation of two or chree elements f-or the 
purpose of defIning trends i:m comagmatic suites, 
and for identifying major nmeral phases 
responsible for those trends: 

'Harker-type' variation tIliagrams 
rectilinear or triangular Tariation diagrams 

to show covariation of major and trace elements to 
illustrate dependent or independent behaviour in 
any attempt to identify proa:sses of differentiation: 

major - compatible tract . 
major - incompatible tDce 

a 
b 
c 
d 

e,f.g 
h 

l.j 

k 

; $ . \ JU.4 m -,C. ;0 ", 4. 

Trace - trace 

Normalized trace 

Various components or derivatives 

Isotope ratio - isotope ratio 

to show covariation of two or three elements, usually 
with similar geochemical behaviour and compe£ing 
for the same lattice sites to help defIne the processes 
ofchemical evolution: 

large ion lithophile - large ion lithophile 
high field strength - high field strength 

diagrams in which the chemical composition of the 
granitoid is compared with some standard to make 
inferences about stages ofevolution, processes of 
differentiation or even sources: 

REE diagrams 
spider diagrams 
enrichment - depletion diagrams 

the purpose is more concerned with discovering the 
type of tectonic environment in which the 
granitoid was created, rather than how it was 
formed and evolved: 

divariant discriminant plots 
multi-element discriminant functions 

normally related isotopic systems combined in a 
bivariate plot to learn about processes, but 
especially about sources of granitoid rocks: 

stable isotopes 
radiogenic isotopes 

m,n 

o 
p 
q 

r 
s 

u,v 
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(J) Til" hislO!-\r"llI of differentiation index II:(Q + All + Or); Thornton and Tuulc, l'j('()1 
shows" bro,,,1 ~k"wl·.1 omlil1l1lll11 of cOlllposiliollS, possibly wilh IWO or three lIlodes, Ihat 

I ... !-\cnl·ri.:ally rclat ...d. 
(1)) The mllloms of Zr content show systematic variation over Ihe exposeJ pan of the pllllOlI 
su!-\!-\cstin!-\ l rq:ul.H profess of control. 
(c) In normal grluillc dil'fcrt'lltiation s"'luenees, Zr decreases and Ht> increases, therefore the 
Hh/Zr ratio (although gcndH:mically dissimilar dements) should vary systematically. Now 
the highly difTcrelllialed \Vesl central portion of the pluton shows clearly. 
(tI) In Ihis diagraill. two discriminant functions have been calculated to produce the best 
scparatioll possible betweell the peraluminous granitoids of Nova Scotia, Morocco and 
Iheria. Iti,hard alld Clarke (l9H'J) lIsed the degree of overlap in these populations to assess tht: 
possible corrcbtion hetwec't\ these regions. (Symbols: squares - Nova Scotia; circlcs 
Morocco; triJngles - Iberia.) 
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[(c) Most differentiation sequences develop an inverse correlation bctween MgO and $i02• 


and the HI' is no exception. The corrdation is far frolll lincar. however. and the 'off-trelld' 

points suggest that several processes, other dlln the principal control, produce their 

compositions. '., 


Even though Ti03 is highly correlated wilh Zr (r 3 ... O.9x). and therefore decreases 

regularly with differentiation. phosphorus is tied up principally in small quantities of apatite 
 t 
and monazite, minerals that also appear to decrease modally with differentiation, Perhaps 

surprisingly. 1'205 shows no correlation whatsoever with differentiation. suggesting that its 

concentrations are not solely related to crystal-liquid fractionation processes. 

(g) The plot of A/CNK against $,03 not only defines these rocks as peraluminous. but l 
shows an increase of the excess alumina willi differentiation, Some of the higher A/CNK 

ratios Jllay only be atuinable frolll interaction with hydrous fluid phases. 


The CaO-Na20-K)0 diagram suggests control of chemical evolution in the pluton by' 

removal of plagioclase. 
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(i) In the MgO-Rb di,lgram for the whole SM13, the exponential increase of Hb with 
decreasing MgO may be attributed to either the MgO conccntration becoming stagnated at 
some pseudo-eutectic point where Hb is still free to increase in late-stage differentiates, or to 
the action of fluid phases, or both. 
(j) Strontium is strongly partitioned into plagioclase. and the CaO-Sr diagram confirms 
pbgioclase fractionation in the HI'. 
(k) The decrease of lJa concomitant with Sr shows that both K-feldspar and plagioclase arc 
being r.emoved in the differentiation se'luence. 
(I) Conventional wisdom suggests that high KlHb ratios arc typical of magmatic processes 
and that lower vailles can only be reached by flllid interaction. If applicable here. the HI' 
shows both magmatic atld fluid inter,lction effects. 
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(m) Zr and Th decrease together and arc probably removed by the same mil1eral, zir«lII. 
(n) If Th decreases with cryst~I-liquiu fractionation. then U is either being ("oncel1tratl'd as 
an incompatible clement during differentiation, or its high solubility ill the U'" valcl1("l'statl' 
may permit its concentration by late-stage nuids. 
(0) Interpretation of HEE patterns normally involves four stcps: lirst, ddining the slnpl' of" 
the pattern (chonurite-normalized La/Yb ratio) and conlnlenting on the dl'f~ree "flight HEE 
enrichment (or depletion. but not common in granitoid rocks); secolldly, exa1l1ining thl" 
magnitude of the Eu/Eu" anomaly (>1 is 'positive'; <1 is 'negative'); thirdly, nle,sl1rin~ the 
total REE content (ppm); and fourthly. looking for trends of vari,tion within the plutolli(" 
suite. From early gr,nodiorites through monzogranites 311.1 Inlcom<.H1zogr,nitl's. the SM 11 
(of which the HI' is p,rt) shows n,ttening L,/Yb ratios suy,(lestive or prl,rerl'nti,1 re11l0val or 
the LHEE. increosingly negative Eu anomalics bctraying removal of pLtgiocLtse, and, 
decrease in the total ItEE content suggcsting rcmoval of sonle pltaSl', or phases, wllh hnlk 
l:HEE grealer th,n the bulk composition of the llla~11I', Corey :tnd Clt"ttl'rjl"e (1'1'10) 
dcmonstrate th,t the It EEs are also mobile under Inet,solllatic ("oll<litiolls. 
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(t) DClailed stablc isolopic investigations specifically of the HP have nOI been done; however, 
Ihere exist some data for tbe 5MB as a whole. This figure combines avaibblo: sulphur 
(Kubilius and Ohmoto. 1982) and oxygell isotopic data (Longstaffe tl al .• 1980), The spread 
of the sulphur data suggests that bter differentiates of the rightly constrained early grano
diorites have become contaminated wilh sulphur from the country rocks, The high SIMQ [jvalues arc typical of crustal-derived magmas, and the slightly 10wc:r values in the Southern 
Salellite PlulOllS suggest a morc primitivc source. 
(11) The Nd-Sr isotopic ratios of the 5MB m: qllile unlike its host rocks. but very similar 10 

Ihe high-grade gneisses of the Liscomh COlli plex and decp crustal xenoliths Irom the Tangier [,
lamprol'hyric dyke expos"d much fan her e:as[ in southern Nova Scotia. From an isotopiC 
standpoint, these high-grade metamorphic rocks are suitlble sources for Ihe peraluminous 
graniloids; furthermore, the Irend of the 5MB toward the host rocks. and the Irend of the 
xenolilhs of the host rock loward thc SM IJ. sugg'esl Ihat the granitic magma and host are 
mixing in a process of assimilation. In fact, the blent heal of crystallization is probably L
providing Ihe energy for assimibtioll of the cOlilltry rocks in [his AFC process (Clarke and 
Halliday. 1980), 
(v) Lead isotopic d~ta demonstrate Ihat, of Ihr~-e possible basement sources for the origin of 
the peraluminous granitoid rocks of sOlllhern Nova Scotia (Avalon. Liscomb. Tangier). only (
the Tangier deep crustal xcnoliths have compositions thlt overbp with the granitoids. further 
refining the interpretltion based 011 Sr-Nd above. (Unpublished Pb isolOpic data courtesy of 
A. K. Chatterjee. Nova Scotia Departmenl o( Mines and Energy.) 
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(p) Spider diagrams perm;t cOlllllarison with any other ({)mpositinn. usually a general 
·stalldard·. at a glance'. This figure shows the aver:lge 5MB compared with the average " .continental crust (Taylor and McLennan. 1')85). As expected. the L1 Ls show ellrichment and 
the HFS clements show less enrichment or depletion relative to the avcr~ge crust. The 
detailed pattern is the producl of all Ihe elTects of source malerials and processes. and 
f:ranitnid rocks in a particular region may show rather sil\lilar fingerprints. For example. 

~ .'lIIany gran;I;" plulOns ill suuthern Nuva Scotia have a prollOlllu:ed positive Li anomaly, 
(q) rm cOlllparisons within plutnns. and especially to show the increasing or tlccrcasing 
I<'ndendcs or" a IIlllllhcr of clcmellls sillluitaneously. an enriclullcllt-dep!ction diagraJil is 

~,:.,

used. These diagralils readily show that no two cicmcllts experience the same tfcgrec of " 
cnrichmcnt or depiction ovcr a fixed range of dinercntiath)ll. all exprcssion of Illany faclOrs ;( 

including hulk distribution cocfficiellls and their relative mobility ill l1uid phases, This 
~1:< 

diagram iIIustrales the enrichments of several elements in the late-suge lcucolllonzogranites 
of the SM B relalive 10 the cady granodiorilcs, 
(r) The HI' shows lillie variation ill the Nb- Y diagram (Pearce fl III .• I<Jf!4). The relalive 
;nllnohility o( these c\cmclIIs makes them useful for characterizing the tectonic cllvironmellt 
in whkh thcse grJllitoids were forme.i, The besl interprctation for Ihe HI' is that il is a 
volcanic arc granitoid or a syn-collisional granitoid. 

An example of the IISC of major clement chemical compnsitiolls HI make inferences abollt 
IC('toni, environment of granitoid rocks is given hI' Batchelor ami Bowden (1985). 

According to their scheme, the HI' is an analectic two-mica syn-collisional graniloid body, a 
dedllction thaI is in agreemcnt with the sccund possibility permitted by Ihe: Nb- Y diagram 
in (r). 
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I In summary, although most of the atoms in the hand sample 

have come from the source (except for the contaminants), few are 
able to say so definitively (after all, what is the difference between a 
silicon atom from the source and one from the country rock?). 
Nevertheless, we potentially learn that the source region is 
dominantly metasedimentary (high AICNK, high 87Sr/86Sr, high~J 5180) not so much from the fact that the Halifax Pluton is pera

luminous, as that all granitoids in southern Nova Scotia are pera

luminous. And, finally, idcntification of middle to lower crustal


~] metasedimentary (and meta-igneous) rocks with suitable Nd-Sr 

isotopic ratios exposcd as a xcnoliths in the Tangier dyke provides 


, a satisfactory solution to the problem of the source for the pera

luminous granitoids in southern Nova Scotia.] From the evidence examined, chemical variation in the Halifax 
Pluton appears to be controlled primarily by fractional crystal
lization of plagioclase (CaO-Sr, Eu/Eu"'), biotite (MgO, FeO),

] 	 zircon (Zr, Th) and monazite (LREEs, Th) (Montel, 1986). Further 
evidence for fluid interaction, either by evolution of fluid phases 
from the magma itself or by hydrothermal alteration of the solid 
rocks of the batholith, comes from some low K/Rb ratios, high] AICNK ratios, trend of increasing V, dramatic decrease in the 
REEs of some leucomonzogranites, and variable 8180. And, 
although there is ample field evidence of the assimilation of country

1 rocks, the only reliable chemical data are the strontium and par
ticularly neodymium isotopic ratios. These }lre the principal pro
cesses that have affected the present chemical composition of the 

J Halifax Pluton, but identification of the processes is one thing, and 
determining their absolute or even relative contributions to the 
observed chemical variatioll is much more problematic. 

Finally, there is little evidence to support either a batch melting 
model or 	the restite model (Clarke and Muecke, 1985; Wall et al.,-

I 

J 
1987), both of which attach major importance to the source region 
to explain the observed chemical variation, in the 5MB. Further 
information about these peraluminous granitic rocks is contained in ~ 'J 
contributions by Clarke and Chatterjee (1988) and Kontak and Barr 
(1988)." . 

] 
4.8 CONSTRAINTS PLACED ON THE ORIGIN AND 

EVOLUTION OF GRANITOID ROCKS BY MAJOR

] AND TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY 

For petrogenetic studies, the task :>f the gcoch?mis~ i~ to de~ne the 

~ 

f:,~ 
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the effects of all processes, make deductions abollt tile source 
regions after the effects of all the processes are removed, and place 
chemical constraints 011 the origin of the suite that must be com
bined with similar constraints from the field, petrographic. geo
chronological and experimental data to determine the entire 
petrogenetic history of the granitoid. Table 4.4 summarizes the 
limitations of chemical data. Geochemistry is powerful, but, like all 

Table 4.4 Summary of the usc of gcochcmical data to intcrpret thc origin 
and evolution of granitoid rocks. Thc marc capitalizJtion in the 'Use' 
column, the greatcr the dcgree of usefulness of the clements 

Elemcnts 	 Considcratiolls Use 

Major e1emcnt 	 variation in major e1cment concentrations PHOCESSES 
concentrations 	 normally reflccts melt-crystal-fluid sourcc 


diffcrclltiation processcs and 

contamination, but effectiveness to 


rcvcal information even about 

differentiation dcclincs as the magma 

becomes trapped at the low 

tempcraturc invariant point (Chapter 

6); 

only if granitoids arc primary magmas 
(unlikely) can the bulk compositions 
yield some indirect information abollt 
the source region 

Trace clement 	 trace clcment conccntrations (ppm) arc a PHOCESSES 
concentrations 	 function of their conccntration in the Sourcc 


source, thc dcgree and style of partial 

melting. and all of the subsequcnt 

proccsscs of melt-cystal-fluid 

diffcrcntiation 


Trace clement 	 with high dcgrees of partial mclting of Processcs 
ratios 	 the source region (likely in the case of Source 


voluminolls granitoids), tracc e1cmcnt 

ratios in thc melt fraction may bc 

identical to thosc ill the sourcc and will 

relllain so until somc differcntiation 

proccss removcs olle c1cment relative 

to thc other; 


idcntification of exactly which trace 
e1cmcnt ratios in the granitoid <lrc still 
rclia ble indicators of thc sourct' is 
f'r.:;hle""",t:c. 
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Expanded abstract 

Granites 'of the major batholiths in the Tasman Orogenic Zone of eastern' Australia 
are of two contrasting types which are of widespread. occurrence and which may be 

by chemical, mineralogical, field and other criteria. We interpret these 
granites as being derived by partial melting of two different types of source 
material-igneous and sedimentary. Differences in the derived granites are inherited 
from the source rocks so that we recognize an I-type and 'In S-type respectively. 

Some of the distinctive chemical properties of the two types are shown in the 
following table:

S-types 

Relatively high sodium, Na.OnormaUy:£?;.3~2% in 

I·types 

Relatively low (odium. Na,O normally < 3.2% in 
felsic varieties, decreasing to > 2.2% in more rocks with approx. 5% K, 0, decreasing to <2.2% 
mafic types in rocks with approx. 2% K,O 

Mol Al,03/(Na, O + K10+ CaO) <{J:1G Mol AhOl/(Na.O + K10 + CaO» 1.1 

C.I.P.W. normative diopside or < 1% normative . .J f 1% C.l.P.W. normative corundum 
corundum rlv . 

Broad spectrum of compositions from felsic to Relatively restricted in composition to high 
mafic SiOl types 

Regular inter-element variations within plutons; Variation diagrams more irregular 
linear or near-linear variation diagrams . 

';r:1le'Se-r;e'hi?mfcil' properties result from the removal of sodium into sea water (ar 
evaporites) dUring sedimentary fractionation, and calcium into carbonates, with 
SU,9$.pquent relative enrichment of the ,main sedimentary pile in aluminium. S-type 
gi:.a!1iJ.es:~·<c·ome '''from a source that has been subjected to this prior chemical 
fractionation. . 

Petrographic features reflect the differences in chemical composition. Hornblende is 
common in the more mafic I-types and is generally present il'\' felsic varieties, whereas· 
hornblende is absent, but muscovite is common, in the more felsic S-types; biotite may 
be very abundant, up to '35%. in, more mafic S-types. Sphene is a common accessory in 
the I-type granites whereas monazite may be found in S-types. Alumino-silicates, 
garnet and cordierite may occur in S-type xenoliths or in the granites themselves. All of 
these features result from the high aluminium"content relative to alkalis and calcium in 
S-type granites and the converse in I-types. Apatite inclusions are common in biotite 
and hornblende of I-type granites whereas it occurs in larger discrete crystals in 
5-types_ 

Detailed studies in the Berridale Batholith (COMPSTON, SHIRAHASE; CHAPPELL& WHITE 
in preparation) have shown that strontium is more ra.diogenic in S-type granites (initial 
Sr87/Sr8~>O.708) because their source rocks had been through an earlier sedim,entary 
cycle. I-types have initial Sr 87 /Sr 86 ratios in the range 0.704-0.706. Isochrons of 

ij?' 


f9 
[-types give a regular linear set of points whereas those of S-types show a scatter of I 
points within a broad envelope, reflecting variations in the initial Sr 87 /Sr 86 within a "r
single piLlton as a consequence of inore heterogeneous source material. 

Field relationships of the two types may be distinctive. ~tQ;:e:mafiCJ:ty,pes ..c.QPJJ\ifl."1 
m?t[iC)lOrnblende-bearing xenoliths of igneous appearance whereas hornblende-bearing 
>;~1:loliths are rare in the S-types but metasedimentary xenoliths may be common. , 
:n:..Jl¥.!:);;.!;tQJ,!;l..itypes,occur together in composite batholiths .the S-types are usually eaJ;ly~ 
j~;;lli~)L\!f1.!~iv,.e,S;~quence and they ofte. n have a strong secorida(Y,J9.1.i.~t.\Ql}.t.I}JI.w.ated by '( , 
lH~IJ~,~,y"pe~ ~l1t"rusiqns which. are either massive or havc.a domina:n.t:primary,:foliation~ 

. Eco?o~ic minerals are also different. i;n thei: .a~sociation wit~ the two ty~~s·.i~ r 
mlnerailzatlOn appears to be Gonfined to lllghly SIliCIC S:.tY.pe gramtes whereas t.\Ulgstetl 
and porphyry-type,.sgpp~r and molybdenUm deposits are ass.ociated witht.ty,pes. (._ 
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.THE RELATION BETWEEN Rb, Ba AND Sr IN GRANITIC ROCKS 
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f'~ 'ABSTRAQT . 

BouseilY, A.M. and El Sokk~r.Y. A.A., 1975: The relation between Rb,Ba and Sr in 
granitic rc,c'ks. Chem. :Oeol., i 6 :2q7::-219~.. 	 . 

.... Th~' tetriai'Y .re.latlori between the' elimlents.~b. Sa and Sr.,!n granitoid rocks'is discussed. 
'Tni~ :teta:ilqnl>r?li'~d ~o b.e,fi~eM Intra!:!,n!: ditferentr~iioh: t~erid~Jn aCidic .u:lt~,. More; . 
,~v~f.'1ft.~ i(piile'nt'i~iity: for' ~eirii{i:;se~ as a. ~tltl!'rio 6,' ih'J~!:t~ti\iprojJi~i:n~o'('tit~lti!$r 'I.e.
,In '11Ihln'iilhhinima.iri'lnllcJrommetuomntf(; pr griiriit.ized granite•. The averaie5 of these 
'tit~ee -eier\\ehEs"t\' theillrious types'of irahfie~ arecalc~lated. 'TheTurekian8nd Wedepohi 
(1961 j two-tOld .subdivision ol'rranites ,into h,igh· andlow·Ca rocks is elaborated so as to 
,cdinprise.rour'distinctive,l:y:pes: q~ar~i diorlt.e~ af.1dll'l'il!lodio~ites,ri9i:malgnl'ril,teS, stroi1~-

·.If. di.rrerentiail!a,!:raiiit~5 betice the group of l\"omaI61.!~ granites, . . 

INTRODUQTION , 

, Rubidium, Ea and Sr are widely distributed in acidic igneous rocks. The 
three elements ar:!! known to. i:eplace Kpamcularly in feldspars; They are 
I.lsually presen t at concentration levels from a few to several hundred parts 
pertniliion, arldare readilY detectable by several techniques. . 

'fhegeochemistry of Rb (1.47 A) was reviewe(j oy Heier and Adams (1963) 
who stat~dthat th.e strong coherence betyjeen K and ,Rb in igneous recks ef 
the main stages makes it difficult to. use the K/Rb ratio. in tracing moderate 
diUereritiation precesses: 

.J3.artMinJ 1,3~, A), be1.ri,ga!.1'l1os't i(jenti'cru in. Size. with K(L33 A), behaves 
acC;ot:!iing te,theclaSslc;8.1capture principle: It is coneeI'ltrate'd relativ,eto'Kin 
the ~arly mirlera1s; and tlel)c~intheearlierrecks;'However, Ba is not depleted 
in: the magma until very late stages of the diff!!rentiation sequence (Nockolds 
and'Alle,n, 1Q53). Turekian andWedepohl(1961) gave values of 420 and 
1340 ppm Ba fer high· and low-Ca granites respectively, which implies an in· 
crease ef.aa with dif(erentiation.However, Kolbe and Tayler (f966)ob
served a sh~ decline of Ba at the extreme-acid end. Taylor and Heier (1960) 
feund that the. Ba/Rb ratio i~ more sensitive than the K/Rbril.tio intracihg 
diffe~e,fitiati.on irt pot~.s'siu!rt feidspars. 

http:diffe~e,fitiati.on
http:SOKKA.RY
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While the geochemistry of Rb and Ba is comparatively simple, since they, 
are selective in their s4bstitution for K a:ri}ong the cl:>mmon cations, that or' 

.'St(1.18 A) is mote cOmplicated, by' the!actthat it isom~:>tphbl,lsly replaces 
not only K,but als~ Cil (1.02 A). When a trace ele!Dent can s",bstitute for two 
inajorelement,s and is interm,ediate, in size between them, a simple relation is 
not to be expected: In, ~~(! ro<;ks, Sr' increases with decteasmg eli. (Wager and 
Mitchell, 1951; Butler ~4"Skjbai 1962), :wh!,!~ea,S injlci,<;li<': rocks it decrea.$,es 
8J!, tI'(e Ca content deereases (Sen etal., 1~,59; !iall, 1967). This may be attrib" 
uted to the'fact thll,t $r has a higher ,iohi~ raelius than Ca; causing it to be 
admitted in the structure of Ca~bearirig rrii'n~rals leSs readily than ea ItSelf. It 
is only in,gtan.itibrQckS that the CalSi ratio st.irtS to rise ~ue ts> the pre~hc,:e
,9f !~~e~oul1i;S"Qf aJJs:ili feldspm: Whicn"removeftom themagma$QmeQf 
the:Sr which w01,11d: citherwi~e gptoplaiP0cIases; 
"'The for~goh1gdis~JsslO'n shows thateieinental ratios with two elements 
have their difficulties when used to trace differentiation processes. it is 
thought that cpnsideting the three el¢ments Rb,Ba and Sr together in a 
teJ;l)ary relation might be moreuse!~l intracing dJfferentiation trenc;ls in 
igneous suites. 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

Sqme 139 publishedanalyS¢s of Rb, Ba and Sr from different well-docu
mented igneous al?semblages varying in acidity were investigated and used in 

, this study. The data axe mainly from the followingrocR: types: diorites, 
. quartz diorites, grano~iorites, normal granites, strongly differentiated gran· 

ites, beside the s9-called ."ariomalolls granites" .. Under the term "normal 
granites" are included, thqse typ¢s~imi1ar to the well-known low-Ca grf'IPites ' 
of Turekian and Wedepohl (1961). Strongly differentiated granites are t1'!ose 
\vith distinct Impoyerishment in Ba and enrichment in Rb. Thes,erepresel!t 
avery late stageofdiffex:entiation. The terin"anQmalous granites" is meant 
to, include tl1efo!lowing granite types: metasomatised; gr;initized, rapal:tivi, 

. maimaiic granites subj~cted to metas6mat~smahd IP"lini£es thatsuffered . 
from chemical changes 0):" were hot foli:l)ed by a simple, mechanism. The rock 
types together with. the number o{arialyses; localities and citedreferences 
are listed in the Appe)1dix. .... ... 	 . 

THE. PROPOSE.DTERNARX RELATION Rb:":'Ba~Sr 

1J\e ~:~,l:\e*f!:,gt\~tl~~~clAtate5J ~~.l:qo",arn j;ilotted on aRtr-~a-Sr.',·· : 
.. ~i:r!atY d~agta;m '(Fig; 1). Bouridanes are dr~wh to delimit fields for each of 
the dif~ere~t rock types ftom diorites 'to ~t~6'ngly ~:iirfetentiated gTanH:es. It 
is clear that thepo.ints representil'lg each type tend to duster in a particular 
field within the triangle. 
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Fig. 1. The re.la~ion between Rb, Ba and Sr'in various "granite groups':. 

.. a diorites;" .; quartz diorites-granodiorites; x .; anomaious granites;. " normal 

gx:imites; Q .. strongly differentiated granite~; .. T.W. " high·Ca granites; '.• T~W. '.. 

low·Ca ~nit.es IT\lrekian and Wedepohl, i96l). 

Diorites l 
Alimite.dnumher of analyses (11 anaJyses) ate given .for this group: They 


are mainlyc'lustered around Ule$r apex or the triangle. In compa..rlson with 
 lthe other "granitic" groups, diori~sl1Ie relatively ¢f.\ti~M9 it}. Ca \vitll\Y~lcli 

element'S'r shOw.s a,cert.ainassb:cj~tion. On the other hand, Sr~+ has a smaller 

iOl!iC r~~iu$~·~eit"~ ,~. high.~r e'l~ct~b·statJ~'charge than K+. CbnsequentIY:,· Sf 

/ihQ\lIf.t tEmd to ,be reia~iveiyc(:ih'c,en~~a~,din t.lI~:,e?I~~ f?W'l~Q ~~~E!a,ri:ng ll'lin- l 


, Elrals (Nockoldsand Allen, 1~53t. TIi~ effect'ofchaige becOin¢sm.pre. Qomi. 
nant ~n the lattist stages leadingti) a d'ecre~ in;Si' with diffei:Eli)t#tion. ,,_. . . , " -- ,. . . ", 
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Quartz diorites and granodiorites 

With increasing acidity di.orites gradually pass t.o quartz di.orites and 
gran.odiQrites. This is reflected in. an increase .of Ba relative tQ Sr, whereas 
Rb dQes n.ot shQW any significant increase in cQncentratiQn. NQckQlds and 
Allen (1953) and Turekian and Wedep.ohl (1961) mentI.oned that the l).a 
c~m~ntip'creases *lldHyas,the,mQre acidic rQcks are apprQachect,Despite 
the clQse ass.ociatiQn .of Sr and Ca, Heier and TaylQr (195,9a) demonstrated 
that the S~Ba cQrre,latiQ,!1 js,m9re prQn,Qllnced than that .of Sr-:-Ca: ,. 

The high values .of bQth Ba alld Sr'tQgether with a IQW RbJevel mak.e these 
quartz diQrites and granQdiQrites mQre affiliated with the high-Ca granites .of 
Turekian and WedepQhl (1961). . 

Normal granites 

This grQUP is characterised by nQrmal distributiQn .of the three index trace 

elements. By nQrmal distributiQn is meant values clQse .t.o those .of the refer

ence JQw-Ca granites of Turekian and Wedep.ohl (1961). The nineteen anal

ySes representing this grQupare mainly clustered near. the Baape>; .lfigh-Sa 

.,C:Q~c.~n¥~tiQJ;ls are. typicallY,~SOciatec;iw!th hig,h~temperature (Jt:!l1$tql#~ren-
.tla~d) 1\>Jeldsp,arSinn(;>l:maigl:lPlites(TayI9re~ at.~ 19'60)." .• 

. StrQntium shows mQre or jess unifQrm dlstributiQn in the n.ormal granites 

grQUP, while the increase in Ba is accQmpanied by a decrease in Rb. 


Strongly differentiated granites 

It is the Ba/Rb ratiQ which characterises tbe change from notmalgranites 
to str.ongly differentiated types. Rubidi\lm ennchment has IQngbeen kn,Qwn 

. to .occur in highly differel!tiated gr,anites (Aiueris et al., 1952; Taylor et a,l~. 
:1,956). Such .'n:\J.' eB~P9l}lile)}tJs l.1$1.jal!yexg~~ne,d ~y the claS$\c~<ge9,chem1ca1 
'prm9iple.Qf t;adius 4ifferen:C,e:~etw(!en K~d ltb;.. .......:.... "', 


Ailomalous granites 

The members .of this gr.oUP sho.W a s.omewhat unusual distribu.tion .of the 
tilfee inc;iex trace elenlents. In We ternary diagram the 24 analys~s represent
ingthis anQrpalous grQUP .occupy a field .overlapping that of ql,l<p,-ti diorites and:. 
granQdiorites. The an.omal.ousgranites fieldi$ marked frQm th\l,t bfq\lartz 
. dr'o.rites-grano.di.orites b)l their relatively high Rb level which. is. still beloW 
that .of nQrmal granites. . . . 

. The grQup .of anQmalous, gr~ites is se1i:!cted ~o CQver typ~~tha~suffered 
frQm metasgm,atis:m. Thei.i: kiw Rb co.nteht relative tQ that .of !'lQnnal granites· 
D,lay be a#riquted to Jtb fraqti6natiQ'n during metaSomatism. WhilecQnsider
able attentiQn has been fQcusseti UPQn Rb fractiQnatio.n duringma~atic 
prQcesses, recent studies have shQw~ that similar fractiQnatiQn CQuid be 

triggered by metam.orphic processes. BiQtite in metamo.rphic ro.ck:$ is o.bserved 
to,concentrate Rb by a factor .of 3-4 relative to. PQtassium feldspar (White, 
1966). ThiS is d),le to. t.he preference .of the larger Rb". iQn for, the.Iarger. . 
l~~.o()r(liIl.a,ted alkali sites ot the.micas .relative to. the 8'-lO-coordinatiQn 
sites availaQle ill the feldspars, In additiQn, gradual breakdown 'Qf the. layer
stiuctt!re .siliGatesunder metamQrphic ~QnditiQns might qe eXpectedtQ pro
du~ea.n h:npoverj,shment .of Rb relative to K in' intensely metamQrpho!;ed 
rocks (Heier, 1965; Lambert and Heier. 1968; Whiteny, 1969). 

APPLICATION OF TH~ TERNARY RELATION 

Fig. 2 illustrates the ternary relatiQn Rb-Ba-Sr in the f.orm .of a model 
diagram applied to an.other 132 analyses notably fro.m: (a) Palmer granite, 

Rb 

50 . Sr 
Fig. 2.. The application of the dirrerel\~ field. of ~h~ .Lerpary rel~Llon Rb,...Ba-Sr .on .some 
OUler inveJtigated ~ranitc5. . . .' .' .. 
.... p'allTlI!r granite,South Australia (White at al., 1967); 0 Malsburg granite, southernE 

Black Forest (Weinheimer an\! Ackermann, 1967); x • Valle granite, so.uthern Norway 
(Owelss and Khalil, 1972). 
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South Australia, seven analyses from the main granite body and two aver Weinheimer and Ackermann (1967) mentioned that the contact of the 
ages from the associated migmatites and gneisses (White et aI., 1967'); (b) Ma1sburggran~te with the syntectic rocks in the eastern side is gradational 
Malsburg granite, southern Black Forest, 99 analyses '(Weinheimer and with "Schliern"andinclusions~·.This favQurs the anomalous character, as 
Ackermann, 1967); and (c) Valle granite, southern Norway, 24 analyses clearly indieated from the ternary diagram. . r
(Oweiss and Khalil, 1972), The origin of each of these granites will be dis

cussed below in the light of the Rb-Ba-Sr ternary diagram. (e) Valle granite 


(a) Palmer granite The Valle granite is a part of the Precambrian basement complex that J 
covers the greater part of southern Norway. It is surrounded by a vast area 

The Palmer granite outcrops in a metamorphic environment associated of migmatite rocks. Oweiss (1969) listed several features, such as pronounced 
with migmatites and high·grade schists and gneisses. Rattigan and Wegner f~liation, position in the trough of granitic systems and normal behaviour of 
(1951) have relied on the general structural concordance with the envelope major and trace elements which led him to suggest that magmatrcconditions 1 
rocks, gradational contacts and crystalloblastic textures in assigning a prevailed during the formation of the granite, However, the represe·ntation 
metasomatic origin for the Palmer granite. White (1956) disputed the grada· of the Valle granite on the Rb-Ba-Sr ternary diagram (crosses in Fig. 2) 
tional contacts and found small·scale cross-cutting relationships indicating reveals its possjble· anomalous· character. The following features mentioned 
th~t the granite was intrusive. White et al. (1967) have confirmed the intru by Oweiss (1969) are also quoted to show the probability of metasomatic [
sive origin in the light of petrochemical, structural and chronological data. origin: .CountrY-rock inclu.sions are widely distributed througl1out the granite 

The representation of the Palmer granite on the Rlr-Ba,....Sr ternary dia body, being, more con(!enqatedaIong its contacts. Granitic patches with dif

gram is shown s,s small triangles in Fig. 2. The seven analyses from the main fused and irregular boundaries are observed in these inclusions, Feldspar por [

granite body plot in the upper part of the no;rlnal~g'ri\l'lite fleld; whereaS the phyroblastS and augen crystals iilthe inclusions are similar to those found in 

two. averages of the associated migmatites and gneisses plot in the lower part · the granite itself. Therefore, if the magmatic origin assigned by Oweiss is 

at the contact with the anomalous-granite field .. Therefore, .the high Rb level accepted, then the Valle granite still bears the imprint of being anomalous, 

of the Palmer granite relative to that of the envelope rO(:ks. as well as. it;!; ten.:.. . as is clear from its pl~t in the ternary diagram. 
 1dEmcy to be clustered in. the normal'granite Ji~ld asJe~Wlt):;l the jiltru:siY~ o.rh·. 

giri argued by White (1956) and White et al. (1961);· . . RELATIVE GEOCHEMICAL BEHAVIOUR OF Rb, Ba AND Sr 


(b) Malsburg granite The distribution of Rb, Ba and Sr in alkali feldspars has been discussed by t. I 
Heier and Taylor (1959a, brThey found that, in a diff!'lrenti~ti(:m s~~es, Ba 

Weinheimer and Ackermann (1967) mentioned that the Malsburg grapite . de~rease~ mor~ readily tiia.n Sr, so .that theBa/Sr ratio decreas·es with in-
is an illustrative example of the continuous process of ct»stallisation-cliffef-· · creasingfraCtionatipn:This is, not in accord ·with the principle that the smaller 
entiation. They gave the following average mod~ composition: quartz 22.4" Srion is preferellttally inSQrporated in the feldspar structure. lti~.the more [-j 
plagioclase 37.8, potassium feldspar 25.8, biotite 13.b,and hOI11blende 1.a i~riic .Gharacterof the Ba:-O bondthat leads to the preferential entry of Ba 
vol. %. The average major elements chemical composition is: SiOl 67.80, compared with. Sr. This concept can be held true with respect to the concen· 
AI10) 15.05, FelO) 2.69, CaO 1.47, MgO 1.62, K1.o 4.81, and Na10a.S9 tration of the tw.o elements in the feldspar structure. However, with respect (_J
wt. %. Tl1ese modal and chemical data are more ~fflliated with g):1i~~!;ii~pte.s to the wh9le.rocktoricentration ofBa and Sr, the relative deGrease in the 
than with normal granites. .. . ... proportion o(thetwo. el¢rn~ntswithdifferentiation is different. From the· 

The representation of the Malsburl$granite on theter~ary diagram (open· tl;!n'laty,.dfagr.am,it is de'!i;r thaUn the differ¢ntiation sequence: diorites.-
circles in Fig. 2) does not reflect acl.elli' <;iifferentiatidntrEind. 'rhe analyses .. qti~z dr6rifus-:grar;~·di'~lite~"'n~:llihalgr~nites it is the Sr which decreases L~j
are mainly clustered in the.~omalous.·!IraI},!.~s (i~ld~T~()~9· poiJ)ts p~ot~i~,~ .. .w.~jfe. J3.a incre~s.ln s~ch. asei:i~ ~t is mainly the potassium fe1.dspar/plagIb
in ~heriormal;gr8J)ites, fieldal'l;!~rom atype. re~elTec!- to by Jl1e previo\1s . . . ~ct8$e,.rattq .whicilgpver.t;is 'the dUCe.rentiati9n sequence. $b;on~h,im <;i.!l!crea.s!'!s 
al\thort 'as la~~st8.ge acid rocks. However, ih~.s'e io-caIled "late~stage ·acid .. readily with differentiation since it replace:\. Ca in plagioclaSe' as. wel.l as Kin 
rocks" are still away from the strongly differentiated grani.tes region in . 'K~ields:plitS·;:~hlie'Bari;pirices·'bniy K in·K,.!eidsp~. T.h~,Rbcon~nt t,~mains 
Fig, 2. Their K/Rb ratios are in the range 156-207. Taylor et al. (1956) e~sentiany, unch.ang.ed. from diorltes to quartz dio'rites-1liiuiOdiorites, It starts 11 
gave a KfRbratio of less tha.'\ 100 for late.stage granites .. to incre.s,se in the normiu grimites ..as. a result of in'creaSe'of the amount of 


·K.f~ldspal$.: . . . 


;J 
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On the other hand, with respect to the differentiation sequence: normal 
granites ..... strongly differentiated granites, it is the Ba/Rb ratio which shows 
the greatest variation, the Sr concentration remains virtually constant. 

It is clear from the ternary diagram that low-Ba granites are enriched either 
in Sr or Rb but not in both. Thus the Ba content seems to govern the Rb/Sr 
ratio. In the differentiation sequence: diorites ..... quartz diorites-granodiorites 
..... normal granites, the RblSr ratio increases on account of the decrease of 
Sr .relative to Ba, while the Rb content tends to increase. In the sequence: 
nonnal granites -+ strongly differentiated granites, the RblSr ratio also in
creases. 

AVERAGES OF Rb. Ba AND Sr IN THE VARIOUS GRANITE GROUPS 

The averages of Rb, Ba and Sr in the various granite groups presented here 
(271 analyses) are given in Table 1. Actually the number of analyses is much 
more than 271 since some of the data are averages for more than one analysis 
(see Appendix). 

TABLE I 

Averages oC Rb, Ba and Sr Cor the various granite groups as compared with the corre
sponding values for high· and low-Ca granites of Turekian and Wedepohl (1961) 

Rock type Rb Ba Sr Rb, Ba and Sr recalculated to 100f. 
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) Rb ('/'0) Ba ('/'0) Sf ('/'0) 

quart, diorites and granodiorites 140 1,170 810 7 55 38 

normal granites 190 550 70 23 69 8 

strongly diCferentiated granites 260 140 20 62 33 5 

anomalous granites 210 1,030 280 14 68 18 

high·Ca granites 110 420 440 11 43 46 

low-Ca granites 
-,-~---..._-----_._,--"-, 170 840 WO 15 76 9 

Hitherto, the most useful approach to estimating the average composition 
of granitic rocks, especially for trace dements, (ljlpCHr~ to lH: the major two
fold subdivision (high- and low-Ca granites) suggested by Turekian and 
Wedepohl (1961). The average Rh, Ba and Sr values for these high- and 
low-Ca granites are included in Table I for comparison. 

It seems that the low-Ca granites of Turekian and Wedepohl (1961) 
correspon·d approximately to the normal-granites group. A comparison of 
the high-Ca granites with the quartz diorite-granodiorite group shows some 
cUfferences. The average Ba and Sr concentrations of the high-Ca granit.es are 
much lower. 

With respect to the average Ba concentration, Turekian and Wedepohl 
(1961) assigned values of 420 and 840 ppm to high- and low-Ca granites, 

,j::J 

resp. This implies a two-fold increase with differentiation which does not. 
seem to be the case with the sequence: quartz diorites-granodiOrites .... 
normal granites, where the average Ba concentration is found to decrease 
with differentiation (being 1,170 and 550 ppm, resp.). However, a closer 
examination of the Ba value relative to that of both Sr and Rb shows that 
Ba relatively increases with differentiation in both series (see Table I). This 
reflects the importance of using the relative proportion between the three 
index trace elements rather than their absolute values in tracing differentia. 
tion trends. 

The sharp decline of Ba in very acidic rocks makes the estimation of an 
average Ba content for low-Ca granites especially difficult. This is why the 
present authors further subdivided low-Ca granites into normal and strongly 
differentiated types. On the basis of the present data, the average Ba content 
decreases from 550 ppm in nonnal granites to 100 ppm in strongly differen
tiated types. This is accompanied by an increase of Rb from an average value 
of 190-260 ppm resp. 

Anomalous granites show unusual distribution.> of the three index trace 
elements. EI Sokkary (1970), during a study on the geochemistry of Egyptian 
granites,introduced the tenn "anomalous granites" to describe certain low-C;a 
types wi,th peculiar distribution of the three index trace elements. Table I 
shows, that the average Rb value ofanomalous gnmites is slightly higher. than 
that of normal granites (being 210 and 190 ppm, resp.). However, a consider
atiOn of the average Rb value relative to those of Ba and Sr shows that anom
alous granites are lower in their relative Rb content. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

(1) The problem of granite genesis is highly controversial, and there is .no 
line ofevidence which would definitelY indicate one conclusive interpretation, 
However] iithe meta,sQmaticorigin of the group named "anomalous granites" 
i~ac<:~p~ed"then the ternary diagram Rb-.Ela-:Sr possesses the advantage of 
being both' classificatory and genetic. It facHitates the classification of granitic 
!;'ocks into various groups according to the extent of probable differentiation. 
As a genetic factor, the diagram may help in indicating whether the granites 
are magmatic or not. 

(2) B.<!Iium and Sr appear to be specifically sensitive indicators for tracing 

possible differen tiation trends. 

. '(3) Within the ~ernary diagram, granitic rocks depleted in Ba are enriched 
either in Rnor in Sr, but not in both. It is the Ba content which Seems to 
g~verntheRb/Sr ratio, 
.... , (4) It is difficult to rely on either the absolute values of Rb, .Ba and Sr or 

,on the bin ar~' relation between any two of them in tracing differen tiation 
trends in gr8!'litic rocks exhibiting a wide range of acidity. It is betterto refer 
to differentfaticlI; trendsintermsof two differenqactors within the men

·tioned ternm.y relation. In the differ~ntiation sequence: diorites .... quartz 

http:granit.es
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diori~s-granodiorites ... nonnal granites, the Ba/Sr ratio is the 'governing 
factor, arid is found to increase with differentiation. In ,the sequence: normal 
gran.l.~s -:+ strongly' differentiated granites, it is the Ba/Rb ratio which s~ows 
the rapid decrease. 

(5) Single acid magmatic plutons, although differentiated, may plot in one 
field within the ternary diagram. This is because each one pf the granitic 
groups occupies a wide range within the ternary diagram. ' 
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25. Iz analiz sve!ega in preperelega diabaza izra~unaj izgube in obogatitve prvin ob predpostavki, da je 

• 	 Al nemobilen (Krauskopf, 1982) 

• 	 Al mobilen, razmerje AI: Fe: Ti stalno (Cheswort, 1981) 

• 	 vse prvine so mobilne, izgube in obogatitve so podane kot utezno razmerje med oksidom v svezi in prepereli kamnini, pomnozeno s 100 (Garrels & 

Mackenzie, 1971) 

a.) Rezultate graficno predstavi injih primerjaj. 

b.) Rezultate pod prvo tocko primerjaj z rezultati preperevanja gnajsa iz tahele 13-2 injih komentiraj 

c.) glede na kemijsko analizo predpostavi mineralno sestavo preperelega diahaza in gnajsa 

svez preperel 

Si02 47.28 44.44 

AhO) 20.22 23.19 

TiOz 1.45 1.22 

Fe203 3.66 12.70 

FeO 8.89 

MgO 3.17 2.82 

CaO 7.09 6.03 

Na20 3.94 3.93 

KzO 2.16 1.75 

H2O 2.73 2.73 



i 

328 INTRODUCTION TO OEOCHEMISTIlY 

TABLE 13-1 
Analyses of quartz-feldspar-biotite gneiss and 
weathered material derived from It' 
ColullUl I gives the analysis of a sampJe of fresh rock, and 
columns II, III, and IV give analyses of weathered material. In 
general, the degree of weathering inereases from 1I to Iv, but there 
is no assurance that the original material was precisely the same or 
that IV represents a longer time of weathering than II or m. 

Chemical composition (weight percent) 

(I) (TI) (III) (IV) 

SiOl 7l.54 68.09 70.30 55.07 
AIlO) 14.62 17.31 18.34 26.14 
FelOl 0.69 3.86 1.55 3.72 
FeO 1.64 0.36 0.22 2.53 
MgO 0.77 0.46 0.21 0.33 
CaO 2.08 0.06 0.10 0.16 
NalO 3.84 0.12 0.09 0.05 
KlO 3.92 3.48 2.47 0.14 
H2O 0.32 5.61 5.88 10.39 
Olhel'1 0.65 0.56 0.54 0.58 

Total TOo:07 99.91 99.70 100.11 

Approximate minerai composition (volume percent) 

Quartz 30 40 43 25 
K.feldspar 19 18 13 I 
Plagioclase 40 I 1 7 
Biotite (+ chlorite) 7 Trace Trace 0.2 
Hornblende I None None Trace 
Magnetite, ilmenite, 

secondary oxides 1.5 5 2 6 
Kaolinite None 36 40 66 

Reprinted by pcnnission from Goldich (19)8). 

increase. Nothing in the analyses themselves enables us to choose between these 
alternatives. 

If we had independent evidence as to how the mass or volume of rock has 
changed during weathering, our problem would be solved. Such evidence is usually 
not obtainable, so in most cases we can proceed only by making lin arbitrary 
assumption that will allow computation of elemental gains and losses during 
weathering. One assumption commonly used is that alumina does not change 
appreCiably during weathering-a guess that scems reasonable on the grounds that 
AI20 J in analyses of weathered material generally shows the greatest apparent 
increase and that of all common rock constituents Al is least abundant in surface 
waters. Inasmuch as Al is not completely absent from stream and groundwaters, 
however, the assumption cannot be strictly accurate. In some weathering profiles 
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there is good evidence that substantial Al has been removed from the rock, and for 
these it may be more appropriate to assume that a trace element like Ti or Zr is 
immobile during the weathering process for the purpose of calculating chemical 
gains or losses. 

The calculation goes by the following steps, as illustrated in Table 13-3: 

1. 	 Recalculate analyses to 100 percent by distributing the analytical error (columns 
I and III). 

2. 	 Assume AI20 l constant. During weathering, 100 g of fresh rock has decreased 
in weight so that Ah03 has apparently increased from 14.61 to 18.40%. Hence 
the total weight has decreased in the ratio 14.61/18.40, or from 100 to 79.40 g. 
The amount of each constituent in the 79.40 g can be found by multiplying each 
number in column 1lI by this same ratio. This gives the numbers in column A. 

3. 	The decrease (or increase) in each constituent is found by subtracting the 
numbers in column A from those in column I, giving the numbers in column B. 

4. 	The percentage decrease or increase of each constituent is computed by dividing 
the numbers in column B by those in column I, giving the numbers in column C. 

This same method of calculation is often used with analyses showing other kinds of 
rock alteration, for example, hydrothermal alteration near veins and igneous 
intrusions. The assumption of constant aluminum is on shakier ground here, 

TABLE 13·3 
Calculation of gains and losses during weathering 
Columns I and III, giving composition in weight percent, are 
repeated from Table 13-2, except that the analytical error in each 

- has been distributed so that the totals are 100.00. ColullUl A 
shows the calculated weight in grams of each oxide remaining 
from the weathering of 100 g of fresh rock, on the asswnption of 
constant AhO). Column B shows the gains and losses of the 
different oxides in grams, and column C shows the same gains 
and losses in percentages of the original amounts. 

(1) (III) (Al (Bl (C) 

Si02 71.48 70.51 55.99 -15.49 -22 
AhO) 14.61 IS.40 14.61 0 0 
FelO) 0.69 ISS 1.23 +0.54 +78 
FeO 1.64 0.22 0.17 -1.47 -90 
MgO 0.77 0.21 0.17 -0.60 -78 
CaO 2.08 0.10 0.08 -2.00 -96 
Na20 3.S4 0.09 0.Q7 -3.77 -98 
KlO 3.92 2.48 1.97 -1.95 -50 
H2O 0.32 5.90 4.68 +4.36 +1.360 
Others 0.65 0.54 0,43 -0.22 -34 

Total i1iO:OO 100.00 79To -20.60 
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The weathering of basalt and rCiative 
mobilities of the major elements 

at Belbex, France 
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"University of Guelph. Guelph. C.nada. 'I.N,R,A. Cl.rmont-F.rrand. France, 

.) Maison des Vo!cans. Aurilla~ France 


(~r("tit"f'd ., J(lnuQry (980; "('(','pied in fe'l,:i.'fetlform 13 March 1981) 

Abstfl.ct-A basah a.nd its weathered profile have been analysed ror major elements, Graphical e~umin~ 
atton shows AI. Fe and Ti to have been essentially immobile. fXlermining mobility sequences ror this, 
deposit is complicated by the long pedogenelic history of the area. Three different, sequences are 
presented, lwo for different stages of weathering integrated ovcr time. and one (hilt reftects the weather,. 
ing regime of the present day. 

1 	
INTRODUCfION 

No UNIQUE mobility sequence oC the elements during 

'1 
weathering exists, though as TARDY (1969) points out 
in a thorough search oC the literature, there is a great 
similarity between many oC the sequences proposed. 
The major Cactors normally stressed as determining 
the sequence are: (al the nature oC the parent 
material; (b) tbe nature oC n~ly formed phases; and 

J 
(c) the inherent solubility of the elements (e.g. KAR
POff. 1973, pp. 5S-:59). Three equally important 
factors, rarely stressed. are the size oC the system. the 
stage of weathering, and the .mbient conditions in the 
system and its surroundings. 

A sequern:e such as POI.YNa"'S (1973): 

1 	 Ca > Na > Mg > K :> Si :> Fe > AI 

and the similar Goldschmidi-MlI5on scheme (MASON. 

f] 
1966) are strictly applicable only on global or perhaps 
continental scales. On smaller scales, Cor example on 
that of the soil profile considered here. different 
sequences can be expected. ,T1te behaviour of AI illus
trates this. Though relatively immobile in Polynov's 
scheme, in podzolic soils, AI moves readily from A to 
B horizons. J As regards the stage of weathering being important 
in determining the relative mobilities of elements. it 
should be obvious that the elements contained in the 
most easily weathered minerals will be, released 'first. 
those in less easily weathered minerals. later. In the 
case of elements with a low inherent solubility. this 
will not affect their mobilities, other things being 
equal; but with more mobile elements, changes in the 
sequence may be quite marked (PoLYNOV. 1945). 
Many published studies of the relative mobilities of 
elements hide this effect oC stage. by determining a 
sequence Crom a. comparison oC the most weathered 

Il~ 

t] 
r 

material with parent rocl< (e.g. JOIINSON ~I al. 1968). 
In effect such studies result in an integration oV'r 

t235'-1 ,c.. 
t~: 

time, oC all changes that have taken place between the 
beginning and end points. 
. The effect oC ambient conditions becomes most 

critical Cor the smaller scale systems. Here is where 
the greatest variety is found. For example. at the scale 
oC the soil profile the geochemical environment 
remains ill-defined. Yet PEDRO (1968) claims. Cour 
chemically distinguishable soil-forming environments 
on the earth, while GAUCHE!!. (1977) recognises at least 
ten. Soils that have, developed on landscapes stable 
for many thousands of years, particularly those in 
areas undisrupted by recent glaciations, tectonism Or 
volcanism. are likely to have weathered under more 
than one pedogenic regime. Different mobility 
sequences are appropriate to differenf regimes, and 
again schemes worked out by comparing least weath
ered with most weathered materials in such are... will 
result in .nJntegration oC the effects of more than one 
regime. - . ,.' ... 

These points are illustrated below 'iii 'terms oC the 
weathering of basalt and its overlying soil at Belbex. 

GEOLOGICAL BAcKGROUND ., 
Selbe", in the Cantal, at the southern end oC the 

MassiC Central (Fig. I) is dominated by the remains oC 
the largest European Cenozoic volcano. a stratovol
cano active from 21 to 3.8 Myr ago (BELLON et 01.• 
1972). Near the city oC Auriltac, on the southwest 
flank oC the volcano. flows of alkali olivine basalt of 
Pontian age. are Cound. 

Two such flows, on the eastern side oC the city at 
Puy Courny. have been dated at 7.3 ± 0.4 Myr and 
6.5 ± 0.1 Myr respectively (GIl.B£RT. 1972). The lower 
flow also outcrops at Belbex, 2 lem west oC Auri1la.:. 
Emplacement here was in a paleovalley cut into 
Stampian marls. Later erosion produced an inversion 
of relief so that the basalt now Corms a small butte. 
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Fig. L G.neralised g.ology of the Massif Central. France. 
The B.lbe. b ... alt outcrops 1 km west of AuriUac. 

THE BASALT AND ITS WEATHERED 

PROFILE 


The Belbex basalt i. alkaline in nature and contains 
phenocrysts oC olivine in a ground mass oC clinopyrox
ene (salite), labradorite. titaniCerous magnetite and 
glass. Within the glass, small needle. of apatite occur. 

~s 
Except Cor the absence of modal C.ldspathoid. Ihe 
rocle displays the characlerislics of a basanite . 

The profile oC alteration rrom bedrock to soil can 
be divided in'to six horizons on the basis oC macro
scopic CeatureS visible in the field. (Fig. 2). The pedo. 
chemical environment of the presenl day is one of 
brunification (GAUCHER, 1977; DUCHAFOUR. 1977. 
Chap. 9~ An earlier pedochemical regime is indicated 
by horizon 5 (Fig. 2~ RubeCaction. characterislic oC a 
honer climate than the current humid. temperate one 
is displarrd there. That a hotter climate prev.iled in 
this part or Europe. in Tertiary times is attested to by 
several studies (e.g. COINCON ~l af. 1975~ 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A description or .he samples is given in the Appendix. 
Bulk chemical analy ... were performed by XRF. individual 
phases were analysed by microprobe and day mineralogy 
was determined by diffraction techniques. 

Chtnd.ttry 

Bulk analy... are gi",n in Table I. In term. 'of the Iri
angular projection used by CHESWOkTII (1913b): the trend 
of alteration. as expected, is clearly towards residua rela~ 
tively .nriched in SiO,. AI,O,.and F.,O, and rel.li ••ly 
impoverish.d in' CaO. MgO. K,O and Na,O (Fig. 3). Th. 
behaviour or tne accumulating components is more clearly 
seen in Fig. 4. On weathering. thc material moves towards 
the base of the t.trahedron. Once the spheroids are com
plet.ly disinlegrated, beainning at le..14. there is a marked 
enrichment orSiO~ in the residuum relative to AI10J and 
F.,O,. 

MlntrQlogy 

Compositions or unaltered phases in tnc bedrock are 
shown, in Table 2. Th. sequence of breakdown of Ih.s. 

\ pnasct, de~ermined from observations on thin sections is: 
(I) alass ; (2) olivine: (3) clinopyroxene: (4) plagiocl.... In 
horizons 4, Sand 6, al1ochlhonow phases or quartz and 

PIIOFILE 	 HORIZON DESCRIPTIONS 
em 

rJw;..........w.;.!!it:e:·l !._ Recent 50H rerun Andiquel. polyhedric, .ilty sand texture. AUochthonous phase tChert) 

S 	 Reddish zone of aheratlon, s.eprolitic. lacks Iphet'Ojd$~ polyhedfle, clay~silt te)tflJre. 
Abrupt boundary It top. 

J_ Mn atelned horizon 

Intensely IHered basalt. Alteretion il spheroidal. with I weath&red rim on each spheroid 
increasing in thickness from bottom to top: or horizon. At upper boundary spheroids ,re 
altered completely to the cor •• ~heroids separated by II disintegrated matrl)!;, 

Compa:ct. hard. ba.alt.. unw..thertd, irre~ulll spheroidal structure (rapid chilling) no matrix 
between $~oids. 'rt'egVI.r depoSIts and veins of calcite. 

Unllterod, hard. biUIt, 

Fig. 2. The weathered profile at Belbel. 
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chert appear. The clay_mln....is produced during weather. 
inS arc smccIilc, halloysitc, hem.tile/soethite and In .mor. 
phous phuc (DElou and CHEsWOkTK, 19791 

INTERPRETATION 

In a Ihermodynamic sense, weathering systems are 
invariably open. Two general models may be con
sidered, the distinction being whether or nOI Ihere are 
any components that can be classed as immobile: 

Modell: 

1 or more 

components 

iJmnobile 

Model 2, 

No 

CClIIIpononts 

imobil" 

-
t or IIlOre components 

add ed and/or subtract cd 
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The principal agent of mobilisation is waler, which, ~ 
reacling wilh- minerais-in the weathering zone to pro ..; 

I 
:g I 	

fduce an aqueous solution, moves downwards in the 

gravitational.field and modifies the composition of a 

given system by leaching. Since all components in the 
 o 

\ 

~ 
a - !

soil are soluble to some degree. 1IlDIi.1 1 is the only 

i .i': .n .!
one that is rigorously te.nable. HOlliever. weathered i ! ; ~; f 
profiles generally have only short eiistences in lerms )" .. &1:: 

~iiiE~:9! eoflhe geological time scale so that during the lifetime !;~Jjl vof a deposit, components with extremely low aqueous 83 ~.It oR- '-' I 1solubilities will not be Significantly mobilised. In such • ,'? • D oil! 0(1 

l 
l 

eases IIlDIid I is appropriate . Ii' 
Several methods are used to determine the relative cl] 

mobililies of elements in systems -of this kind. Fori~;;;: example HAUtS and ADAMS (19661 conlrast soil with .!!:P parenl rock; an internal standard of comparison may 'R:stl 
i!~'" be used (AI in GoulICll, 1938. quartz in LaoNG and l 1
-~~i~ SoUCHtElt, 1979); or parent material may be com
c:'" 	

lpared with soil water (e.g. TAIlDY, 1969). Each has its ::t:~....... 
 usefulness though as the following account shows, a 

complex pedogenetic history presenls problems, os· 
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The weathering of bas.alt and major clements 

is sensibly constant (Fig. 5). One, 
may be used as internal standards 

c.o •lItO·N_P·la0 

measure the comings and l!I>ings 
ponents. 

It is possible, of course, for components to maintain 
a constant ratio with each other if tbey leave or enter 
a system at rates proportional to their concentrations 
in the parent material. Physical processes might ac

r.JJjf 

complish this rather easily, (e.g. by erosion I. but the 
chances of it happening chemically. with elements as 
distinct .s AI. Fe and Ti. must be accorded a very low 
probability. 

It is interesting to note that GOLDie!! (19381 study· 

r'l 
ing the Morton gneiss, used AI as an internal stan

dard. However. his analyses (Fig. 5) come closer to 


..,0, showing a relatively conSlant F.e,O,/TiO, ratio im


r'l 
5i02 

plying virtual immobility for these two componenls, 

~l 
Fig. 4. Tetrahedral piotto show the trend of Fig. 3 in more 

detail. and implying equally a loss of AI during weathering. 
Thus AI in this case was a poor standard of compari
son. 

A CHECK FOR IMMOBILE COMPONENTS 
WEATHE!UNG TRENDS 

The easiest way to check for immobility amongst 
components is to determine intercomponental ratios. Since AI,O" Fe,O, and TiO, can be assumed im

~obile. their sum can be taken as a measure of degree 
of alteration and the behaviour of other components 
can be contrasted with them. 

r '1 In the present case these show th.t the ratio AI:Fe:Ti 

Table 2. Composition of 'unaltered phases in the bedrock In looking for trends it is convenient to divide the 

Analyses 1-4 are: expressed ;In atomic proportions with .how. loss or AI relative to Fe and Ti. OOLD.CH'S (1938) 
respect to 24 oxyge... Analysis 5 is in weight percent. choice of AI as an internal standard is hard to justify. 

J,u 

Iii 


Si 

Fe 


Mg 

° Si 

AI 

Ti 

Fe 

Mg 

Ca 

0 


Si 

AI 

Fe 

Ca 

Na 

K 


° AI 
Ti 
Fe 
toIg 
0 

SiO, 
AI,O,
Zro, 
TiO, 
FeO 
MnO 
CaO 
Na,O 
K,O 
P,O, 
a 

5.94 samples into two groups. coherent and non,coherent. 
2.43 By coherent, we mean those materials such as bed
9.62 rock., spheroid cores • .and envelopes of spheroids,' that 

24 have notable coherency and retain some part at least. 
6.88 of the original rock. structur(. Thus on visual evidence 
IJO alone. a genetic relation between samples can be
0.21 

assumed, The non-coherent samples are those that are 0.92 
2.71 loose and particulate and which on structural evi
3.14 dence alone cannot be unequivocally shown to have 


24 
 developedsolely from the. underlying basalt. 
1.09 
4.96 

",."0.08 
1.18 
0.85 
0.01 


24 


1.29 
3.50 

13.15 
\.53 


24 


57.06 
23.22 
O.ot 
\.01 
4.42 
0.12 
1.39 

AI2°,3 	 tl02 
4.80 

Fif,. S. All samples (dots) plotted in trian,ulor coordinates 
to show the constancy of mutual ratios between A.llO). 

0.17 FC10J and T,Ol' The crosses represent analyses of the! 
'"iOO 	 Morlon gneiss and its weathered products, The arrow indi~ 

cates the weathering trend which can be interpreted to 
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Fig. 6. Rates or loss of major oxides with respect to AI,O, + Fe,O, + TiO, used here as an Index of . 
wealherlnl· (M unweathered basalt; (8) weathered basall: (C) .pheriod core: (0) spheroid envelope and 

completely weathered spheroid. 

Cohrrrnt samp/t., 

Major oxide components, normalised with respect 
to AI,O, + Fe,O, + TiO, arc plotted against 
AI,O, + Fe,O, + TiO, (Fig. 6). The linear relation
ship, of course. is built in (CHAYES, 196()~ However, 
the rate of decre.se of the normalised values on the 
graphs is proportional to the rate of loss of a com· 
ponent, given the sum AI,O, + Fe,O, + TiO, lIS a 
measure of the degree of alteration. Noteworthy 
breaks in slope 'occur for SiO,. MgO, Na,O and 
K,O. implying a slowdown in the rates of loss of 
these components when the envelope stage of alter
ation is reached. 

Non-coherent .<amp/t., 

Bulk samples of the manganese stained layer. the. 
reddish zone of alteration and soil, again show a vir
tual constancy in AI,OrFe,O,-TiO, ratios, so that 
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3. 	 Plagioclase 
(av. of 5) 
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The weathering of basalt and major elements 

Belbex basalt can still be claimed as a parent material. 
(Fig. 3). However. a marked inere""" in Sia, to the 
system is obvious (Fig. 7) indicating an addition of 
Sia, to the system in the upper levels of the profile. 
Later. this will be related to the geomorphological 
history of the area. 

DISCUSSION 

The behaviour of the weathering system at Belbex 
is in accordance with model t. Specifically it involved 
two steps: 

AI 
2 

0 
3 

, Fe 
2 

0 
3 

I __ Step I: 5i02 , MgO, 

T102 coherent 

immobile - Step 2: Si02 added 

124\ 

phous. but also in crystalline forms. such as hematite. 
goethite and the day minerals. 

An important feature of mobility sequences of the 
kind given above, is that they represent an integration 
of weathering changes over time. They may not there
fore be representative of the present day pedogenic 
regime. This must be true of most studies of geo
chemical mobilities in soil. certainly of soils found on 
landscapes such as that at Belbcx which predate Ihe 
late Cenozoic glaciations. 

The study by H",RRIS and ADAMS (1966) is a case in 
point. Their Georgia profiles were collected in an area 

CoO, 11'2°, K 0 subtracted from2

samples 

to noncoherent samples 

Data from the coherent materials allows uS to 
deduce an order of mobility for major components. 
Before the weathered material has altered to the stage 
of a separable envelope on the spheroids, the slopes of 
the curves in Fi~ 6 indicated the following order of 
decreasing mobility: 

Si > K. Na, Mg ;. Ca> Fe. AI. Ti. 

At the envelope stage the rates of 10$.5 of Si, Mg. Na 
and K decrease, and the mobility sequence changes 
slightly: 

Si > Ca > K. Na. Mg ;> Fe, AI. Ti. 

The mobility sequences can be explained in terms 
of the factors emphasized by KARPOF'f (1973). First 
the nature of the parent material: fresh basalt at 
Belbex contains two easily weathered phases (glass 
and olivine) and two that are weathered less easily 
(pyroxene and plagioclase). While gll$S and olivine 
are still present. they release their components rela
tively rapidly giving rise to the initial high mobilities 
ofSi. Mg. Na and K indicaled by the steeper parts of 
the curves in Fig. 6. When these phases are exhausted 
the rate of release of Si, Mg, Na and K is governed by 
the slowe! breakdowri of the other phases. Co. the 
bulk of which is to be found in pyroxene and plagio. 
cl""" is released and mobilised at a steady rate 
throughout. Secondly the effect of the secondary 
phases becomes clear at the envelope stage. Smeclile 
and halloysite form to 6x and 'slow down' some of the 
Si. Mg. Na, K and Ca. Thirdly. Ihe effect of an inher
ently low solubility for a component is most obvious 
in the cases of AI. Fe and Ti which precipitate vir
tually on release from primary phases, partly in amor~ 

covered by aerisols, relatively ancienl soils. thai were 
probably preceded by podzols. To what extent the 
mobility sequence they propose relates to the presenl 
environment is impossible 10 say from the evidence 
published. Furthermore, their technique of comparing 
soil with bedrock is only valid if il can be shown thai 
physical processes have not intervened to modify the 
composition of the weathering system. At Belbex Ihis 
was patently not Ihe case, and although dramatic geo
morphological changes may not have occurred on the 
Georgia landscapes studied, aeolian additions or sub
tractions to a soil are common. 

At Belbex Ihe basalt has weathered under at leasl 
two pedogenic regimes. the present one of brunifica
tion and an earlier one of rubefaclion. The latter 
produced the reddish zone (I~v~l 5) which then 
became the parenl material of the present day soil. A 
present day (or 'instantaneous' as opposed 10 inte
grated) mobility sequence can be estimated by com
paring the composition of the reddish zone with the 
composition of waters draining ~oils formed on basic 
rocks in the Massif Central (TARDV, 1969, Table 38). 
Omitting Ti (not determined by Tardy) the sequence 
is Na > Ca ;> Mg > K> Si > Fe > Al which is 
almost identical to POLYNOV'S (1937) global sequence. 
The nolable change between this and the two earlier 
sequences is in the position of Si. and is a rellection of 
the addition of forms of Sial of low solubilily to the 
wealhered basalt. This contamination of the profile by 
Sia, was revealed geachemically in Fi~ 7. It is 
explainable on the basis of the complex geomorpholo
gical hislory of the region. The basalt was originally 
emplaced in a valley CUI into Stampian marls. In this 
situalion, the upper surface of the flow would be in a 
position to receive detritus. derived from the valley 
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sides. That this happened is indicated by the presence 
of brownish fragmcnls of chert in the upper. non
cohercnt part of the Belbex profile. identical to chert 
found in tbe Stampian marl.!. The. carbonate com
ponent of the added marls would tend to be removed 
by CO,-charged leaching waters and would only 
reprecipate when the pH had increased to about 7.8 
(K,RUMDEIN and GARRElS, 1952). This appears to have 
happened in the lower part of Ihe profile where calcite 
is found on rock surfaoes and in cracks in spheroids. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The final version of model Llh,t can be advanced 
for Ihe Belbe. deP9sids shown diagrammatically. 

~[ . 
This, which can be looked upon as an instantaneous rorder, compares with Iwo sequences integrated over 
lime: 

Si > K, Na, Mg > Ca > Fe, AI, Ti. I[ I 
(earlier slage of basaltic weathering) 

Si > Ca> K. Na, Mg > Fe. AI, Ti. 

(Ialer stage of basaltic weatheri~gl 11 r 
Many such sequences musl exist. especially on the 

scale of a soil profile. AI Ihis scale. nol only such 
commonly recognised factors as: (a) nature of parenl 
material; (b) nature of secondary phases; and (e) 
inherent solubility of components, are importanl in [ I 

( 1 


( I 

+ (Parent Rock "'eat here<!1.1 2°3 , Fe 203 , 

productTi02 conserved 

I 
glass Ii, olivine SI'fIect ite. hal loy" 

less pe.rsistent site, hematite! 1 
. Si0 , HgO, CaOthan augite goethite. 

Stamp ian Detritus 

(Chert' Calcite) 

2

and plagioclase NazO, ':'0 

extracted 

The basalt weathered over a period of time which 
encompassed at least two different pedogenic regimes, 
an early one of rubefaction and a later of brunifica
tion. 
. At the present day Ihe order of mobility of mllior 

components is: 

Na > Ca > Mg> K > Si > Fe > AI. 

amorphous phases l 
(+ residual 

I mamial), I 1 
I 

determining the order, but Ihe nature of the pedoge 1nic environment becomes important. several distinct 
environments having been identi6ed (GAUCHER, 1917). 

A<kno~·lnJgt...ltu-W. are grateful to Bo8 MeNun' of 
MeM..ter University who ".pervised lhe XRF analyses, 1....
and to JOHN RUCKLEOOE. who allowed one of us to use the 
microprobe at the University or Toron~o. 

t. J 
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26.) Primerjaj vsebnost te!kih mineralov v dveh vzorcih peska, od katerih je en iz vrha drugi pa iz dna terase. Nastanek terase je trajal vsaj nekaj 100.000 let, izvor 

materiala pa se v tern tasu ni spreminjal. Kateri od n~tetih mineralov bodo v vetji kolitini prisotni v vzorcu iz spodnjega tdela: cirkon, rogovata, granati, oIivin, 

biotit, labradorit, avgit, turmalin, magnetit, apatit. 

27.) Napi~i ravnotezne enatbe za navedene reakcije_ Enatbe naj bodo geolo~ko logitne, v smislu, da so produkti stabilni in lahko skupaj nastopajo v naravnem 

okolju (pH). 

a.) raztapljanje kalcita v ogljikovi kislini, 

b.) grossularit (Ca)AI2Si)OI2) reagira v ogljikovi kislini, 

c.) raztapIjane sfalerita v ogljikovi kislini, 

d.)hidrolizira nefelina (NaAISi04). 

28.) Navedi glavne produkte preperevanja 

a.) gabbra 

b.) apnenca 

c.) granita 

d.) eklogita 

e.) glinavca 

29.) Primerjaj in komentiraj kemitni formuli illita in montmorillonita. 

30.) Montmorillonit ima glede na kaolinit vetjo plastitnost, sposobnost absorbcije vode in ionsko izmenjevalno kapaciteto. Zakaj? 

7



"'It! 

31.) Razvrsti navedena okolja glede na 

a.) padajoi\ pH 

b.) padajoi\ Eh: 

A. morska voda blizu povr~ja v tropih 

B. voda v tleh iz A horizonta podzola 

C. voda v tleh iz A horizonta ~emozema 

D. potoi\na voda, ki te~e preko skrilavcev, ki vsebujejo precej pirita 

E. voda iz mocvirja v sevemi Kanadi 

32.) Kateri od navedenih procesov zajemajo oksidacijo, kateri redukcijo in kateri ne enega ne drugega? 

a.) izlo~anje sadre pri izhlapevanju morske vode 

b.) izguba organske snovi iz sedimenta zaradi razpada 

c.) nastanek pirita v morskem okolju nekaj centimetrov pod mejo sediment-voda 

d.) obarjanje fluorapatita iz morske vode 

e.) izkosmi~enje sola Fe oks ida, ki ga reka prinese v morje 

f.) obarjanje Mn02 iz podtalnice, ki te~e skozi pe§~enjake 

g.) obarjane kremenice iz vode iz vro~ega izvira 

h.) rast kristalov sadre v glinah bogatih z organsko snovjo 

i.) nastanek glinenih mineralov z reakcijo med raztopljeno koloidno kremenico in glinico v morski vodi. 
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Nina Zupancic 

OSNOVE FIZlKALNE KEMIJE 

O. zakon termodinamike 

Ce sta dva sistema v termienem ravnotezju s tretjim (med njimi ni toplotnega toka) sta 
v ravnotezju tudi med seboj. Vsi trije imajo enako temperaturo. 

O·C=273K 

- pogoji ravnotefja (T, p, koncentracije) 
- kinetika procesov - metastabilna stanja 

1. Zakon termodinamike ali zakon 0 ohranitvi ener~ije 

Celotna energija sistema je konstantna. Skupna sprememba nolranje energije je 
enaka vlofenemu delu in spremembi topiote. 

ll.U""Q-W =Q-pll.V W=pll.V 

ll.H=Q+Vll.p 

p '" kenst. => ll.H = ll.Q 

U notranja energija 
Q toplota 
W delo 
p tlak (pritisk) 
V volumen (prostomina) 
H entalpija 
fiJI lormacijslw en/alpija 

Spremembe entalpije (toplotne vsebnosti) posameznih procesov imltio .vojn Imellll: 
izparilna toplota, reakcijska toplota, formacijska toplota... Toplota jiJrmadj, IIOke 

komponente je sprememba toplote, ki nastane pri reakciji potrebnih elemenlov pod 
standardnimi pogoji (ss = 150 C, 1 bar). 

tJIOr = 0 za elemente 

1 
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2. Zakon termodinamike 

Smer reakcije dolocata toplotni 10k (pri veeini reakcij se toplota oddaja) in stopnja 
urejenosti - entropija. Oba faktorja povezuje Gibbsovafunkcija. 
Reakcija poteka, ee je upadanje Gibbsove funkcije zaradi spremembe urejenosti veeja 
kot njeno nl!Ill.§eanje zaradi absorbcije toplote. Toplote ne moremo 100% efektno 
pretvoriti v delo. Pri obmljivih (ideal nih) procesih je absorbirana toplota enaka 
opravljenemu delu in produktu temperature in spremembe entropije, 

ll.S = Qff 

S enlropija 
T temperatura 

V rite reakcij: 

• 	 loplola se oddaja, urejenost se nib. (vib se entopija) moina 
primer: gorenje premoga 

• 	 loplola IC oddaja, urejenosl se vi!a Q>S moino 
primer: voda prehaja v led 

• loplota 8e sprcjema. urejenost se ni& 	 moino 
primer: voda prchaja v paro 

loplola Ie sprejemB, urejenosl se vila ni mazno 

3. zllkon termodlnamlke 

Yuki popolnoma urejenB In kristalizirana snov ima pri absolutni nicli (-273°C) enako 
cnlropijo. Entropijo luovi pri drugi temperaturi lalIko iuaeunamo s pomoejo 
/l1~cljltn' toplot,. 

e,- dQ/clT 

aSr - asI.IK +J.J'e,rr dT 

allr-aH1tlK + 1 • .jTe,dT 

Cp Ip,clj1~na toplola 
298K - 2jOC (Sl) 

2 



Gibbsova funkcija 

Standardna prosta energija formacije je sprememba proste energije zaradi nastanka 
komponente iz njenih gradbenih elementov pod standardnimi pogoji. 

dH =Tt.S + VdP 

t.G =Vt.p- SdT 

dG =t.H - T6.S 

AG r = Gpf'od... !.;«.,v ... Gn:aktantov 

dGr=O za elemente 

Gf standardna prosta energija formacije ali standardna Gibbsova prosta 
energija 

G Gibbsova prosta energija 

Ravnotezje in ravnotezna konstanta 


Smer poteka reakcije ugotovimo z Gibbsovo prosto energijo: 


t.G < Oreakcija poteka v desno 
t.G = Oreakcija je v ravnoteiju 
t.G > Oreakcija poteka v levo 

Za idelano raztopino je pri dani temperaturi reakcije 

aA + bB e::> cC +dD 

ravnoteina konstanta (K): 

K .. [C]'[D]d/[A]'[B]~ 

{ J koncentracija 
a,b... stevilo ionov v reakcifi 

Pri realnih raztopinah koncentracijo nadomestimo z akJivnostjo (a). Aktivnosti trdnih 
snovi in navadno tudi vade so po dogovoru 1. 

dG =·RTlnK 

R '" 8.31 Jlmo/ deg 

3 

Topnost 

Koncentracije so podane v enotah teWtefa (mg/kg '" ppm = mg/l), teWvolumen 
(mg/l '" ppm), molarnost (mM/I "" (mg/l)/molska te1.a), mEq/l (upo!teva koliilino 
naboja - npr.: sot::) 2mMIl "" mEq/I). Topnost doloilamo s pomoiljo ravnoteme 
konstante, imenovane topnostni produkt. Topnost je enaka aktivnosti kationa ali 
aniona. 

AgCI e::> [Ag+][Cr] 

K,p = produktilreaktanti = [Ag+][CI'] 

s = [Ag+] = [en'" .,j"K.t, 

s topnost 
Ksp topnostni produkt 

!ill 

pH izraf.a aktivnost vodikovega iona. 


H20 e::> W + OH" 


pH=-log[H1 


[n+] = lO-pH 


Ravnotema konstanta reakcije pri standardnih pogojihje 


K"" [W][OH-] '" 10"14 


pHje nevtralen (7), kadar je koncentracija (ali aktivnost) kationov eneka koncentraciji 

anionov. Raztopine s pH> 7 so baziilne in s pH < 7 lOsle. 
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Eh 


HI ¢:> 2W + 2e" 
 EO = O.OOV 

EO standardni potencial 

Ce neka snov reducira W' je po dogovoruEo negativen, ce pa Hl reducira ncko snov in 
pri tem prehaja v W' je po dogovoru EO pozitiven. Reakcije z negativnim potencilliom 
potekajo v levo, s pozitivnim pa v desno. 

Pri standardnih pogojih za redoks reakcije velja 

~G=-RTlnK = NEoF 

N stevilo elektonov (e-) 

F = 9650 Jlmol (23.06 kcallmol) 


Redoks potencial je mera za tendeneo raztopine, da dovoli nastop neke reakeije. 


Eh = EO + (RTINF)lnK 


Pri starldardnih pogojih velja: 


Eh =EO + (O.0591N)1ogK 


::'1 

I.) Ali grafit lahko preide v diamant pri latm in a.) 2SGC b.) SOOOe? 

2.) Katera faza je obstojna, kristalni Icremen ali kremenovo steklo pri 1 atm in a.) 25°C b.) 
lSOO°C? 

3.) Kaldnajc smer reakcije periklaz + kremen '" enstatit pd latm in a.) 250C b.) SOOoC? Ali 
lahleo pricakujemo, da se pri visokih temperaturah smer reakcije obrne? 

4.) V proccsu nastajanja osoncja je utegnila biti pomembna reakcija med grafitom, vodikom in 
mctanom: e + 2H2 .. CH4 • Kaj je obstojno pri a.) standardnih pogojih, b.) 500°C, c.) kaldna je 
lemperalura ravnotetja7 

S.) Kulika je standardna prosta Gibbsova energija nastanka galenita? Oeeni G pri lOOO°C. 

(i.) Kollk'"n jc 0 rcakcije Pb2+ + S2... PbS 55. Oeena pri sooGe. Koliko znasa 
rlvnold.na IIonlllnll? 

7.) IUICuniV rl\vlluldno konllalo pri siandardnem stanju za reakeijo Nl + 2Hz '" 2NH). Ali bo 
II Ylllklnlhlll 111i1l" II runlArole pri 250°C du§ik navzoc predv5em kot amonijak, ali kot prosti 
dllllk? 0 Nlldc ·16,7kJ/rnol. S u NH, 192,55, N: 191,50 in H2 130,6 J/mol,st. 

II.) Apnenll.l. kl y••blij. kr.m.n. proldo pod vplivom kontaktne metamorfoze v wollastonit po 
r.lkeUI: CleO, i NIOJ" C.SIOJ +C02 
II.) Ykllem Imor I.G. l'IuoU' prl llindardnih JlOllojlh7 
h,) pd Mil K 
c.) 1l'lIIllIIrlilur. raYllol'..,I? 

Q,) I/IM(\IIIII.I U pl'lhoda ar••ollil. v kllclt prl I •. Klleri jc obstojen? Kaled polimorf bo 
nh.wi.n rrl YllJlh Itlvp.r.lur.h III ukl.l? Ocenl prl kllerl T Ita v ravnotdju? Vm,ca =36,93 
mil \ V111,11 • 14,15 am ; kll.rl bel ob.loJon I'd ylloklh Iialdh III 7.akiV? Pod 80 K ima aragonit 
IIIfJo 0 ad klloUI. Iklolrllj dl,.ram oblloJnollnlh podroeO aralonila In kaleita v odvisnosti od P 
luT, 

1011.) 1'1I0"nl,/ .p",n.mbo noull1.l' '""aOo (U) rclkcUc andaluzil - sillimanit pri 55. 


51.5lln VIII,III" 4~,OO .m', 

II,) knkln. J. CI ,'fIlth POloJlh? 

I),) t ,nlOho del • VdP ·ldT lr.ruJ dl'ldT u rlvnolcfJo mod oboma. 


II.) f)uIIIIIIVIljIl, dl J. blla .... nllllOOnol1 kovln.kcK' f",lou v procesu nastajanja osoncja 

pmu.mhll....lkoUa: ,,,•• 4UJO .. '0,0. + 41t~. Kam Ieee fOlkcU" pri ss, kam pri 1000 K? 

'1'111111101111111. ravnol.",.? 


12.) Zrllellllllj 0 ,.lkIIO' eISO•.2HJO • elso. + 21hO pri 25 In sooe. Kateri mineral je 

11111111011 prl 2~ III kll.rl prl 500e? SreclnCno loplolc C,,1I1 • 14,1 + O,033Tcallst.mol. cp." = 

21,14 -t' 0,0761' In ap,III-.I,02. 
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III l3.a) Zraeunaj Gin ravnotefuo konstanto K za reakeijo: 2CaCO)(ea) + Mg2+ '" CaMg(C03h + 
Ca2+ 

b.) zakaj Ie konstante ne moremo porabiti, da napovemo, v katero smer teee reakcija v morski 

vodi? 

c.) kam bo tekla reakcija v morski vodi, ee so tam koneentraeije Ca2 

+ 0,0025 mollkg in Mgl+ 

0,017 mollkg? 

14.a) Zracunaj S pri segrevanju I mola vode od 0 do 100°C. Speeifiena toplota vode Cp '" 
18,02 cal/st.mol. b.) zraeunaj S pri izparjenju I mola vode. Toplota izparjanja vodeje 540cal/g. 

15.) Kak§naje topnost CaCO) v morski vodi, ee sta aktivnosti Ca2 .. 0,0000054 in col' 0,0025 
mollkg? 

16.) Killnaje topnost apnenea v vodi? 

, 	 17.) Kak§na koncentraeija Cu2+je potrebna, da se iz morske vode obarja malahit? Aktivnost 
OH' in karbonatnega ionaje priblifuo 10-6. 

18.a) Kak§naje topnost anhidrita v fisti vodi pri 25°C? 

b.) napi§i izraz za K reakcije sadra = anhidrit. Privzemi, daje v reakciji udeleZena izparevajoea 

morska voda z aktivnostjo manj§o od 1. 

c.) Katen mineral je obstojen pri ss? 

d.) S poskusom so doloeili, daje K za reakcijo pod (b) pri 25°C 0,61 in pri 50°C 0,85. Na 

diagramu aktivnost-temperatura narilH obstojnostna obmoeja sadre in anhidrita. 


19.) Izraeunaj ravnotefuo konstanto za reakcijo: 2CaCOl(kaicit) + Mg2+ '" CaMg(COl)2 + eal+ 

pri standardnih pogojih. b.) Zamisli si, da teee voda, ki vsebuje lOx vee Ca2+ kakor Mg2+, eez 

apnenec. Ali se bo tvori! dolomit namesto kaleita? 


20.) Alije na zemeljskem pomju obstojen hematit ali siderit? 

Reakcija: 2FeCO) + 02 + 2H20 = Fe20) + 2H2COl 

G sideritaje ·674, H2COl pa -623,4 kJ/mol. 


21.) Killnaje koncentracija vodikovega iona v vodni raztopini s pH = 8,3 ? 

22.) Koliko je pH raztopine s koncentracijo vodikovega iona 0,00002 moill. 

23.) Kolikaje vsebina vodikovih ionov v raztopini s pH 07 

24.) Killenje pH raztopine, v kateri je koncentracija OH' 10·J,7molll? 

25.) Koliko je Eh reakcije Cu = Cu2+ + 2e', Ce je aktivnost bakrovega iona 10.3• 

26.) Talniea irna vrednost pH c 7 in Eh'" 0,6 V. Ce se ta voda pretaka skozi svineevo 
rudi§Ce. koliko Pb2

+ v raztopini je potrebno. da se zacne obarjati Pb02 ? 
Reakcija: Pb2+ + 2H20 = Pb02 + 4W + 2e' EO = 1,46 V 

b.) se bo kolieina oborjenega plattnerita zveeala ali zmanj§ala, ee postane raztopina alkalnejla? 

27.a) V potoku so izmerili vrednost Eh 0,92V in pH 5,5. Katera oblika , Mn2
+ ali Mnl+, bo 

obilnej§a v vodi? b.) lzraeunaj razmerje Mn2+lMnl+ v vodi. c.) Nari§i Eh • pH diagram. 

28.a) Izraeunaj vrednost EO za reakcijo: 2Fel
+ + 3H20 = Fe203 + 6H+ + 2e' 

b.) naertaj na diagramu Eh-pH premico, ki predstavlja to enacbo. Privzemi za Fe2+ vrednost 

1O.6M. 

c.) ee teee prek lefi§ea hematita potok s pH 6 in Eh 0,47V, kak§na koncentracija Zelezovih 

ionov v vodi bo v ravnotetju s hematitom? 


29.) Voda vsebuje raztopijen CO2 v naslednjih oblikah: HlCOl , HCOl in COl. lzracunaj 
razmerje med temi oblikami pri pH 6, 8,3 in 10. Reakcije in ravnotefue konstante so: 

H2COl = H+ + HCOl KI_IO-6· 

HCOl '" W + CO) K2"'IO,I0,3 

b.) Oceni koncentracije H1COJ , HeOl in COl v raztopini pri pH 7 in skupnem raztopljenem 

COl 0,001 mol. 


30.) Podzemna voda, ki privre na dan, zacne obarjati kalcijev karbonat. Zakaj? 

31.) Kak§na koneentracija Fel +je lahko v stiku z Fe(OHh pri pH 6,5 in +Eh 0,3V, ter pH 
8,4 in Eh ,O,3V? 
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594 lNTltOOucnON TO OEOCHEMlSilI.Y 

Atomic Atomic 
Element Symbol number weight 

Silver Ag 47 107.87 
Sodium Na 11 22.99 
Strontium Sr 38 87.62 
Sulfur S 16 32.06 
Tantalum Ta 73 180.95 
Tellurium Te 52 127.60 
Terbium Th 65 158.93 
Thallium T1 81 204.37 
Thorium Th 90 232.04 
Thulium Tm 69 168.93 
Tm Sn 50 118.69 
Titanium Ti 22 47.90 
TuDgsten W 74 183.85 
Uranium U 92 238.03 
Vanadium V 23 50.94 
Xenon Xc 54 131.30 
Ytterbium Yb 70 173.04 
yttrium Y 39 88.91 
Zinc Zn 30 65.38 
Zirconium Zr 40 91.22 

........ 


Alumlnlll'll 
Antimony 

Anlnlo 

Blrium 
Beryllium 
Bllmuth 
Boron 
Bromlno 
Cadmium 
Calcium 
Carbon 
C.rlum 
C..lum 
Chlorln. 
Chromllll'll 

Cobalt 
Copper 

'Illorin. 

•••1 

All' 
lit" 
IIt'1 
AI" 
AI" 
na··
D." 
D'"nit 
1Ir' 
Cd·' 
c.·' 
t:4' 
C.I ' 

CI' 
CI
cr' 
C,.' 
Co·' 
Cu' 
Cu" 
p

:;,..:;, 

APPENDIX 

VI 
IONIC RADll AND 

ELECTRONEGATNITIES 

ApproximateRadili. for 6-	 Commonly Electro
dOrdl.atloll, OCCllrrlDI nqltlvlty· 	 lonle chlracter 

of bond with,.'Ib.dral (A)' 	 coordlllition 
nllmbo,.' olt)'len' 

0.'" 
0.10 (5) 
0.60 

4,6 
6 
4,6 

1.S 

1.9 

60 
66 
48 

0.51 4,6 60 
0.46 4,6 2.0 38 

"U 
0.27 (4) 
1.0) 
0.11 (4) 
\.06 

8-12 
4 
6,8 
3,4 

0.9 
1.S 
1.9 
2.0 
2.8 

84 
63 
66 
43 

0.95 6,8 1.7 66 

1.00 6,8 1.0 79 
0.15 (4) 
1.01 
1.67 

3,4,6 
6,8 
12 

2.5 
1.1 
0.7 

23 
74 
89 

1.11 
0.615 6 

3.0 
1.6 53 

0.26 23 
0.745 6 1.8 6S 

0.77 6,8 1.9 71 
0.73 6 2.0 57 
1.33 4.0 

(Continued) 
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596 INTRODUCTION TO GEOC1UWISTRY 

Element Ion l Radius for 6 Commonly Elcctro- Approximatecoordination, occurring negativity· ionic characteroctahedral <Al coordIna lion of bond with numbers3 

Galiiwn GaH 
0.62 4, 6 Germaniwn Ge·· 0.73 4Gold Au+ 1.37 8-12Hathiwn Hr'+ 0.71 6Indiwn In3+ 0.80 6Iodine 1 2.20

IS+ 0.95 6Iron Fel + 0.78 6Fel+ 0.643 6Lanthanwn La3+ 1.032 8Lead Pb'+ 1.19 6-10Lithiwn Lt 0.76 6Magnesiwn Mgl + 0.72 6Manganese Mn'+ 0.83 6Mnl+ 0.645 6Mn·+ 0.53 4, 6Mercury Hg'+ 1.02 6, 8 Molybdenwn Mo·+ 0.65 6Mo6+ 
0.59 4,6Nickel Ni l + 0.69 6Niobiwn Nbs+ 0.64 6Nitrogen N5+ 0.13 3Oxygen 0 2 1.40 

Palladiwn Pd'+ 

Phosphoms p5+ 

0.86 6 

0.17 (4) 4Potassium K+ 1.38 8-12Radiwn Ra2+ 1.48 8-12Rare-earth Cel+_Sml+ 1.0/-0.958 6, 8 metals EuJ+_LuJ+ 0.947-0.861 6Eul + 1.17 8Rheniwn Rc·+ 0.63 6Rc'+ 0.53 4, 6 Rubidiwn Rb+ 1.52 8-12Scandiwn Sc1+ 0.745 6Sclcniwn Sel  1.98 

Se6+ 0.28 4Silicon Si·+ 0.26 (4)
Silver Ag+ 0.94 	

4 

8, 10
Sodiwn Na+ 1.02 6,8Strontiwn sr2+ 1.18 8Sulfur Sl 1.84

S6+ 
0.12 (4) 4Tantalwn Tas+ 0.64 6Tel/uriwn Te1

Te6+ 
2.21 
0.56 4, 6 

oxygen' 

1.6 57 
1.8 49 
2.4 62 
1.3 70 
1.7 62 
2.5 

54 
1.8 69 
1.9 54 
l.l 77 
1.8 72 
1.0 82 
1.2 71 
1.5 72 

51 
38 

1.9 62 
58 

1.8 47 
1.8 60 
1.6 56 
3.0 9 
3.5 
2.2 61 
2.1 35 
0.8 87 
0.9 83 

1.1-1.2 
 73-75 
1.2 76 

63 
51 

0.8 87 
1.3 65 
2.4 


26 

1.8 48 
1.9 71 
0.9 83 
1.0 82 
2.5 

20 
1.5 63 
2.1 

36 
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Element lon1 Radius for 6- Commonly E1ectro- Approximate 
coordination, occurring negativity' lonlc character 
octahedral (A)l coordination of bond with 

numbers) oxygen5 

Thallium TI+ 
n)+ 

1.50 
0.67 

8-12 
6, 8 1.8 

79 
58 

Thorium Th4+ 0.94 6, 8 1.3 72 
Tin Snl + 1.27 (8) 6, 8 1.8 73 

Sn4+ 0.69 6 1.9 57 
Titanium Til+ 0.67 6 60 

Ti4+ 0.605 6 1.5 51 
Thngsten 
Uranium 

w'+ 
tt+ 

0.60 
1.00 (8) 

4,6 
6,8 

1.7 57 
68 

.r+ 0.73 6 1.7 62 
Vanadium Vl+ 

V'+ 
0.64 
0.58 

6 
6 

1.6 ~7 
45 

V$+ 0.54 4,6 36 
Yttrium y3+ 0.90 6 1.2 74 
Zinc Znl+ 0.74 4.6 1.7 63 
Zirconiwn Zr·+ 0.72 6 1.4 65 

I Only ions commonly found in naturally occurring minerals arc listed. 
1 Soun:u: Shannon, R.. D.: "Revised effective ionic radii and systematic studies of interatomic distances in halides 
ud eha.kogenldel," Acta Cyst.. Al2, p. 751-767.1976, and Shannon, R. D.,:uld C. T. Prewitt: "Effective ionic 
radii in oxidea ud nuolides," Acta Crys/.. B25, pp. 925-946, 1968. Allar" radii for 6-coordination eltccpt a few for 
which a different coordination is indic:llcd by a number in parenUlcscs. In gcncrnl. radii for 4-coordination can be 
estimate4 from the 6-coordination radii by subtracting 0.13 A. and radii for ~oordination by adding 0.13 A; for 
moat ions th_ NI" give radii within 0.02 A of the correct values. 
, Source: Smith, F. 0.: Physical Ge<Jchemistry, Addison-W~slcy, Reading, Mas~hus<:1ts 1963. 
• Source: Pauling. L.: The Nature oj the Chomical BOltd. 3d cd., COI'}'l'iSht \C by Comell University. Used by 
pcrmi&aion of the publisher. COmcll University Press. N. Y.• 1960. The numbers are in mitnty units, ronging from 
0.7 for C. 10 4.0 for F. 
$ Source: Smith, op. ci~. calculated by Smith fro"m electroncgativi!:), v.lues estimated by A. S. Povarennykh, Dokl. 
Akad. Na"k SSSR. vol. 109, pp. 993-9?6, 1956. 
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APPENDIX 


VIII 
STANDARD 
FREE ENERGIES, 
ENTHALPIES, 
AND ENTROPIES 

Standard state thermodynamic data for geologic substances come from a bewilder
ing array of sources. A variety of experimental and theoretical techniques have been 
used to obtain the data, and the results are continually modified by new experimenhl 
and theoretical algorithms. In the table below, values for standard molal Gibbs free 
energies, enthalpies, and third-law entropies are those recommended by the National 
Bureau of Standards for inorganic substances commonly encountered in geochem· 
istry. A full discussion of available data bases can be found in Chapter 12 and 
Appendix D ofNordstrom. D. K., and 1. L. Munoz: Geochemical Thermodynamic.f, 
The Benjamin/Cummings Publishing Co., 1985. 

The second column of the table gives the physical state of each substanco. 
insofar as it is known. Abbreviations: s, solid, form not specified in source; I. liquid; 

I 
g. gas; aq, dissolved in water at unit activity. The columns headed !:lG" and all' 
give standard free energies and enthalpies of formation from the elements at 2S·C 
and 1 bar, in kilo joules per mol. The column headed S' gives entropies in standard 
entropy units, joules per mol per degree kelvin. To find the standard free energy 
change for a reaction, subtract the sum of !:lGo values for the reactants from the lIum 
of aGO for the products [Eqs. (7-49) and (7-67)]. To find the equilibrium conltAllt 
for a reaction at 25°C and 1 bar, use the relation [Eq. (8-49)1 

10gK = -!:lGo /5709. 

By using this equation in reverse, approximate free energies of formation for tnAny 
compounds and ions not given in the table may be calculated from the equlllhrium 
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constants in Appendix VII. Numbers in the table are of widely varying accuracy, 
and are subject to continual revision as new data are reported in the literature. 

At temperatures greater than 25°C, approximate values for standard Gibbs 
free energies of reaction (!:lOT) can be found from the equation 

!:lG'T = /::ili0 - O.OOlT!:lSo, 

on the assumption that D..Er and !:lS' are constant (or that !:lC; ~ 0). If the heat 
capacity of the reaction is small, as it is for most solid-solid reactions, this equation 
will give a close estimate of !:lG'T for temperatures to a few hundred degrees. To 
find free energies at higher temperatures, or in general to obtain accurate values for 
thcnnodynanic properties of a reaction at elevated temperatures and pressures, 
requirell additional information on the variation of heat capacity and volume of all 
.ub.lances in the reaction [cf. Eqs. (7-41), (7-62), (8-18), and Prob. 8-81. 

kJ""" ( tJ ,~( 
 J~ /,-'-J 
.J 

S' 

28.3 
50.9 
48.5 
68.5 

205.0 
-321.7 

102.9 

35.1 
174.2 
214.2 

105,4 

222,8 . 

163.6 
195.0 
184. 
110.5 

-162.8 

62.8 

70,4 

96.4 
78.2 

132.2 
112.1 
109.6 

9.6 

62.8 
54.0 
88.9 

102.5 

"rmul, 

AI 

AI,O, 

AIOOIl 

AI(OUli 

AIIIIIO,(OIU.

AI' 

AI(Otl)" 


A. 

A. 

A••O. 

A••O, 

A,UI 

A••I, 

IhAtO, 

IhA.O,


"'''to;".01
'a 
1.0 
a"....
'''0,
IICO, 

I,
lI'f

' 
IO, 

•1.0, 
H.IO, 
H.DO; 

Form 

•
aonmdum 
""'hmlto 
.Ibbllte 
kaolinite 
Iq 
III 

m.1I I110.., 
.,..noille 

•• orplm.nl 
.q 
Iq 
Iq 
Iq 

•
I 

••buito 
witherite 

•Iq 

••• aq 

llG" 

Aluminum 

Ar"lIie 

Barium 

Boron 

0 
-1582.3 
-9IS.9 

-1155.1 
-3799.7 
-485 

-1305.3 

0 
+261,0 

-1152.4 
-782.3 

+68.9 
-168.6 
-639.8 
-766.0 
-587.1 
-648.4 

0 
-525.1 

-1156.8 
-456. 

-1362.2 
-1137.6 
-1540.2 
-560.8 

0 
-1193.7 
-968.9 

-1153.2 

a;f' 

0 
-1675.7 
-990.9 

-1293.3 
-4119.6 
-S31 

-IS02.S 

0 
+302.5 

-13I3.9 
-924.9 

+66.4 
-\69.0 
-742.2 
-902.5 
-714.8 
-888.1 

0 
-553.5 

-1207.1 
-460. 

-1473.2 
-1216.3 
-1623.6 
-537.6 

0 
-1272.8 
-1094.3 
-1344.0 

(Continued) 
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Formula Form 	 t:.C? AJr S't:.C? AJr S'Formula Form 

CUO tenorite 	 -129.7 -157.3 42.6Cadmium 
Cu(OHh s 	 -357.s 	 0 0 51.8Cd 
CuCI s 	 -119.9 -137.2 86.2s -228.4 -258.2 54.8CdO 
CUaS ch.alcocite -86.2 -79.5 120.9Cd(OH)2 precipitated -473.6 -560.7 96. 
CUS covellite -53.6 -53.1 66.5CdS greenockite -156.5 -161.9 64.9 
Cua(OH)l C03 malachite 	 -893.6 -1051.4 186.2CdCO] otavite 	 -669.4 -750.6 92.5 
Cu'" aq +50.0 +71.7 40.6CdSiO] s -1105.4 -1189.1 97.5 
Cul + aq +65.5 +64.8 -99.6Cd2+ aq -77.6 -75.9 -73.2 
CuCl2 aq 	 -240.1 ICalcium 

O. 0 41.4 FluorineCa s 
s -604.0 -635.1 39.8 Fa g 0 0 202.8 

Ca(OHh portlandite -898.5 -986.1 83.4 
Cao 

HF g -273.2 -271.1 173.8 

CaFl fluorite -1167.3 -1219.6 68.9 HF aq 	 -296.8 -320.1 88.7 1 
s -477.4 -482.4 56.5 F- aq 	 -278.8 -332.6 -13.8CaS 

92.9CaCO] calcite -1128.8 -1206.9 


CaCO] aragonite -1127.8 -1207.1 88.7 
 Gold 	 1-2326.3 155.2 Au s 0 0 47.4 

CaSO. anhydrite -1321.8 -1434.1 106.7
CaMg(C03h dolomite -2163.4 

AuCli aq 	 -151.1 
194.1 AuCI" aq -235.1 -322.2 266.9 

Ca](pO.h whitlockite -3884.7 -4120.8 236.0 
CaSO•. 2Hl O gypsum -1797.3 -2022.6 

Au(CN)i aq +285.8 +242.3 172. 
CaSi03 wollastonite -1549.7 -1634.9 81.9 

Hydrogen l
CaAhSiaO, anorthite -4002.3 -4227.9 199.3 

H2 g 	 0 0 130.7 
CaMgSia0 6 diopside -3032.0 -3206.2 142.9 W aq 	 0 0 0 
Cal + aq 	 -553.6 -542.8 -53.1 

Iron 	 tCarbon 
Fe 	 0 0 27.3 

C graphite 0 0 5.7 
Feo.94,o wiistite 	 -245.1 -266.3 57.52.4C diamond 2.9 1.9 
Fe30. magnetite -1015.4 -1118.4 146.4 

g -50.7 -74.8 186.3CH. Fe203 hematite 	 -742.2 -824.2 87.4-32.8 -84.7 229.6CaH6 g Fe(OH)2 precipitate 	 -486.5 -569.0 88. [-23.5 -104.0 270.0C3H, g Fe(OHh precipitate 	 -696.5 -823.0 106.7 
g -17.2 -126.1 310,4C.H1o FeS troilite 	 -100.4 -100.0 60.3 
g +68.2 +52.3 219.6ClH. Fe,S. pynbotite 	 -748.5 -736.4 485.8
1 +129.8 +83.0 269.2C6~ FeS2 pyrite 	 -166.9 -178.2 52.9-137.2 -110.5 197.7CO g FeC03 siderite 	 -666.7 -740.6 92.9 lg -394.4 -393.5 213.7CO2 FeaSiO.. fayalite -1379.0 -1479.9 145.2-623.1 -699.7 187.4HlCO] aq Fel 

"'. aq -78.9 -89.1 -137.7 
aq -586.8 -692.0 91.2HC0i' Fe]'" aq -4.7 -48.5 -315.9 

Coj- aq 	 -527.8 -677.1 -56.9 

+172.4 +15Q.6 94.1 
 Lead !CW aq 

Pb s 	 0 0 64.8Chlorine 
Pb g 	 +161.9 +195.0 175.40 223.1Ch g 0 


HCI g -95.3 -92.3 186.9 
 PbO s (red) -188.9 -219.0 66.5 
PbOl -217.3 -277.4 68.6Cl- aq 	 -131.3 -167.2 56.5 
Pb(OHh s -452.2 

0 0 23.8 
Chromium 

PbCla cotunnite 	 -314.1 -359.4 136.0Cr 
PbS galena -98.7 -100.4 91.2.'"" FeCr20. chromite -1343.8 -1444.7 146.0 

~SO.. anglesite -813.1 -919.9 148.6
ero!- aq 	 -727.8 -881.2 50.2 
pacO] cerussite 	 -625.5 -699.1 131.0CraO~- aq -1301.1 -1490.3 261.9 
PbSiO] s -1062.1 -1145.7 109.6Copper 
Pba+ aq -24.4 -1.7 10.50 0 33.2Cu s 
Pb(OH)j' aq 	 -575.6 !CUaO cuprite -146.0 -168.6 93.1 

(Continued) 	 II
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AG' All" S'Formula 	 Form 

Magnesium 
0 32.70 

MgO periclase -569.4 -601.7 26.9 

Mg(OHh brucite -833.5 

Mg 	 s 

-924.5 63.2 

MgP2 sellaite -1070.2 -1123.4 57.2 

s -341.8 -346.0 50.3MgS 
MgCO, magnesite -1012.1 -1095.S 65.7 

MgCO).3H2O nesquehonite -1726.1 

MgSiO, c1inoenstatite -1462.1 -1549.0 67.7 

Mg2SiO. forsterite -2055.1 -2174.0 95.1 

Mr+ aq -454.8 -466.9 -138.1 

Manganese 
0 32.0Mo s 	 0 

-385.2 59.7manganosite -362.9 
-1387.8 155.6

MoO 
hausmannite -1283.2 

Mo2O, S -S81.1 -959.0 110.5
Mo,O. 

53.1pyrolusite 	 -465.1 -520.0Mo0 2 

Mn(OHh precipitate -615.0 -695.4 99.2 

MoS alabandite -218.4 -214.2 78.2 

MoCOl rhodochrosite -816.7 -894.1 85.8 

MoSiO, rhodonite -1240.5 -1320.9 89.1 
-1730.5 163.2tephroite -1632.1 

Mo2+ aq -228.1 -220.8 -73.6 

aq -447.2 -541.4 191.2 

Mo2SiO• 

MoO .. 
Mercury 

0 0 76.0Hg 
+31.S +61.3 17s.oHg g 

HgO s, red -58.5 -90.S 70.1 

Hg2Clz calomel 	 -210.7 -265.2 192.5 
I 	 12.4 

~ 
HgS cinnabar -50.6 -58.2 
Hg2+ aq +153.5 +172.4 K·U 

H:a+ aq +164.4 +171.1 -32.2 

HgCI~-	 aq -446.8 -554.0 293, 
,., Hgi- aq +41.9 

Molybdenum 
0 21.70Mo 

-668.0 -745.1 77.7MoOl 	 s 
molybdenite -225.9 -235.1 62.6

-1 	 MoS2 

CaMOO4 
 powellite -1434.6 -1541.4 122.6 

aq 	 -836.3 -997.9 27,2Mo~-
Nickel 

0 0 29.9 

1 	
Ni 

-211.7 -239.7 38.0NiO s 
-447.2 -529.7 88.Ni(OH)l s 


NiS s 
 -79.5 -82.0 53.0 

NiCO, -612.5 
Nil. aq -45.6 -54.0 -121,9 

Nitrogen 
g 	 0 0 1111.6Na 


N20 g 
 +104.2 +82,1 210,9 

(CoIIIIIIWrJ) 

Formula 	 Form 

NO g 
NH, g 
NH.OH aq 
NO· aq'. aqNH4 

Oxygen 
0 1 	 g 
H.O 1 
HIO g 
OW aq 

Potassium 
K •

KCI .ylvlto 
KAlliO. Icallophlllte 
KAIII,O. Inolle 
KAlal,O. mloroollno 
KAI.I',O,o(OlI). mlllCavlte 
K· 	 aq 

Silicon 
II •
110, «·qllll'tz 
.10. «-orl.lobalilo 
110. 	 «·lI'Idymlte 
110. 	 alu. 
IICL. a 
I". I 
I'H. •
'",110. 	 Iq 

.'IlIwtr 

"I 	
•"1.0 	
• 

AICI GlIVI)'TIIi 
AI,. 10IIIlhile 
AI Iq 
A,cli' Iq 

Sodium 
Na •

NaCl h.llt. 
N&I\III04 IIlph.llne 
NIAIII.O. J.d.lt. 
NIAII',O. low Ilbll' 
NIAII"O.,n.o 1II.lalte 
Nat 	 .q 

Strontium 
Ir 
ItO 

••

IriO. 011.111. 
I.cO, Itrolllllllile 
IrllO, 	 0.,.-	 .q 

""-;-
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AG" All" S' 

+86.6 +90.3 210.8 
-16.5 -46.1 192.5 

-263.7 -366.1 181.2 
-108.7 -205.0 146.4 
-79.3 -132.5 113.4 

0 0 205.1 

-237.1 -285.8 69.9 

-228.6 -241.8 IS8.8 

-157.2 -230.0 -10.8 


0 0 64.2 
-409.1 -436.7 S2.6 

-2005.3 -2121.3 133.1 
-2871.4 -3034.2 200.0 
-374~.9 -3968.1 214.2 
-5608.4 -5984.4 306.3 
-281.3 -252.4 102.5 

0 0 IS.8 
-S56.6 -910.9 41.8 
-855.4 -909.5 42.7 
-S55.3 -909.1 43.5 
-S50.7 -903.5 46.9 
-617.0 -657.0 330.7 

-1572.7 -1614.9 282.5 
+56.9 +34.3 204.6 

-1316.6 -1468.6 ISO. 

0 0 42.6 
-11.2 -31.1 121.3 

-109.8 -127.1 96.2 
-40.7 -32.6 144.0 
+77.1 +105.6 72.7 

-215,4 -245.2 231.4 

0 0 51.2 
-384.1 -411.2 72.1 

-1978.1 -2092.8 124.3 
-2S52.1 -3030.9 133.5 
-3711.5 -3935.1 207.4 
-3082.6 -3300.8 234.3 

-261.9 -240.1 59.0 

0 0 52.3 
-561.9 -592.0 54.4 

-1340.9 -1453.1 117. 
-1140.1 -1220.1 97.1 
-1549,7 -1633.9 96.7 
-559.5 -54S,8 -32.6 

(Continued) 
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Formula Fonn 

Sulfur 
S s, orthorhombic 
Sl g 
H2S g 
HzS aq 
S02 g 
so; g 
S2 aq 
HS- aq 
S~- aq 
HSO; aq 

TIn 
Sn S 
SnO s 
SnOl cassiterite 
Sn(OHh precipitated 
SnCl. g 
SnS s 
Sn2'" aq 
Sn·... aq 
SnOHCI aq 

TItanium 
TI 5 

Ti02 anatase 
TIOl rutile 
TiCl. g 

Uranium 
U g 
UOl uraninile 
UOl 

U01(0H)2 
UF6 g 
~... aq 

uo~+ aq 


Zinc 
20 
20 g 
200 zincite 
2o(OHh s 
ZnS sphalerite 
ZnCOl smilhsonite 
202SiO. willemite 
2ol~ aq 
2o(OH)~- aq 

6.(;" 

0 
+79.3 
-33.6 
-27.8 

-300.2 
-371.1 

+85.8 
+12.1 

-744.5 
-755.9 

0 
-256.9 
-519.6 
-491.6 
-432.2 
-98.3 
-27.2 

+2.5 
-392.0 

0 
-884.5 
-889.5 
-726.7 

0 
-1031.7 
-1145.9 
-1394.8 
-2063.7 

-531.0 
-953.5 

0 
+95.1 

-31S.3 
-553.5 
-201.3 
-731.S 

-1523.2 
-147.1 
-858.5 

t:Jr 

0 
+128.4 
-20.6 
-39.7 

-296.8 
-395.7 

+33.1 
-17.6 

-909.3 
-887.3 

0 
-285.8 
-580.7 
-561.1 
-471.5 
-100. 

-S.8 
+30.5 

-453.5 

0 
-939.7 
-944.7 
-763.2 

0 
-10S4.9 
-1223.8 
-1533.9 
-2147.4 
-591.2 

-1019.6 

0 
+130.7 
-348.3 
-641.9 
-206.0 
-812.8 

-1636.7 
-153.9 

SO 

31.8 
228.2 
205.8 
121. 
248.2 
256.8 
-14.6 

62.8 
20.1 

131.8 

51.6 
56.5 
52.3 

155. 
365.8 

77.0 
-17. 

-117. 
-126. 

30.6 
49.9 
50.3 

354.9 

50.2 
77.0 
96.1 

126. 
377.9 

-410. 
-'7.5 

41.6 
161.0 
43.6 
81.2 
57.7 
82.4 

131.4 
-112.1 

i 
I 
I 

~ 
~ 

1 
J 
I 
i 

I 
"' 
l 

1

ij 

"' i 

j 
, 

:1, 


i 
i 
I 

Sourcl!: Wagman, D. D., W. II. Evan.~, V. n. Parker, R. II. Schumm, I. Balow, S. M. Bailey, 
K. L. Chumey, and R. L. Nuttall: "NBS tables of chemical thermodynamic properties,ft 
Joumal of PhY6icoi and Chemical Reference Dala, vol. 11, supplement No.2, 1982. I

Another excellent source of similar data is Robie, R. A.. B. S. Hemingway. and J. j 
R. Fisher: "Thermodynamic properties of minerals and II:lated substances at 298.15 K 
and 1 bar preuure and at higher temperatures," U.S. Grol. Surwty Bull. 1452. 1979. 
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IX [ 
rSTANDARD 

ELECTRODE 
POTENTIALS r... 

..... 

-

I 

J 

The value of EO for each half-reaction is its potential in volts referred to the HrW 
half-reaction, which is assigned the arbitrary value zero. The values are given for L 
25°C and 1 bar, with all substances at unit activity. Pure substances whose state is 
not specified in the equations are assumed to be in their standard states at 25°C and 
1 bar. [

The equation for each couple is written so that the reducing agent is at the left. 
Potential differences for complete reactions may be obtained by subtracting 
potentials for the appropriate half-reactions, provided that formulas of oxidizing 
and reducing agents are identical in the half-reactions and the complete reaction. EO r 
values for half-reactions not shown in the table may be calculated from the free 
energies in Appendix VIII, by using the equation EO = AG"196.5n. where n is the 
coefficient of e- in the half-reaction. 

Potential. In acid solutions 

K'= K+ +e-

Ca .= CaH + 2e

Na r" Na+ + e-

Mg r" Mg2+ + 2e

Th r" Th·+ +4e
AI .= AIl+ + 3e

-2.93 

-2.87 

-2.71 


-2.37 


-1.90 

-1.67 


(Continued) 
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Potentials in acid solutions 

u- tr'+ +41' -1.38 
MIl _ MDH + 2e- -1.18 

SI + 2H10 ;:: Si~ + 4H+ + 4e-0.99 

Zn" Zn1+ +2e- -0.76 

Cr .. cr+ +3e- -0.74 

Pe .. FeH +2e- -0.41 

H1Se ;:: Se + 2H+ + 2e-0.40 

Co ;:: CoH + 2e- -0.28 

Ni ;=> NiH + 2e- -0.24 

Sn ;=> Sn2+ + 2e- -0.14 

Pb ;=> Pb2+ + 2e- -0.13 
H2 ;:: 2H+ + 2e- -0.00 
H2S(aq) ;=> S + 2H+ + 2e+0.14 

SnH ;:: S1t4+ +2e- +0.15 
eu+ ;=> Cu2+ + e- +0.15 

S2 + 4H10 ;=> SO!- + 8H+ + 8e+0.16 

H2SO) (aq) + H20;:: SO!- + H+ + 2e+0.17 
Ag + CI- ;=> AgCl + e- +0.22 
As + 2H20;=> HAs02(aq) + 3H+ + 3e+0.25 

u'+ + 2H20 ;:: uoi+ + 4H+ + 2e- +0.27 
Cu ;=> Cu2+ + 2e- +0.33 
S + 3H20;:: H2S0) (aq) + 4H+ + 4e+0.45 
Cu ;=> Cu+ + e- +0.52 
21- ;=> I2(s) + 2e- +0.54 
31- ;=> Ii" + 2e- +0.54 
HAs02 (aq) + 2H20 ;=> H3As04 + 2H+ + 2e+0.57 

Pd + 4CI- ;=' PdCI!- + 2e- +0.59 

Pt + 4CI- ;=> PtCI!- + 2e- +0.76 
Se + 3H20;=> H2SeO) (aq) + 4H+ + 4e+0.74 
Fe2+ ;=> FeH + e- +0.77 

2Hg ;=> H!rl+ + 2e- +0.80 
Ag ;=> Ag+ + e- +0.80 

Hg ;=> Hg2+ + 2e- +0.85 

Pd;=> Pd2+ + 2e- +0.95 
NO(g) + 2H20 ;=> NO; + 4H+ + 3e+0.96 

Fe2+ + 3H20 ;=' Fe(OHh + 3H+ + e +0.97 
Au + 4CI- ;=> AuCI" + 3e- +1.00 
2Br- ;=> Br2(1) + 2e- +1.07 
2Br- ;=> BI"2(aq) + 2e- +1.09 

HgS ;=> S + Hg2+ + 2e- +1.11 
H2SeOl(aq) + H20;=> SeQ!- + 4H+ + 2e+1.15 
iI2(s) + 3H10 ;=> 10; + 6H+ + 5e- +1.20 
2H20 ;=> ~ + 4H+ + 4e- +1.23 

(Continued) 

Potentials in add solution. 

MD2+ + 2H20;=> MD02(s) + 4H+ + 2e+1.23 

2Ci' + 7H20;:: Cr20~- + 14H+ + 6e+1.35 
2CI- ;=> Ch + 2e + 1.36 

Pb2+ + 2H20 ;=' Pb02(s) + 4H+ + 2e+ 1.46 
Au;:: Au3+ + 3,  +1.50 

MD2+ + 4H20;=> MnO; + 8H+ + 5e+1.51 
MnH ;=> MnH + e + 1.54 
Au;=> Au+ + e + 1.69 

Co2+ ;=> CoH + e + 1.83 
2F- ;=> F2(g) + 2e +2.89 

Potentials in basic .olution 

Mg + 20H- ;=' Mg(OHh + 2e

Al + 40H- ;=> AI(OH); + 3e
U + 40H- ;=> U02 + 2H20 + 4e

Mn + 20H- ;=' Mn(OHh + 2e

Zn + 20W ;:: Zn(OHh + 2e
SO~- + 20W ;=> SO!- + H20 + 2e


Sn(OH); + 30H- ;=' Sn(OH)!- + 2e

Se2- F Se +2e
So + 30H- ;=> Sn(OH); + 2e
Fe + 20W .. Fe(OHh + 2e
H2 + 20W ;=> 2H20 + 2e

Fe(OHh + OH- ;=> Fe(OHh + e

Pb + 30W ;=> Pb(OH); + 2e

S2- ... S+2,

2Cu + 20W ;=> CU20 + H20 + 2e


Cr(OHh + SOW;=> crO!- + 4H20 + 3e

CU20 + 20H- + H20;:: 2Cu(OHh + 2e

Mn(OHh + 20H- ;=> Mn02 + 2H20 + 2e

S~- + 20H- ;=> seO!- + H20 + 2e

Hg + 20W ;:: HgO(red) + H20 + 2e


Mn(OHh + OW ;:: MD(OHh + e

Co(OHh + OW ;=' Co(OHh +,


PbO(red) + 20W F Pb~ + H20 + 2e

1-. + 60W ;=> 10; + 3H20 + 6e

40W '"" 02 + 2H20 + 4e
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Soom:u 0/ tlala: SiII6n. L. 0.: ·Stability constants of metal-ion 
complcltll •. Sec. I: Inorglllic Iipnd.... Chem. Soc. London Spec. 
PubJ. 17.1964: IIId Supplcmcnt I, Spec. Publ. 25. 1971. Weast, 
R. C. II' 01.; Halldbook o/Chllmutry alld Physics, 66th ed .. CRC 
Prell. Boca Raton, Florida, pp. 0-151 to 0-158, 1985-86. 
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